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Abstract: International regulations have the uniform definitions for criteria for homologation of vehicle and vehicle elements. Every by-
law deals with one strictly defined programme and trial related to it. Trial procedures are defined within the regulations. In homologation 
investigations of collision, car body behaviour as a part of whole vehicle behaviour is analysed. Bering in mind the need for obtaining data 
on foreseeing the car body behaviour in collision trial, laboratory method for investigating car body behaviour in quasi-static conditions has 
been developed. The paper presents the results of investigating behaviour of vehicle Yugo reinforcedcar body in conditions ECE 95. 

Keywords: VEHICLE, CAR BODY, REINFORCED, INVESTIGATIONS. 

 

1. Introduction 
Investigations of passenger car body, which are performed in 

course of designing process, can basically be divided into: 
laboratory and exploitation investigations. According to valid 
international regulations, trial procedures and conditions which 
must be fulfilled are defined within regulations. The vehicle 
producer is obliged to bring his product into line with adopted by-
laws, to put his vehicle through tests and to obtain corresponding 
homologations. For estimating the quality of carrying construction, 
within vehicle behaviour, By-laws ECE12, ECE94 and ECE95 are 
of extreme importance. The main aim of these by-laws is to define 
the impact investigation procedures, which would simulate the 
deformations that arise at collision of vehicles in exploitation.  
Standardized procedures allow correct estimation of constructive 
loading of vehicle and loading of passengers, static and dynamic 
deflections, photographic observations, as well as post-collision 
observations of those surfaces or events which are used for 
determining the construction criteria. 

By-law ECE 95 (lateral impact). By-laws ECE12 and ECE94 
are applied for testing the behaviour of vehicle and passengers in 
case of frontal impact. For this kind of by-laws, it is typical that 
investigation conditions are constantly becoming stricter with the 
aim of increasing the safety level. By-law ECE 5, lateral impact, is 
the addition to By-laws ECE 12 and ECE94, related to the testing of 
vehicle and passengers. Fig. 1, 2 and 3 present the conditions for 
investigating the vehicle according to ECE95. 

 
Fig. 1 Position of motionless barrier. 

In trial ECE 95, the following is typical: 
● Vehicle is motionless in the course of trial. Moving platform, 
of specific mass and at specific speed, hits the vehicle 
● Impact occurs on the driver’s side  
● Behaviour of carrying construction is tested 

● The level of loading of driver’s vital parts is tested. 

 
Fig. 2 Testing  zone 

 
Fig.3 Zone of test on driver 

From the aspect of carrying construction, the zone of barrier 
impact into vehicle is particularly interesting, see fig. 1 and 2. In 
that area, the investigation conditions are constantly being changed 
and adjusted to exploitation cases. 

2. Laboratory investigations car body in conditions 
of ECE 95 

Bearing in mind the need for obtaining the data on foreseeing 
the car body behaviour at lateral impact trial, the laboratory method 
for investigation of car body in quasi-static conditions was 
developed. The concept of monitoring the behaviour of car body 
only was selected, without the influence of car body elements which 
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are additionally installed and the influence of other aggregates on 
vehicle. The paper shows the results of trial simulation in conditions 
of by-law ECE 95, se Fig. 4 and 5. Car body is connected to the 
device on point for connection of front and rear suspension. When 
defining the investigation conditions, the experiences obtained by 
developed quasi-static trial in conditions of By-law ECE 94 / 1, 2 / 
were used. Due to that, in this trial the suitable profiled barrier was 
immediately defined. 

 
Fig. 4 Conditions of developed laboratory trial 

 
Fig. 5 Car body connecting method 

Fig. 6 and 7 present the developed device for investigating car 
body in conditions of by-law ECE 95. Reconstructions were mainly 
performed on impact panel, in order to partially simulate the 
conditions of barrier in ECE 95. 

 
Fig. 6 Quasi-static trial according to ECE 95 

2.1 Evaluation of car body behaviour 

It is performed on the basis of the following indicators: 
• Total deformation displacements  on selected measuring 

points 
• Measuring of deformation displacements on selected 

measuring points in course of entire trial 
• Deformations of typical car body joints  and car body as a 

whole 
• Recording of car body behaviour. 

Deformation displacement on selected measuring points in 
course of entire trial.  Selection of measuring points is adjusted to 
trial conditions and carrying construction of investigated car body, 
see Fig. 8. Measuring points are mainly located on lateral side 

frame (1, 2, 3, 36 and 37, driver’s side) and door reinforcement (35, 
driver’s side). 

 
Fig. 7 Reconstructed barrier according to ECE 95 

 
Fig. 8 Deformation displacement- measuring points 

 
Fig.9 Total deformation displacement- measuring points 

Total deformation displacement on selected measuring points. 
Fig. 9 shows the measuring points on which total deformation 
displacement is measured, symmetrically on the left and the right 
side. The zone of barrier impact, which is important for the analysis 
of car body behaviour, is analyzed. 

 
Fig. 10.1 Initial position 
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3. Analysis of car body behaviour 

In one such trial, it is possible to perform the visual monitoring 
of car body behaviour in the course of the experiment, and to take 
appropriate actions if necessary. Fig. 10.1-10.3 show some trial 
phases. 

 
Fig. 10.2 During the experiment 

 
Fig. 10.3 Total car body deformation 

In the initial position, Fig. 10.1, the form of non-deformed car 
body can be seen.  In the following phases, lateral side frame 
becomes deformed, in the zone of door post B. In the final position, 
Fig. 10.3, total deformation of lateral side frame can be observed. 
As expected, the largest deformation occurred on post B and front 
left side door. Still, there were no larger deformations of 
longitudinal supporter of car floor, especially on driver’s side. As 
expected, increased deformation of front left door opening was 
obtained. On the right side, minimal deformations occurred on car 
body. 

 
Fig. 11 The zone of connection of post B with floor 

Analysis of deformations of typical car body joints. From the 
aspect of this trial, the behaviour of left car body side is important, 
(driver’s side), where sensitive car body parts can be noticed as 
well. The lateral side frame has received loadings, and conveyed 
them further onto the carrying construction elements. Fig. 11, 12 
and 13 show the sensitive points. 

 
Fig. 12 Connection of post A 

 
Fig. 13 Total deformation of left side door 

 
Fig. 14 Deformation of car body 

Opening of side door is a sensitive point from the aspect of this 
trial; therefore, the sensitive zones which are located exactly on 
opening frame and door frame were selected for the analysis. In 
Fig.11 the function of post B can be noticed, its connections to the 
floor as well as connections of longitudinal support of car floor. 
Since the door is directly exposed to impact, its deformation is 
increased, see Fig.12 and 13. When analyzing the reinforcement, 
attention must be paid that the obtained construction is not too stiff; 
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this also isn’t a good solution because of need to realise proper 
decelerations. 

 
Fig. 15 Displacement in Y and Z direction 

 
Fig. 16 Displacement in Y-Z plane 

Analysis of car body deformation. The zone of barrier impact 
according to ECE 95, i.e. impact panel in the case of trial, has a 
considerable influence on car body behaviour. Therefore, new car 
body constructions are adjusted to trial conditions in order of 
complying with the trial requirements. Fig. 14 shows the behaviour 
of one reinforced car body of vehicle Koral in the case of laboratory 
trial according to ECE 95. Large deformations of car body on 
driver’s side are exactly in the zone of impact panel contact. On the 
opposite side, deformations are minimal. 

 
Fig. 17 Dependence force-travel 

Deformation displacement on selected measuring points. 
When investigating the behaviour of car body in conditions of trial 

according to ECE 95, displacement on measuring points was 
measured: 1, 2, 3 , 35, 36 and 37, see Fig. 8, as well as on point 
which are sensitive from the aspect of this trial. Fig. 15 and 16 show 
the results of measuring deformation displacement on measuring 
point 35. In this trial as well, with the aim of obtaining data 
necessary for final estimation of car body behaviour in conditions 
ECE 95, realized force and cylinder travel were measured, see Fig. 
17. 

4. Conclusion 

Alongside with the development of the designing process, it is 
necessary to constantly improve the method for verification, i.e. in 
presented case of developed laboratory trial, the method for 
foreseeing the evaluation of car body behaviour at lateral impact 
trial.  The complete mastering of the trial takes the same amount of 
time as designing of the trial itself. The presented results indicate 
the points where it is necessary to perform the reconstruction with 
the purpose of improving the construction. The investigation results 
could also be used for calibration of developed mathematical model. 
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DESIGN AND DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF A NOVEL VALVE CONTROL MECHANISM 
F.M. Günkan1, B. Doğru2, C. Baykara3, O.A. Kutlar4, H. Arslan5 

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Istanbul Technical University, Gumussuyu, Istanbul, Turkey1 

Abstract: In this study, a new valve control mechanism was represented to improve the fuel consumption at part load conditions in SI 
engines. The mechanism was working based on the skip cycle strategy. To achieve a complete air leakage prevention at high loads and 
speeds, the mechanism was mounted on the poppet valves directly. The locked valve control mechanism (LVCM) was assembled to a single – 
cylinder research engine and driven by the engine crankshaft. The mechanism was got ready to be tested in valve disabled and valve enabled 
modes. This could be provided by a locking system actuated by the driving mechanism. The results of displacement, velocity and acceleration 
of engine and driving camshafts were represented. 
Keywords: SKIP CYCLE STRATEGY, LOCKED VALVE CONTROL MECHANISM (LVCM), VALVE DISABLED/ENABLED 

MODES 

1. Introduction  
Environment pollution has became one of the most significant  

phenomenon with global warming due to growing of industry. 
Internal combustion engines have been used for energy conversion 
in various areas particularly in transportation. This usage effects the 
atmospheric pollution by exhaust emissions and energy sources by 
increasing of fossil fuel consumption. Carbondioxide (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2) 
emissions are composed by complete combustion of fossil fuels 
involving carbon molecules. They have great impacts on formation 
of greenhouse effect. Nowadays there are some several limitations 
for (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2) emissions and other pollutants (𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶,𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥). One of 
the main solution method to decrease (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2) emissions is to improve 
the energy conversion efficiency and also decrease the fuel 
consumption.  

To reduce the fuel consumption, several researches have been 
made as engine systems, vehicle systems and driving systems. The 
maximum effective efficiency of today’s SI (spark ignition) engines 
is about 35 % at full load [1]. If there is no improvement about the 
topics of knock resistance of fuel, heating value of fuel and flame 
velocity etc, this efficiency won’t be able to increase. SI engines 
perform about 10 – 15 % efficiency at part load. The main reason of 
this deteriorating is increasing of pumping losses due to the 
restriction of the cross sectional area of the intake air by throttle 
valve used for the load control. At part load conditions, to decrease 
the engine power and the amount of fuel – air charge into the 
cylinder, throttle valve has to be more closed. Because of this 
reason, the pumping work increases and the engine has to work in 
addition to the power production.  

Well – known methods to increase the efficiency at part load 
are; variable valve timing, stratified charged lean mixture 
combustion, supercharging, variable compression ratio and variable 
displacement. Variable valve timing and stratified charged lean 
mixture combustion methods have reached their top potentials.  
Supercharging and variable compression ratio methods are 
restricted for practical usage due to the knock probability of a 
structural problem in SI engines [2]. So the variable displacement is 
the least investigated method aiming to improve the fuel 
consumption at part load. There are two sub – types in this method : 
“Skip Cycle Method” [3,4] (cut off the fuel and air into cylinder and 
then enabling them in order with respect to decrease the work cycle 
frequency) and “Cylinder Deactivation” (cut off the fuel and air into 
a cylinder or a group of cylinder all the time)  

The working principle of skip cycle method used in this study 
can be expressed as following descriptions : When the load of 
engine reduces, the fuel and air supply are disabled in sequential 
cycles and the amount of fuel – air charge is increased in normal 
cycles. (except for skipped cycles) to get the equivalent effective 
engine power. Cylinder deactivation causes vibrations due to 
sudden moment fluctuations. In contrary skip cycle method provide 
a soft transient regime.  

Many investigations on skip cycle system are only focused on 
interrupting the fuel supply into cylinder for some cycles. Kutlar et 

al.[5] presented a new strategy for skip cycle system and valve 
control necessity to get expected results. They aimed to reduce the 
effective stroke volume of an engine at part load to skip some of the 
four stroke cycles by cutting off fuel injection and to decrease 
pumping losses when a cycle was skipped by using rotary valves in 
the inlet and exhaust ports. The experiment results showed BSFC 
(brake specific fuel consumption) was increased due to air leakage 
through the rotary valve at high speeds and loads. They proved that 
if the fuel and air leakage could be eliminated, it was possible to 
decrease the fuel consumption significantly at part load conditions 
of SI engines. To improve this case, valve controlling has been 
admitted as an inevitable method [5,6]  

A few patented mechanisms have been represented to keep 
intake and exhaust poppet valves in fully closed position. These 
machanisms are called “Valve disabling mechanisms” and aim to 
control the normal operating conditions of poppet valves by using 
usually a locking component. All of them interrupt the force 
transmission sourced from engine camshaft to actuate the valve 
mechanism. Basshuysen invented a lock mechanism controlled by a 
hydraulic liquid [7]. Another mechanism replaced in rocker arm 
was patented by Morita[8]. A finger follower rocker arm system 
was represented by Diggs including an actuating mechanism to 
engage/disengage a pin to limit the movement of rocker arm [9] and 
a valve disabling switch mechanism associated with rocker arm for 
a multi cylinder engine was disclosed by Walsh [10]. A recent study 
was represented by Gerzeli et al [11]. These previous studies have 
some problems about bearing and assembling of mechanisms, 
compression of some components while moving and lack of driving 
systems of these mechanisms.  

In this study, instead of only throttle valve or throttle valve 
with a rotary valve, direct control of poppet valves is used to solve 
the air leakage problem. This mechanism is also called “Locked 
Valve Control Mechanism”(LVCM). The control mechanism is 
driven by an external camshaft coupled to the engine crankshaft. 
When the poppet valves are locked by control mechanism, the air – 
fuel charge is carried out in normal cycle. Skip cycle is work online 
while the control mechanism moves freely instead of locking the 
poppet valves. 

 

2. Mechanical Design of skip cycle mechanism and 
objectives 

There are numerous mechanisms which are currently used or on 
designing phase. All of them have disadvantages and practicability 
problems.  

The principle is changing the motion of rocker arm by a second 
pusher camshaft in BMW Valvetronic mechanism. But, there are 
some limitations for able to use only in overhead camshaft 
constructions and the components working together should be 
turned very sensitively. 
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VVTL-i and VVT-i technologies, developed by Toyota 
Company, have been achieved by adding a new rocker arm. 
Locking process is practiced with a hydraulic control pin. 
However control of fluid system has problems when  considering 
of working principle of internal combustion engines.  

The study of Diggs doesn’t work due to the mounting 
problems.  

The patented mechanism of Morita isn’t presentable for 
assembling and motion of some components are troubled.  

Gerzeli has recently designed a new mechanism. It was 
assumed to not move the serial connected springs according to 
the spring constants of them. The mechanism was locked up by 
using only one point. So, various matters have been predicted 
about operating life and stability. The dynamic analysis of serial 
spring principle, modelled by three dimensional, (Figure 1) 
reveals that poppet valves obviously make a displacement despite 
of  the difference of spring constants (Figure 2) 

 
Figure 1.Three dimensional model for the dynamic analysis 

 
Figure 2. Displacement values of serial springs as regards the dynamic 

analysis 
 

Due to the previous studies and their deficiencies, a new 
mechanism was based on the strategies defined below; 

• The locked position of the system shouldn’t be 
provided only by energy stored components. They have 
to be connected physically. 

• The locking system have to be used through a plane 
with three points. 

• System has to be controlled mechanically and a 
stability case requires. 

• Practicable to present engines in market (with 
minimum modification) 

• Practicable to overhead camshaft engines 

3. Working principle of skip cycle mechanism and 
components 

Today’s internal combustion engines are working on a 
principle which the poppet valves are opened and closed by the 
camshaft connected to the engine crankshaft. In the base model, 
the camshaft is located on poppet valves directly also pushrod, 

tappet and rocker arm can be used to deliver the motion. Poppet 
valve return motion as for is actualized by poppet valve springs.  

The original test engine used in this study is a single cylinder 
diesel engine of Anadolu Motor Company. The modified engine 
is a gasoline engine. The chosing reasons of this engine (Table 1) 
are being a simple model and ready to supply spare parts. 

Table 1. Technical specificaitons of the test engine 
Number of cylinders 1 
Stroke volume 454 cm3 
Bore×Stroke 85×80 mm 
Compression ratio 17,5:1 
Intake valve diameter 32 mm 
Exhaust valve diameter 27 mm 
Intake valve lift 10 mm 
Exhaust valve lift 10 mm 
Intake valve opening 160 CA BTDC 
Intake valve closing 400 CA ATDC 
Exhaust valve opening 400 CA BBDC 
Exhaust valve closing 160 CA ATDC 
Valve overlap duration 320 CA Symmetric  
Pushrod length 145 mm 
Valve clearance in cold engine 0,2 mm (Intake and exhaust)  

 

The skip cycle strategy developed by Kutlar is similar to the 
other systems, which disable the cylinder, also can be practiced 
for single cylinder internal combustion engines.  In a 
conventional engine, two rounds of the crankshaft is 
corrosponded to a cycle. In the skip cycle method; after the cycle 
which includes power production,any work transfer can’t be 
obtained in the sequential cycle. To carry out this by 
pass,injection and ignition are cut off in the skipped cycle. By 
this way, work transfer can be achieved with four crankshaft 
rotations. Only fuel cut off is not sufficient to decrease the 
pumping losses. The air flow into cylinder at intake process 
should be prevented additionally.  

3.1. Disabled mode of poppet valve 
The pusher pin series is activated by the control camshaft. 

When the pusher pin situates into lock body and locked position, 
spring retainer will be locked with cylinder head. In this case, 
lock body is free standing. Spontaneously, the motion from the 
engine crankshaft system is transmitted to the rocker arm by the 
help of pushrods and rocker arm moves along downward. Due to 
the freedom of lock body, the rocker arm activates the lock body 
in the spring retainer vertically. The feedback of the rocker arm is 
carried out by mechanism spring which locates in the locking 
system. So, the spring retainer component is motionless and the 
valve motion is disabled in the locked position. (Figure 3) 

 
Figure 3. Disabled mode of poppet valve 

3.2. Enabled mode of poppet valve  
The pusher pin series is activated by the return camshaft. 

When the pusher pin situates into the lock body and unlocked 
position, spring retainer is pulled out from the cylinder head and 
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be locked with the lock body by three points. Spontaneously, the 
motion from the engine crankshaft system is transmitted to the 
rocker arm by the help of pushrods and the rocker arm moves 
along downward. Due to the connection between lock body and 
spring retainer performed by the position of pusher pin series, 
rocker arm activates the spring retainer vertically. The poppet 
valve is free standing now with respect to connection of spring 
retainer and poppet valve (Figure 4)  

 
Figure 4. Enabled mode of poppet valve 

 
3.3. System components 

3.3.1. Cylinder head  
Rocker arm, poppet valves and valve springs are normally 

beared on the cylinder head. Hence the skip cycle mechanism is 
located on the poppet valves, cylinder head bears the mechanism 
too. For this reason, cylinder head should be enhanced only 32 
mm. One of the main advantages of the system are to locate the 
mechanism on the cylinder head of the test engine and able to 
control the mechanism with only small displacements on the 
pushrods. (Figure 5) 

 
Figure 5. Cylinder head and location of skip cycle mechanism 

 

3.3.2. Spring retainer 
It is a component used to mount the poppet valves to lock 

body (Figure 6). It plays a significant role on mounting the lock 
body and other components also at the locked position. 
Preventing of axial rotation is occured by a special profile. The 
bottom side of profile is identical with the original spring 
retainer. Due to the six oil venting hole, no oil will accumulate 
into the spring retainer.  

 
Figure 6. Spring retainer and its components 

3.3.3. Lock body  
Lock body takes in charge the mounting of pusher and pins 

also of all the components with respect to locked and released 
positions.  

3.3.4. Pusher  
It is the component used to adjust the position of control pins 

and sphere locking system. Pusher is the most important part of 
this mechanism owing to get the regulation ability, the position of 
locked and released cases. That can be carried out by the 
transmissions of mechanism motion from control camshaft with a 
calculated special profile to other system components. The 
material selection and profile calculations become crucial hence 
the pusher is exposed to many variable loads. In Figure 7a, the 
positions of loads that is necessary for the fatigue analysis with 
1.000.000 cycles of pusher component made of St50 can be seen. 
The FEM mesh structure used in fatigue analysis can be seen in 
Figure 6b. The result of the analysis indicated that the maximum 
effective stress occured as 115 MPa. 

 
Figure 7. a.Forces on the pushrod, b.FEM mesh structure used for 

fatigue analysis of pusher 
 

3.3.5. Control pins  
They arrange the cases of locked and released positions of the 

skip cycle mechanism. It transfers the motion of external control 
camshaft to the pusher. Poles of them were designed as a 
parabolic profile as therefore the centering could be made 
automatically for the possible postponements. 

4. The synchronization and control of skip cycle 
mechanism 

The poppet valves are disabled and enabled according to the 
cycle mode, normal or skipped. Hence, the locked and released 
positions must be arranged as far as the motion of rocker arm 
which drives the poppet valves. Rocker arm is moved off by the 
intake or exhaust camshaft which are settled on seperated 
locations. The engine camshaft connects to the engine crankshaft 
with a gear at the ratio of 1/2.  

The locked and released positions of control pins used in skip 
cycle mechanism are adjusted by control camshaft.The control 
camshaft is actuated by a gear – belt system, connected to the 
engine crankshaft at the ratio of 1/2. Thus, the gear – belt 
mechanism carries out the synchronization of the motion. Since 
the direction of crankshaftand control pins are different, the 
motion direction is changed as 90° by the angular gears. (Figure 
8) 

 
       Figure 8. Gear – pulley and its motion components 
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To detect the profile of control camshaft, the polynomial 
curves were preferred to obtain the displacement, velocity and 
acceleration characteristics.(Figure 9) While selecting the degree 
of polynomial, 3-4-5 polynomial was used due to the 
convenience of manufacturability and motion sensitivity also 
being close to cycloid curves.  

 
      Figure 9. Graphs of displacement, velocity, acceleration for the 

control camshaft 

    𝑦𝑦 = 1 − 100𝜃𝜃3 + 15𝜃𝜃4 − 6𝜃𝜃5 

�̇�𝑦 = −30𝜃𝜃2 + 60𝜃𝜃3 − 30𝜃𝜃4 

       �̈�𝑦 = −60𝜃𝜃 + 180𝜃𝜃2 − 12𝜃𝜃3 

The control pins move off between locked and released 
positions with the help of control and return camshafts. Hence, 
the control and return camshaft profiles must be compatible to 
the dynamic equation of the engine camshaft. In Table 2, the 
synchronized positions of intake and skip cycle control camshafts 
are shown.     
 
Table 2. Control camshaft : Synchronized angle positions 
Position of intake 
camshaft 

Position of control 
camshaft Cycle mode 

0°– 110° (constant) 0°– 55° (constant) 

Normal 
110°– 180° (rise) 55°– 90° (constant) 
180°– 250° (fall) 90°– 125° (constant) 
250°– 360° (constant) 125°–180°                   

(Start of locking) 
0°– 110° (constant) 180°–235°             

(Running on locking) 

Skipped 
110°– 180° (rise) 235°–270°             

(Running on locking) 
180°– 250° (fall) 270°–305°                   

(End of locking) 
250°– 360° (constant)  305°– 360° (constant) 
  

 

 

5. Conclusion and Future Work  
The design and analysis process of the prototype of skip 

cycle mechanism have been completed. It is thought to test the 
responsibility of the mechanism under thermal stress particularly 
at high speed and variable loads.  

For the future work, engine tests of each stragety (NS and 
NSS) will be carried out to define the efficiency of that 
mechanism with an adaptable electronic control unit.  
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Abstract: This article deals with simulation of series and parallel hybrid drivetrain with different size of main components. Simulation is  
based on the real world driving cycles measured in Central Europe and urban part of NEDC cycle. The real driving cycles were measured in 
real city traffic in the cities of Middle Europe. Simulation was created using the Matlab/Simulink software. Comparison of the hybrid 
vehicles is based on their range.  

Keywords: HYBRID VEHICLE, REAL DRIVING CYCLE, SIMULATION 

 

1. Introduction 
Reducing vehicle fuel consumption and emissions is on great 

demand nowadays. In some cities in EU is entry to the city center 
allowed only for vehicles complying emissions limits. One of the 
possibilities is to use a hybrid vehicle. Hybrid drive is the 
combination of two or more power sources. The most common 
combination is the use of internal combustion engine and electric 
motor. According to the architecture of the components are hybrid 
drives divided into series, parallel and series-parallel. This article 
presents a simulation of the series plug-in and parallel plug-in 
hybrid. Plug-in hybrid means that battery can be charged from the 
public electricity network. The series hybrid drivetrain is shown in 
Fig.1 and parallel hybrid drive train in Fig.2.  

 
Fig. 1 Series hybrid  

 
Fig. 2 Parallel hybrid 

For the evaluation and designing hybrid vehicles are most 
commonly used driving cycles for determination fuel consumption 
and emissions. However these cycles are simplified. For example 
doesn’t contain the grading resistance. For better evaluation we 
created real world driving cycles.  

2. Real Driving Cycle 
The measurement of real world driving cycle was made on the 

conventional vehicle (see Fig. 3). The vehicle has been driven how 
the traffic situation requires and the measured data can be used for 
simulation of different vehicles types. The measurements were 
made in the cities of Central Europe. Measured was velocity, 
acceleration, time, distance, grade and brake signal. The 
measurement of velocity, acceleration, distance and brake signal 
was made by using data acquisition system DAS3 with contactless 
measuring device based on the Doppler phenomenon and pedal 
force sensor. For determining grade was used GPS data logger.  

Cities with higher population, larger size and more complicated 
transport system, with the expected use of vehicles with alternative 
drive systems have been deliberately chosen to measure the real 
driving cycles. In these cities are a higher proportion of reasons to 
stop or reduce speed, which is a potential source of re-use of 
energy. 

 
Fig. 3 Measurement vehicle 

 At the same time the cities continue in solving of issues of 
environment pollution and reducing emissions from transport. 

Since each of the three monitored countries has a different 
geographic structure it is reflected even in the elevation profiles of 
individual cities. Table 1 indicates the basic information of the 
monitored cities. 

Table 1: The basic information of the monitored cities 

City Population Density 
[inhabitants/km2 ] 

City area 
[ km2 ] 

Elevation 
[ m ] 

Žilina 85295 1066 80,03 342 
Prague 1272690 2602,5 496 399 

Wroclaw 632996 2161,7 292,82 105 - 155 
 

Real driving cycle measured in Žilina you can see in Fig. 4, 
Prague in Fig. 5 and Wroclaw in Fig. 6 
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Fig. 4 Real driving cycle of Žilina 
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Fig. 5 Real driving cycle of Prague 
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Fig. 6 Real driving cycle Wroclaw 
In the figure 7 is shown urban part of NEDC part which is using for 
testing emission and fuel consumption.  
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Fig. 7 UDC cycle 

Figures 8 to 10 show the elevation profiles recorded during the 
measurement and compare the elevation profiles differences, which 
affect the possibility of energy recovery as well as increase the 
demands on vehicle power unit.  

 
Fig. 8 Žilina elevation profile 

 

 
Fig. 9 Prague elevation profile 

 

 
Fig. 10 Wroclaw elevation profile 

3. Vehicle simulation 
Hybrid vehicle simulation was made using the Matlab Simulink. 

Series and parallel hybrid drivetrain model is consists of electric 
motor, internal combustion engine, control system, transmission and 
battery subsystem. Series hybrid vehicle is shown in Fig. 11, 
parallel hybrid vehicle in Fig. 12. 

  

 
Fig. 11 Series hybrid vehicle model 

 
Fig. 12 Parallel hybrid vehicle model 
 

The primary inputs to the simulation are the measured values of 
velocity, acceleration, grade and brake signal from the real driving 
cycle. These values enter into the subsystem for calculating demand 
power. The demand power is calculated by tractive effort such as 
rolling resistance, aerodynamic drag, grading resistance and inertia 
resistance. To calculate tractive effort is necessary to choose the 
weight of the vehicle, the coefficient of rotating parts, rolling 
resistance coefficient, frontal vehicle area, aerodynamic drag 
coefficient and air density. 

Internal combustion engine is created by Lookup tables. In 
these lookup tables is insert performance characteristics and specific 
fuel consumption characteristic of engine.  

Electric motor is also created by Lookup tables in which are 
motor efficiency characteristic (see Fig. 13) and power 
characteristic.  

 
Fig. 13 Electric motor efficiency 

 

For byttery simulation is choosen battery block from SimScape 
library. The Battery block implements a generic dynamic model 
parameterized to represent behavior of rechargeable batteries. 

Parallel hybrid drivetrain has transmission. Gear shifting is 
determined by vehicle velocity. 

Charging system determine demand value of current as input to 
battery. Maximum current value is controlled.  

Control management system is defined in Matlab Function 
block. Control management system control the complete vehicle 
based on SOC (State Of Charge), demand power and other 
criteria’s. 

Main output from simulation is value of SOC and fuel 
consumption.  

4. Simulation with various components 
A key factor in hybrid vehicles is correctly dimensioned size of 

key components such as traction electric motor, internal combustion 
engine and batteries. For comparison are chosen 8 city vehicles (see 
Table 2) for two passengers with different main component size. 
Six vehicles are with serial drivetrain and two with parallel 
drivetrain.   
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Series hybrid has 15kW traction electric motor, which is same 
for all 6 vehicles. For comparison are choose three internal 
combustion engines and two battery packs. Three spark ignition 
engines with displacement of 120, 280 and 505 cm3 are selected. 
Two 240V NiMH battery packs have capacity 34Ah and 8.5Ah. 

Two parallel hybrid vehicles have combustion engine with 
505cm3 displacement, 10kW electric motor and 5 speed automatic 
transmission. Difference between vehicles is in different battery 
packs with 34Ah and 8.5Ah. 

In total vehicle weight is included 75kg weight of passenger and 
15kg of luggage.   

Table 2: Vehicle comparison 

 Hybrid 
drivetrain 

Engine 
[ cm3 ] 

Engine 
weight 
[ kg ] 

Battery 
pack 
[Ah] 

Battery 
weight 
[ kg ] 

Total 
weight 
[ kg] 

Vehicle1 series 505 49 34 180 669 
Vehicle2 series 280 30 34 180 650 
Vehicle3 series 120 13 34 180 633 
Vehicle4 parallel 505 49 34 180 709 
Vehicle5 series 505 49 8.5 45 534 
Vehicle6 series 280 30 8.5 45 515 
Vehicle7 series 120 13 8.5 45 498 
Vehicle8 parallel 505 49 8.5 45 569 

 

Control strategy series hybrid vehicles 

Internal combustion engine operates in one revolution mode 
where is the best specific fuel consumption. The operation of 
combustion engine is controlled by SOC. If the SOC reaches preset 
bottom line combustion engine is turned on. When SOC reches 
preset top line where is battery fully charged engine is turned off[1]. 

Control strategy of parallel hybrid drive 

In this strategy is effort to combustion engine is workiing in areas 
with best efficiency. If the SOC is higher than preset value and load 
of combustion engine is low, the elctric motor supply demand 
power. Also electric motor supply demand power in low speeds 
when the SOC is high. When the SOC reaches the bottom line 
combustion engine deliver more power then is demand and excess 
power is used to charging battery.  

Vehicles are compared by their range. For comparison each 
vehicle consume one liter of petrol during the simulation. Due to the 
fact that it is a plug-in hybrid, it is important to compare vehicle 
with fully charged and discharged battery. In the Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 
you can see fully charged vehicles and in the Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 
discharged vehicles. It should be noted that due to the battery life 
can not be discharged to 100%. 
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Fig. 14 Comparison of fully charged vehicles 
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Fig. 15 Comparison of fully charged vehicles 
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Fig. 16 Comparison of discharged vehicles 
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Fig. 17 Comparison of discharged vehicles 
 

5. Conclusion 
As you can see in the Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 the greatest range have 

fully charged vehicles with 34Ah battery pack. Situation is 
changing with the discharged battery, where the vehicle with 
heaviest 34Ah battery pack needs to make more power due to the 
increased weight of the vehicle. In comparison of hybrid drivetrains 
better result has parallel drivetrain. However combustion engine in 
serial hybrid drivetrain operate in one revolution with the best 
specific fuel consumption, multiple energy conversion decrease 
vehicle range in comparison of parallel hybrid drive train. The 
advantage of series hybrid is short distance driving, when the 
vehicle is propelled only by the electric engine therefore vehicle 
doesn’t produce any local emissions. 
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Abstract: Railway networks are subjected to severe and various loading conditions. In service, crossings are submitted to rolling, impact 
and sliding stress affecting their fatigue behaviour. Experimental and numerical simulation in laboratory is a convenient research technique 
to test a large number of contact parameters and theirs influence on the fatigue behaviour of the material. For this reason the present paper 
propose a numerical tool designed using finite element method and simulating the impact-sliding test, one of specific test for this kind of 
study. The results are described and discussed and shows the influence of contact parameters on the: size and shape of the contact area, 
maximal values of the equivalent Von Mises stress and plastic strain, depth of the equivalent Von Mises stress propagation. 
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1. Introduction 
Switches and crossings are important elementes in a railway 

network as they provide flexibility to trafic operations. They consist 
in a switch and a crossing panel connected by a clossure panel. In 
the crossing panel, there is a discontinuity in the rail, which leads to 
high dynamic loads. The process of a wheel passing a crossing 
panel is highly complex, including dynamic effects with contact and 
complex geometries. The principal damage mechanisms affecting 
switches and crossings components, are: wear, accumulated plastic 
deformation and rolling contact fatigue. In order to study and 
predict all these mechanisms different tests are designed, performed 
and simulated. In the development of new concepts or in the 
improvement of existing ones, numerical models can help to shorten 
development times. This can be done both by predicting the 
performance of possible design concepts and improving the 
understanding of the mechanisms of loading. Many studies are 
provided on this subject.  

A. Ramalho, M. Esteves and P. Marta [1] investigate the effect 
of contact conditions on friction and wear behaviour of carbon and 
low alloy rail/wheel steels. Two-disc rolling-sliding tests were done 
to study the effect of the creep ratio, contact pressure and tangential 
speed on the resulting traction coefficient and amount of wear. 
Scanning and optical microscopy and the evolution of micro 
hardness were used to observe contact surface and to evaluate the 
strain-hardening effect induced by contact stresses. M. Pau, B. 
Leban and A Baldi [2] report the results of a series of experiments 
performed on realistic wheel-rail coupling, in which the wheel was 
characterized by the presence of subsurface defects. 

Experimental and numerical modeling of wheel-rail contact and 
wear is reported [3] by A. Rovira, A. Roda, M.B. Marshall, H. 
Brunskill and R. Lewis. An experimental method, based on the 
measurement of ultrasonic reflection, is used to solve the contact 
problem, together with a simplified theory of rolling contact 
algorithm. 

M. Peltz, W. Daves and H. Ossberger propose a dynamic finite 
element model for the process of a wheel passing the crossing panel 
of a turnout [4]. The model provides the dynamical contact forces 
between the wheel and the crossing parts, the vertical wheel 
displacement, the development of the angular velocity of the wheel, 
the stress fields and the plastic deformation in the crossing, the 
contact pressure and the microslip. Numerical simulation results of 
wheel rolling over rail at high-speeds [5] are obtained by Jiang X. 
and Jin X. considering the rolling contact of the wheel and rail as a 
two-dimensional rolling contact in a pure rolling and steady state. 
Three-dimensional elastic-plastic stress analysis of wheel-rail 
rolling contact [6], using ABAQUS, was performed by Z. Wen, L. 
Wu, X. Jin and M. Zhu. The finite element simulations were 
conducted to investigate the influence of partial slip condition and 

varying contact load on the rolling contact stresses and 
deformations. Impact and sliding wear resistance of Hadfield and 
rail steel are studied [7] by R. Harzallah, A. Mouftiez, E. Felder, S. 
Hariri and J.-P. Maujean. The influence of contact parameters on 
the damage of different materials was investigated byimpact and 
impact-sliding tests. 

The large contact forces between wheel and rail, causing severe 
damages at the crossing noses, represents the reasons way great 
efforts should be taken in decreasing the dynamic response. The 
current research paper present a numerical model of the specific rig 
test used to perform impact sliding contact tests at the “Ecole des 
Mines” of Douai, France (fig.1). 

 
Fig. 1 Impact sliding tribotester 

This test rig is used to study the consequences of repeated 
impacts and sliding of a specimen made in the metal to test. The 
specimen is a metallic pawn-shaped part of 10 mm diameter and 27 
mm in length. 

 
Fig 2 Geometry of the specimen 

This test rig is made of two rotating discs; the specimen can be 
fixed on the upper disc (three specimens, at most, can be studied at 
the same time). During the rotation of the discs, the specimens 
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impact the lower disc because of the centrifugal load created on 
them by the rotation of the upper disc. 

 
Fig. 3 Plan of the test rig 
 
2. Numerical simulation 
The numerical simulation of the test rig is performed using 

MARC Mentat finite element code.  

For the meshing of the specimen, two different techniques are 
used. Starting from the in the plane Oxy meshed with quadratic 
elements specimen, and then expanding by rotation to get the whole 
specimen, it results a hexahedral elements meshing (fig. 4). 
However, this meshing presents some degenerate elements 
(tetrahedral elements at the bottom of the specimen), which can lead 
to mistakes in the computation.  

  
Fig. 4 Hexahedral meshing of the specimen 

To prevent this, another meshing technique is used: representing 
the specimen as a solid, and then meshing its surface with triangular 
elements, finally results a tetrahedral elements meshing (fig. 5). 

  
Fig. 5 Tetrahedral meshing of the specimen 
 
The considered material of the specimen is a HSLA steel (High-

Strength Low-Alloyed steel), which coefficients for the Swift’s law 
(equation 1) are: A=673, m=0.131.  

σ0=A (ε0+ε)m     (1) 

In all the different models, the test rig is represented by the 
specimen and the lower disc. The specimen is considered as a 
deformable body, and the disc as a rigid body. A face load 

equivalent to the centrifugal force, which results from the rotation 
of the upper disc, is applied to the upper surface of the specimen; 
the specimen is also free for the displacements in the radial 
direction. In order to define boundary conditions four models are 
studied. 

In the first model, the specimen is fixed, and the disc is in 
rotation, with a speed equal to the sum of the rotation speeds of the 
two discs. The centre of rotation is align with the axis of the 
specimen. 

 
 

Fig. 6 First and second model 
 
This model can be used to study the behavior of the specimen 

during the contact between the disc and the specimen, but it doesn’t 
consider the impact between the specimen and the disc. 

In the second model, the specimen is fixed, and the disc is in 
translation, with a speed equal to the linear speed of contact 
between the specimen and the disc.  

In the third model, the specimen is fixed, and the disc is in 
rotation, like in the first model, but in this model, the centre of 
rotation of the disc is not align with the axis of the specimen, in 
order to create an impact between the two parts. 

  
Fig. 7 Third and forth model 

In the forth model, both the specimen and the disc are in 
rotation. In order to enable the rotation of the specimen, it is 
necessary to add another rigid body, which will be in contact with 
the specimen and will guide its rotation. The contact type “glue” 
which behaves as if the two parts were glued together, can not be 
used in this situation, because it would block the displacement of 
the specimen in the radial direction, and the load equivalent to the 
centrifugal force would also have no influence.  

The three first models can’t be used to study the case without 
sliding, in which the sliding velocity between the specimen and the 
disc is null (the disc and the specimen have the same velocity). 

Therefore, we have decided to use the forth model,  which is 
closer to the way the test rig works, and can also be used to study 
the case without sliding. 

To improve this model, different types of surfaces, guiding the 
rotation of the specimen, are tested and the cylinder provides the 
best rotation for the specimen. 

The test rig can be use with or without sliding.   
In the case without sliding, the two discs have the same 

rotational speeds, and there is no friction coefficient between the 
lower disc and the specimen. 

In the case with sliding, the two discs have different rotational 
speeds, and there is a friction coefficient between the parts. Based 
on the thesis, I have set two different values for the friction 
coefficient: μ=0.4 and μ=1. 
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The values for the rotational speeds of the discs are 300 rot/min, 
200 rot/min or 100 r/min (for the lower disc); the rotational speed of 
the disc influences the centrifugal load on the specimen 
(represented as a face load on the upper surface of the specimen). 

The sliding speed between the two discs is 0 m/s or 1 m/s. The 6 
different cases studied are presented in table 1. 

 

Table 1: Test parameters for different cases studied 

 

Parameters 
ω1 

(rot/min) 
ω2 

(rot/min) 
μ For

ce (N) 
F/sur

face 
(N/mm²) 

spe
ed1 

(rad/s) 

spe
ed2 

(rad/s) 

sli
ding 

speed 
(m/s) 

tim
e (s) 

Case without 
sliding 

300 300 0 
4.44

106 
0.056
5 

31.
42 

31.
42 0 

0.0
11 

200 200 0 
1.97

380 
0.025
1 

20.
94 

20.
94 0 

0.0
17 

Case with 
sliding 

300 200 
0

.4 
4.44

106 
0.056
5 

31.
42 

20.
94 1 

0.0
11 

200 100 
0

.4 
1.97

380 
0.025
1 

20.
94 

10.
47 1 

0.0
17 

300 200 1 
4.44

106 
0.056
5 

31.
42 

20.
94 1 

0.0
11 

200 100 1 
1.97

380 
0.025
1 

20.
94 

10.
47 1 

0.0
17 

 

The parameters we have to change in the model are the 
rotational speeds of the discs (in rad/s), the surface force, the 
friction coefficient and the time. 

 
  
 

 
3. Results and conclusions 
 
For each case, the maximum value of the equivalent Von-Mises 

stress and of the plastic strain, the depth of stress propagation, such 
as the dimensions of surface contact  are presented in the table 2. 

Table 3: Test results for the different studied cases 

  

  

Parameters Results  

ω1 
(r/min) 

ω2 
(r/min) 

μ max 
stress 
(MPa) 

plas
tic 

strain 

str
ess 

depth 
(mm) 

2a 
(mm) 

2b 
(mm) 

surface 
(mm²) 

Case 
without sliding 

300 
30

0 0 445.4 
0.0

4438 
0.

9735 
1.24

80 
1.076
4 1.05512 

200 
20

0 0 443.3 
0.0

4319 
1.

4925 
1.24

80 
1.045
2 1.02453 

Case with 
sliding 

300 
20

0 
0

.4 473.7 
0.0

6819 
1.

1765 
1.63

81 
1.201
2 1.54540 

200 
10

0 
0

.4 470.2 
0.0

6464 
1.

2181 
1.63

81 
1.185
6 1.52533 

300 
20

0 1 512.3 
0.1

246 
3.

3696 
2.07

49 
1.357
3 2.21173 

200 
10

0 1 516.8 
0.1

331 
2.

1369 
2.04

37 
1.341
7 2.15343 

  

   

Fig. 8 Representation of the Von-Mises stress on the specimen for the cases: without sliding, with sliding and μ=0.4, with 
sliding and μ =1 
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For each couple of force within a same case, the values are 
close. Therefore, we are going to consider only the results found for 
a rotational speed of 300 rot/min. 

The stress, plastic strain and surface’ values are higher for the 
cases with sliding than for the cases without sliding, and within the 
cases with sliding, those values increase with the friction 
coefficient. 

The central spot of the diagram (corresponding to the higher 
value for Von-Mises stress), is bigger for the cases with sliding, and 
is the biggest for the case with the higher friction coefficient. The 
contact area also has a more circular and centered shape for the case  

 

 

without sliding, but changes to an elliptical shape for the cases with 
sliding. 

It is observed that the equivalent Von-Mises stress propagation 
goes deeper in the case with sliding that in the case without sliding, 
and within the case with sliding, and the depth increases with the 
friction coefficient. 

Examination of the results shows large plastic deformation in 
surface and subsurface of specimen. In comparison with impact 
tests, sliding produces a change in size and shape of the contact 
area, a weight loss and lower hardening. 

Results obtained with the numerical tool, proposed in this paper, 
are confirmed by experimental and numerical results obtained by 
different researchers. Only the force (which is determined by the 
rotational speed of the upper disc) influence on the results, is not 
confirmed. In ours case, the force has only little influence on the 
results in comparison with conclusions reported by other 
researchers. This might be due to the approximation made in the 
definition of the material. In order to improve the precision of this 
numerical tool, mechanical behaviour of the material can be 
provided by introducing real εσ − curve obtained from tensile 
test.  

The proposed numerical tool can help to shorten development 
of new concept, improvement of existing ones or prediction of the 
performance of possible design concepts of switches and crossings 
panels. This numerical model assures a good precision of the results 
in comparison with experimental procedure. 
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Abstract: The analytical solution of the problem of longitudinal deformation of rail with taking into account dry friction on the “wheel-rail” 
contact, rails junctions, number of axles of the railway train from the position of the wave theory is provided. 
Determination of the rail dynamic stress-strain state while driving a railway train on it and taking into account the number of parameters 
which characterizing the movement is the actual problem, which has a great importance for practical operation of rail transport. In the 
mathematical modeling of railway transport and determining the dynamic stress-strain rail the not significant parameters is usually 
neglected. There are other parameters that need to take into account. For example, in the problem of deformation and rail tension can not be 
neglected dry friction in the "wheel-rail" contact. These settings include the dry friction in the "wheel-rail" contact. In the case of neglecting 
of friction system of forces applied to the rail, is balanced and the only movement that is possible is rotation of the wheel around its center of 
mass. If the friction is neglected the law on the conservation of momentum in classical mechanics is being broken. Thus, neglecting of rolling 
friction is not allowed. 
Numerous reflections of the waves from the wheels and the rail ends cannot be neglected. In this paper we first made records of friction, 
impact of ties, wave reflection and contribution of junctions to the dynamic stress-strain state of the rail. 
KEYWORDS: RAILWAY TRANSPORT, DRY FRICTION, «WHEEL-RAIL» CONTACT, RAIL JUNCTIONS, MATHEMATICAL MODEL, 
MOTION DYNAMICS, WAVE THEORY  
 

1. Introduction 
 
Determination of the dynamic stress-strain state of the rail 

while movement of a train on it and taking into account the huge 
number of parameters that characterize the movement is the actual 
problem, which has great importance for the practice of 
exploitation of rail transport. 

In this paper, a record of the elastic deformation of the rail, 
number of rails, dry friction in the «wheel-rail» contact, their 
junctions, sleepers’ location intensity, wheels shocks on the ends of 
the rails, distribution and reflection of waves from the wheels and 
the ends of the rails, amount of wagons axes, starting and braking is 
done. 

Neglecting friction at the «wheel-rail» contact, as it is done, 
for example in S. P. Timoshenko’s [1,2] and other’s papers it leads 
to a violation of the law of conservation of momentum and the train 
is stationary. And, if the train is still moving, it is just because 
friction, which is discarded in theory, is present in practice, 
providing indispensable movement of the train. 
In this paper the starting and braking is considered, carrying a 
variable rate. 

 
2. Prerequisites and means for solving the 

problem 
 

At the movement of railway train, which consists of four-axis 

cars, with acceleration τa , dynamic load interaction of wheels with 
rails is written as follows: 
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where kτ – the value associated with contact with dry friction 

bearings, 321 ,, lll – the distance between wheels, s – the number of 
cars, E– the elastic modulus, F– cross-sectional area of the rail, 
( )zδ  – Dirac delta function, 0v – initial  speed. 

The differential equation of motion, taking into account (1) is 
described as follows [3]:  
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where α - coefficient of stiffness of the elastic connection, 

( )txu , - shift of  the rail section.         
 
The initial and boundary conditions are 
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Equation (2), taking into account the properties of generalized 
functions [4,5], is shown as the following form:                    
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3. Results and discussion 

 
Using the Laplace-Carson integral and partial sampling 

method [2], we get a solution in the form of: 
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4. Conclusion 
 

In this paper the regularities are set in the relaxation change 
of stresses and velocities of motion. 

  Analytical solutions for the longitudinal and flexural 
deformation of the rail with all the other factors listed above are 
achieved. 
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Abstract: The statics and dynamics of mechanical systems with contact dry friction, representing the nonlinear mechanism of the energy 
dissipation, is a new actual direction in the nonlinear mechanics of deformable solids. In the case of dynamic deformation, the nonlinearity 
of the dissipation mechanism represents an a priori unknown sign-nonlinearity of the required function speed. Such tasks are considered in 
hyperbolic type equations for nonlinear system, describing the distribution and attenuation of nonlinear waves. Analytical results for the 
distribution of nonlinear waves in a system with contact dry friction under the influence of cyclic loads were obtained. The class of loads 
under which the system shows subharmonic and ultraharmonic oscillations was determined. 

 
Keywords: NONLINEAR ELASTIC WAVES, DRY CONTACT FRICTION, HYPERBOLIC TYPE EQUATION 

 

1. Introduction 

The propagation of nonlinear waves in a mechanical system 
with dry friction under cyclic loading with a period that is integrally 
greater or less than the system’s natural period of oscillation was 
investigated analytically.  

Problems of this sort reduce to an investigation of nonlinear 
systems of hyperbolic-type equations and are connected to the 
investigation of the propagation and attenuation of nonlinear waves 
[1,2]. Nonlinearity is due to the presence of dry contact friction. In 
the case of dynamic deformation, the nonlinearity of the dissipation 
mechanism provides an a priori unknown nonlinear velocity 
function. In the case of movement, the friction assumes a maximum 
value with a plus or minus sign; at standstill, it takes any value 
between its positive or negative maximum.  

The main complexity consists of determining the expression of 
the friction’s sign function, which significantly depends on both the 
boundary and initial conditions, of the law of dry friction. The 
dependence domain for resolving problems of this sort is 
determined by the kappa-function method of Nikitin-Turekhodjayev 
[3]. Applying the kappa-function method in many problems of this 
sort can determine the nonlinear function of friction and record it as 
an infinite sum of Heaviside functions with shifted arguments. 
Then, the nonlinear velocity function becomes a function of 
independent arguments, and the problem becomes linear. Thus, it 
can be resolved using one of the standard methods for solving linear 
equations.     

Analytical results were obtained for a class of problems 
wherein the frequency of the external load is n times greater or less 
than the system’s free frequency. The analysis of results obtained 
for 4;3;2;1=n  allowed us to construct solutions on the whole area 
of the dependence domain of the problem solution ( ∞<≤ t0 ,

≤≤ x0 ). The general solution of the problem is recorded by 
progressive waves that covered the travel way. The record of 
solutions in characteristic regions gives a pictorial view of the 
functions of displacement, stress and velocity.  

2. Nonlinear steady oscillations of a mechanical 
system with dry friction under cyclic loading 

 
An analytical investigation was performed on the pattern of 

nonlinear steady wave propagation in mechanical systems caused 
by the presence of a nonlinear mechanism of energy dissipation. 
Analytical results were obtained on the longitudinal oscillations of a 
terminal flexible rod, the surface of which interacted with the 
environment by Coulomb’s dry friction law, during dynamic 
agitation as a “rectangular harmonic load” with a frequency 
integrally greater than the system’s free frequencies.    

The specificity of the investigation consisted of the fact that  

problems with contact dry friction are incorrect to the extent that 
nonlinearity does not allow us to generalize the results of one 
problem into a class of problems. Thus, each type of loading must 
be investigated separately. 

     We shall demonstrate the method of solution with an 
example investigating longitudinal oscillations of a terminal flexible 
rod under the effect of an oscillatory step load with a frequency 
three times greater than the system’s free frequencies. 

 Suppose that we have a rod, the end =x  of which is plugged, 
and a periodic stress is applied on the end 0=x  (Fig. 1). 
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where ( )tx,σ  is a normal stress on section x, )t,x(υ  is the 
velocity and H(z) is the Heaviside’s unit function. 

     

 

 Fig. 1. Normal stress at the end x=0 of the rod. 

 
At the initial instant, the rod is assumed to be at rest and 

unstressed: 
(2) 0=ϑ  ,   0=σ ,   0≤t .                                                           

The equation of motion and Hooke’s law can be generally 
recorded as follows:  

 ( ) ,,1 qtt
tx

⋅∂υ∂∂υ∂υυℵ+
∂
∂υ

ρ
=

∂
∂σ  

(3)                          
x

E
t ∂
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=

∂
σ∂ ,    

where the sign of the velocity )(ϑ=ℵ sign if 0≠ϑ  and 

[ ]1;1−∈ℵ  if motion occurs with stops; ρ is the density of the 
material; q is the friction force and Е is the elasticity modulus. 

The system (3) is highly nonlinear due to presence of the 
functionℵ. The difficulty in solving this nonlinear problem can be 
overcome because the frictional force, in the investigated problem, 
being passive, cannot change the sign of the velocity. Counting 
direct and reflex waves gives the following result for the functionℵ: 
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where a  is the velocity of wave propagation in the rod. 

Fig. 2 provides the signs of velocities in areas restricted by 
wave fronts. 

 

 

 Fig. 2. Signs of velocities in characteristic areas of motion. 

Substitution of (4) into system (3) reduces the initial nonlinear 
problem to a linear equation  
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where U(x, t) is the displacement of sections of the rod. 

We can use the Laplace transform to solve this equation. After 
transformation, taking zero initial conditions into account, equation 
(2) and the boundary conditions assume the following form: 
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where p is transformation parameter. 

     Solution of the problem (6) - (8) in images has the following 
form: 
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This bulky generalized solution of the problem acquires very 
compact expressions if they are recorded in appropriate 
characteristic areas. On the basis of (9), solutions for a number of 
the first specific areas – in the case of this problem, for 51 areas – 
were recorded, and then, using the method of mathematical 
induction, solutions for all areas covering semi-infinite strips 

0t,x0 >≤≤   were recorded. 

Investigation of solutions allows us to distinguish 17 areas that 
characterize one full oscillation of the system. Solutions of 
problems on the areas that characterize the two subsequent full 
oscillations were obtained. They are omitted for the sake of brevity.    

Solution of the problem at ∞<< t0   is written in subsequent 
specific areas with any numbers. In general view, let us represent 
them correspondingly as )1k(17,,2k17,1k17 +++  , 

( ),2,1,0k =  (Fig. 3). 

 

 Fig. 3. Characteristic areas of the motion plane. 
 
Then, for the specific area 1k17 +  bounded by characteristics: 
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the system turns out to be at rest: 
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Fig. 4 provides the oscillation curve of the end point of the rod.  

 

Fig. 4. Oscillation curve of the end point of the rod. 

The resulting solution of the nonlinear problem of wave 
propagation in the system under consideration under cyclic step 
load (1) with a frequency three times greater than the rod’s free 
frequencies indicate that the construction with dry friction under 
investigation shows steady periodic oscillations with a period a4 . 

3. Conclusion 

Based on the results of the solutions obtained, the 
following conclusion can be drawn: there is a class of cyclic loads 
with a frequency that is an arbitrary integer times greater than the 
frequency of the oscillations of the system, under the action of 
which the system will have steady   subharmonic oscillations with 
two frequencies. Besides, one oscillation coincides with the 
frequency of the oscillation of the system, the other - with the 
frequency of external loading. For each subsequent time range equal 
to n periods of external loading, the system begins oscillations from 
the rest and undisturbed state under the load   identical to the load at  

a4t0 << . 
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Abstract: Magnesium alloys used in automotive industry because of small density and the good resistance then sometimes mate with the 
steel elements. The main aim of the researches has been to investigate the friction coefficient in contact between elements made of 
magnesium alloy AM60 and steel to find the way to decrease such resistance. Difficult mating conditions of such elements can be improved 
by surface treatment such ie. plasma or laser modification. Values of the friction coefficient have been decreased with the mean stress 
increase almost linearly. Obtained on the tribotester pin-on-rotating plate, presented in the article, values of friction coefficient between 
LH15-AM60 have been 2,5 times higher than respective values obtained in the LH15-C45 contact zone and can be twice higher in 
comparison the values obtained in the case of pin-on-disc tester. It caused  of higher value of mean contact stress and mean sliding average 
speed in the case of ball–on-rotating disc could be. 

Keywords: , STM, MICROSCOPE, STEEL, MAGNESIUM, ALLOY, FRICTION COEFFICIENT 

 

1. Introduction 
In the automotive industry there is currently widespread 

tendency to reduce the weight of all vehicle components. One 
method is based on the use of lightweight materials in place of steel. 
Here aluminum alloys are of the largest share. Magnesium alloys 
lighter up to 25% than aluminum alloys, have not been wider 
applied hitherto. Car elements made of magnesium alloys can be 
forging or casting under pressure. So far, magnesium alloy has been 
used primarily for the design of wheels. The use of magnesium 
alloys for the design of the body parts has been difficult due to the 
limited cold deformability. Underdeveloped structurally technology 
of magnesium is one of the barriers, which limits its use in 
production. This is despite the high prevalence of magnesium, easy 
and safe recycling and despite his well-known cases of execution of 
magnesium sheet metal aerospace components that meet the highest 
requirements for durability and surface quality. 

Magnesium is suitable for structural components and has a low 
strength to weight ratio and stiffness, particularly in bending and 
buckling loads. 

Magnesium sheets have many advantages in relation to casting 
and forging. This is due to homogeneous and is accomplished fine-
structure with a small number of defects. A higher strength, better 
ductility from the treatment, the greater load during operation and 
greater energy absorption by the occurrence of deformation under 
load is the result. The latter can be used in the design of crumple 
zone car body. Currently there are methods of manufacturing a thin-
walled high-quality surfaces and reproducible mechanical 
properties. 

Compared to other plastics, magnesium alloys have better 
temperature properties, can operate at much higher temperatures, 
the thermal expansion is smaller and is easier to use as a secondary 
raw material. 

Magnesium alloys reduce vibration well and are easily 
machined. The high thermal conductivity make them difficult for 
ignition and burning. Magnesium alloy disadvantage is its 
susceptibility to corrosion and the need for careful corrosion 
protection. Magnesium alloys have poor formability and limited 
ductility at room temperature ascribed to their hexagonal close-
packed (HCP) crystal structure [1]. 

Nowadays, it is commonly used AZ31 [2, 3], and also AZ61 [2, 
3], ZK60 [3], AL60 [4], MA2 [5, 6], AZ91 [6] and WE43 [3] as 
magnesium alloys for plastic forming. The aim of this paper is 
presents investigate of the friction resistance in contact between 

magnesium alloy AM60 and steel and to find the way to decrease 
such resistance. 

 

2. Methods of improving the wear resistance of 
magnesium alloys for plastic forming 

The behavior of magnesium alloys for forming in friction 
contact is not sufficiently investigated. It can be cited the results, 
from [7], obtained during tests for the step of modification of the 
surface layer for the AZ31 alloy as a result of friction process in the 
contact with: chlorine-sulfonated polyethylene, plasticized 
polyvinyl chloride, ebonite, sulfur vulcanized of styrene-butadiene 
rubber, and polysulphide rubber and polysulfone. There has been a 
modification of the surface layer of the AZ31 alloy, occurring as a 
result of the transfer of S, Cl- ions, and fragments of polymer chains 
containing such ions. It has been observed oxides and unidentified 
compounds of carbon and hydrogen. The influence of tribochemical 
modification on the tribological characteristics of joints polymer – 
metal has been shown. 

Technological difficulties arise in the implementation of sliding 
joints for elements made of magnesium alloys with the elements 
made ie. of steel. Such difficulties can be overcome by the use of 
surface treatment for magnesium alloys. 

Some new surface treatment technologies of magnesium alloy 
have been reported such as plasma electrolytic oxidation [8], 
microarc oxidation [9], electronic beam and laser modification [10-
12], ion beam assisted evaporation deposition [13], and chemical 
plating [14]. Among of them, the normal plasma beam has many 
advantages: similar power density to laser beam, simple plasma 
generator, favorable environment, non-limitation to specimen size, 
and the designed structure of plasma generator according to parts 
shape and processing condition [15]. Plasma beam [16] can be used 
as an alternative for laser beam [16-17]. The plasma melting 
process can be used to improve the wear resistance of AM60 alloy. 
Such process can be attributed to decrease the amount of porosity, 
grain size and produce solid solution strengthening. After plasma 
melting grain size is decreased less than 1pm due to quick cooling 
rate and β-Mgi7Ali2 is well distributed in melted layer. The plasma 
melting is a simple and cheap surface modification way for AM60 
[16]. 
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3. Mechanical properties of AM60 alloy 
Mechanical properties of AM60 alloy have investigated at 

different strain rates and described in [18]. The impact energy of 
such alloy has increased nonlinearly with temperature increase. The 
tensile test have indicated that the mechanical properties have not 
been sensitive to the strain rates applied (3,3x10-4~0.1) and the 
plastic deformation was dominated by twining mediated slip. The 
impact energy is not sensitive to the environmental temperature. It 
is equal 5.35 J in room temperature. The plane strain fracture 
toughness and fatigue limit were evaluated and the average values 
were 7,6 MPa.m1/2 and 25 MPa, respectively [18]. 

Friction force in the contact between AM60 (Mg6Al0.15Mn) 
alloy – steel have been investigated and results have been presented 
in [19]. The morphology of AM60 alloy have been composed of α-
Mg matrix and irregular β —precipitation along grain boundaries  
(Mg17Al12). For AM60 alloy the reduction of aluminum has been 
accompanied by greatly decreasing of β-phase. 
Wear tests have been conducted using a pin-on-disc type apparatus. 
In such test sample made of AM60 alloy has mated with the rotating 
disc made of steel 5CrNiMo with hardness of HRC=55. The 
experiments has been carried out under dry friction conditions in an 
environment of 25 ºC. The speed of the disc employed has been 
equal 0.628 m·s-1. The AM60 sample has been of dimensions: Ø6 
mm x 12 mm and the steel disc has been of dimensions: Ø70 mm x 
10 mm. Range of loads has been equal 20-1l0 N. 

The surface of the wear test samples was polished to obtain 
surface roughness Ra up to 0,3 μm. The disc and specimen have 
been cleaned with acetone to remove any possible traces of grease 
and other surface contaminants. Basing on data from [19], the 
course of the friction coefficient against calculated mean contact 
stress has been elaborated and presented in figure 6. Such course 
has been of the decreasing power series shape. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Friction coefficient μ against mean contact stress σmean. 

The friction coefficient have been reduced with increasing the 
applied load and tend to be steady gradually. Load affects wear 
behavior by contact area and deformation. In the sliding process the 
metal surface has been in a elastic-plastic state and the real 
contacting area has not been linearly related to the load, leading to 
the decrease of the friction coefficient with the increase of load. 

    4. Estimation for values of the friction 
coefficient in the contact ball – plane disc 

It has been assumed that values of contact pressure in the 
contact zone between ball – disc can be calculated from Hertz 
equations. The friction moment Mt between the ball and rotating 
disc can be calculated from equation (1) [20]: 

  01875,0 FrM t πµ=   (1) 

where: F – the force loading contact zone between ball and disc 
in the tester, µ  - the friction coefficient. 

The radius r0 of contact zone between the ball and rotating disc 
has been calculated from equation (2) [20]: 
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where: 1r = 0,004 [m] – radius of the ball, ∞=1r  [m] – 

curvature radius of the plate, 1E - the Young module of the ball 

material, 1ν - the Poisson number of the ball material, 2E - the 

Young module of the disc material, 2ν - the Poisson number of the 
disc material. 

From equations (1) and (2) the friction coefficient µ  can be 
estimated. 

5. Experimental researches 
The researches have been carried out on the tribotester for 

measuring the contact resistance in a concentrated contact ball-disc 
in conditions of boring motion. The scheme of the tribotester has 
been presented in the figure 2. It has not been used any additional 
oil lubrication in the contact zone, so technically dry friction 
conditions have taken place there. During tests the ball has been 
fixed and the disc has rotated with the speed 36 rpm. The loading of 
the ball has been increased in stepwise manner from 7 – 16.9 N. 

It has been considered two sets: 

1. ball made of the LH15 steel – disc made of AM60 alloy, 
2. ball made of the LH15 steel – disc made of C45 steel. 

For each value of loading F the value of friction moment Mt 
between the ball and disc have been measured during test. On the 
base of them the causes Mt(F) have been obtained. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 The scheme of tribotester; 1 – weights, 2 – air bearing, 3 – stem, 
4 – ball, 5 – disc, 6 – contact zone, Mt – the measured friction moment, ω – 
rotating speed. 

The obtained courses of friction coefficient vs mean contact 
stress has been presented in the figure 8 – for contact LH15 steel - 
AM60 alloy, and in figure 9 for contact LH15 – C45. 

Values of the calculated friction coefficient have been decreased 
with the mean stress increase almost linearly. It has been observed 
in both cases of contact: between ball made of LH15 steel – disc 
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made of AM60 alloy and between ball made of LH15 steel – disc 
made of C45 steel. Values of friction coefficient between LH15-
AM60 have been 2.5 times greater than respective values obtained 
in the LH15-C45 contact zone. Calculated from equations (1)-(2) 
values of friction coefficient between AM60 alloy – steel in the case 
of ball–on-rotating disc tester have been near twice greater in 
comparison to values obtained in the case of pin-on-disc tester. It 
can be because of greater value of mean contact stress and mean 
sliding speed in the case of ball–on-rotating disc tester. 

 

 

Fig. 3 The friction 
coefficient μ vs. mean contact stress σ in contact of LH15 - AM60. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 The friction coefficient μ vs. mean contact stress σmean, in contact 
of LH15 – C45 

6. Conclusion 

1. Mating of elements made of magnesium alloys with steel 
elements can be improved by surface treatment plasma such 
as electrolytic and microarc oxidation, electronic beam and 
laser modification, ion beam assisted evaporation deposition 
or chemical plating. 

2. Values of the calculated friction coefficient have been 
decreased with the mean stress increase almost linearly. It has 
been observed in both cases of contact: between ball made of 
LH15 steel – disc made of AM60 alloy and between ball 
made of LH15 steel – disc made of C45 steel. Values of 
friction coefficient between LH15-AM60 have been 2,5 times 
greater than respective values obtained in the LH15-C45 
contact zone. 

3. Estimated values of friction coefficient between AM60 alloy 
– steel in the case of ball–on-rotating disc tester can be twice 
greater in comparison to values obtained in the case of pin-on-
disc tester. It can be because of greater value of mean contact 
stress and mean sliding speed in the case of ball–on-rotating 
disc tester. 

4. High values of the friction coefficient between AM60-steel 
suggest the necessity of surfaces treatment of AM60 alloy to 
obtain greater wear resistance. It can be done by plasma or 
laser treatment 
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Abstract: The aim of the paper is firstly to prevent to environmental pollution by using Solar energy. Our solar cab supplies a green, 

economical and practical transportation. In our design, the cab is designed for three people: a driver and two passengers. It is also suitable 
for low slope angles and preferred limited speed by drivers during the traffic. 
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1. Introduction 
Electric vehicles have been developed to decrease the air 

pollution caused by consumption of the fossil fuels and fuel costs. 
However, they have some problems such as having short travel 
distance, insufficient number of charging stations, a high cost, and 
so on. Because of these problems, EVs have not yet widely spread 
to the markets. A more practical way of using electric engines in 
automotive industry is designing hybrid cars equipped with an 
electric motor, a gasoline engine and solar cells [1].  

Traffic jam and environmental pollution is one of the biggest 
problems of the developed cities with their increasing population 
since most of the vehicles are still running with internal combustion 
engines having a giant development for last three decades. 
However, the facts of causing huge amount of environmental 
pollution and finishing the fossil fuel reserves in near future, 
researchers have to find an alternative source other than fossil fuels.  

 
Nowadays, one of the applicable alternatives is cars running 

with solar energy and having almost same principles with electrical 
cars. Since solar cars can constantly charge their batteries, they have 
an important advantage of having the solar panels. They also 
provide us to charge our batteries during stops on traffic, constantly 
going on the way or parking.  

 
2. SOLAR POWERED VEHICLES 
 An electric motor must be used in a car to be able to use solar 
energy. In theory, the power rating of the motor used in the largest 
must be lower than the level used in the production of solar cells 
and power must be equal. These conditions will be eligible to use 
the system in a car [2,3]. 

Solar energy on the automotive industry has emerged to be the 
start of in recent years. Solar powered cars generally referred to as 
solar car.  

In 1983, the first time the idea of solar cars have come up with 
the work of researchers who are Hans Tholstrup and Larry 
PERKINS. Their solar cars was reached from Perth to Sydney in 20 
days. Since this achievement, development of solar cars progressed 
very slowly up to the present. The main reason is very low energy 
conversion efficiency of the solar cells. The average yield is about 
20% of solar cells used today. For example, for 100 Watt energy 
from the battery only equals to the 20Watt of electrical energy. The 
solar cars are still under development and subject to many 
researches today. [4,5] 

 
2. Designing our solar-powered car : 
Designing a solar-powered car requires the following stages: 

• Identifying the boundaries for the vehicle 
• Determining sitting position and sitting posture of  car 

driver 
• Selecting wheels’ position 
• Defining  position of engine and position of drivetrain 
• Designing of car shell 
• Connecting  solar cells to electrical system 
• Creating structure of car shell 
• Designing  mechanical parts 
• Designing electrical installation of car 
• Compliance control of all systems 
• Mounting all systems to each other 
• Advancing with a form of sequence. 

2.1 Identifying the boundaries for our solar car: 
 
Boundaries of vehicle dimensions need to be designed to have 

enough space for panels and also to be fit for daily city life. Our 
car’s dimensions are 1800mm width and 4500mm length. 

 By increasing height of car the center of gravity will be higher 
since there will be more balance disorder with effect of centrifugal 
forces on curved roads. Thus vehicles have to be designed closer the 
ground most. The lowest height for the car is calculated and chosen 
to provide necessary safety limits with applying standard sitting 
position of a person in vehicle. 
2.2 Sitting position and posture of car driver: 

Critters of car driver had been chosen appropriate to 
International Road Laws of Australia for giving plate to car 
powered by solar energy and in accordance with resources. 
According to this law the driver can have max 27 degree distance 
from vertical. Lowest limb must be feets of driver while driver 
using car. Driver must have enough space to move his had freely.  

It is also very important to define the position of all people in 
the car to distribute the loads equally.  Unequally distributed loads 
causes unstable movement while vehicle is moving. One other point 
is that complications for driver who must control environment good. 
Driver must be provided with a good sight from the left to the right. 
And also driver must able to see all boundaries of foreland and sides 
of vehicle while driving and able to control them well. 

 
2.3. Determining position of wheels: 
Wheels transfers all loads of vehicle to ground and all reactions 

to vehicle. Wheels also create a balance area which covers center of 
gravity too. Balance areas are consisting of connecting the points 
where wheels touch the ground. Bigger balance area means hard to 
overturn the car. Border of balance must have an equal distance to 
the center of gravity. In this way possible risks, which may occur by 
critical effect from any directions, can be reduced.   

3. Model and Design 
The aim of the paper is firstly to prevent to environmental 

pollution by using solar energy in cabs. Our solar cab supplies an 
economical and practical transportation. In our design, the cab is 
designed for three people: a driver and two passengers. It is also 
suitable for low slope angles, preferred limited speed by drivers and 
consistently stoppage during the traffic period. 

Nowadays, one of the most important problems of solar cars is 
low efficiencies (22%). Thus solar cars are designed in lowest 
possible weighs giving very good aerodynamics in design since the 
major resistances for moving the cars are rolling and aerodynamics 
resistances. To overcome these resistances, we use tires which are 
exclusively designed for solar vehicles. The cab is also designed to 
minimize to air resistance. We built the cab and chassis from carbon 
fiber shell so that it is two times lighter than current cars in terms of 
weight. 

 
Our solar car (see Fig. 1 ) can move by using energies stored in 

the batteries before the travel. If the cab doesn’t absorb any 
daylight, in order to move to the cab, it will use Li-po batteries 
whose weight are between 70 and 100kg. In order to increase to the 
efficiency, we will use hub motors to provide maximum mechanical 
and electrical efficiencies. Beside this, the cab will be more efficient 
with the preventions like usage of super capacitors for instantaneous 
stoppages and actions.  
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Fig. 1 The Solar Cab 

 
4. Results 
Solar powered vehicle was examined in terms of electrical 

aerodynamic and structure component. Design work is concerned 
with the general case, the vehicle should be inspected and checked 
again.

  
Fig. 2 General view of solar car 

Gray area represents the solar cells placed in the upper surface 
in the solar car having 90° to the sunlight to get a maximum 
efficiency in converting solar energy to electricity. In total, we have 
6 m² area covered by solar panels.  There are two HUB engines in 
back rears in our solar cab.  

 
Fig. 3 Isometric view of the vehicle 

MPPT cards are usually small in size.  An easy access point in 
the vehicle needs to be chosen for this card. The important point is 
that the MPPT cards can be made more accessible to interventions 
during maintenance. For this reason, during the opening of the 
upper crust needs to be easy accessed to nearby places is advisable 
to make the front of the vehicle left or right.  

Our solar car is suitable for using on the highway. The solar car 
is provided to have a great extend for fuel economy and clean 
energy criteria. There is a very small amount of heat and noise 
during driving our solar car. Heat and sound produced in our solar-
powered car is negligible relative to the internal combustion engine 
vehicles. Since the energy required for the vehicle is fully provided 

from solar energy, there is no dependence on any petroleum 
product.  

Energy from the solar cells may be inadequate when it comes to 
the cloudy and rainy weather, for high speed values and stop-and-go 
cases. In the case of low-energy solar cell, this case is compensated 
by suitable capacity battery pack which is located within the car. 

Another big loss of efficiency of a car is faced because of wind 
resistance. Surface geometry of the exterior of the car is designed 
carefully directing the wind to have lowest wind resistance. Vehicle 
wind drag coefficient (Cd) was measured as 0.2. Wind resistance 
was measured as only 70N when the solar car is driven with 70 
km/h speed. The solar car is designed with special low rolling 
resistance tires. In addition, the mechanical losses were avoided as 
much as possible by using ceramic coated bearings.  
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Abstract: One of the major disadvantages in anodizing of aluminum parts is increasing the roughness of the working surface. This 
disadvantage limits the use of the technique. It is imperative that the analysis of the technological process for the preparation of an anode for 
the coating to be sought to resolve this problem. 

In this work a regression analysis and optimization are defined: the adequacy of the model, the regression equations, the degree of 
influence of the different input factors on the output parameters. The optimal values of input factors are determined. 
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1. Въведение 
В миналото се е доказало [1, 8], че естествения оксиден 

слой винаги присъства при алуминия и неговите сплави и 
процеса може да бъде подсилен чрез анодни процеси. В 
същността си това представлява анодно третиране на участъци 
от повърхността във вана от разредена киселина чрез 
контролиран ел. ток. По такъв начин повърхността на анода се 
превръща в алуминиев оксид. Анодните покрития осигуряват 
по-висока износоустойчивост, но по-голяма степен на такава 
устойчивост може да се постигне чрез използване на „твърдо 
анодиране”. Твърдите оксидни покрития до 75 µm дебелина 
могат да се образуват върху всички обикновени алуминиеви 
сплави, чрез подобряване на тяхната твърдост и абразивна 
устойчивост. 

Един от основните недостатъци при анодирането на 
детайли от алуминиеви сплави е повишаване на грапавостта на 
работните повърхности. Този недостатък ограничава 
приложението на метода. 

Това налага изследване влиянието на основните фактори и 
ефектите им на взаимодействие върху изходните параметри с 
цел определяне възможността за целенасочено управление на 
процеса. Наложително е анализиране на технологичния процес 
за получаване на анодно покритие за да се търсят  възможности 
за решаване на този проблем. 

 

2. Методика на изследването 
 
При планиране на експерименталните изследвания от 

съществено значение е избора на изходните параметри, които 
носят по-голяма информация за количествените и качествените 
показатели на покритието. Известно е, че параметрите на 
оптимизация са реакция на въздействието на факторите, които 
определят поведението на избраната система. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. 

Основните параметри, характеризиращи основните 
свойства на анодното покритие са неговата дебелина и 
грапавостта на работната повърхнина. За подобряване 
условията на работа на детайлите от алуминиеви сплави е 
необходимо постигане на минимална грапавост при определена 
дебелина на покритието. Съществен проблем в случая се явява 
факта, че с повишаване дебелината на покритието се увеличава 
и неговата грапавост. Това налага при многофакторното 
планиране на експеримента с последващо оптимизиране на 
изходните параметри да се вземе компромисно решение. Ето 
защо в зависимост от условията на работа на двоиците 

алуминиеви – желязовъглеродни сплави е необходимо да се 
подхожда диференцирано по отношение избора дебелината на 
покритието. 

На тази база е разработен кибернетичен модел (фиг.1), 
който отчита специфичните особености на процеса и 
изискванията относно качествените показатели на покритието. 
За целта са определени входните фактори и изходните 
параметри. 

 
Т, min 

t, oC 

J, A/dm2 

Ra 

Dn 

 
Фиг. 1. Кибернетична схема на обекта на изследване 

Входните управляеми фактори, включени в кибернетичния 
модел са: 

X1 – Време за получаване на покритието T, min 
X2 – (първоначална) Температура на електролита t, oC; 
X3 – Плътност на тока J, A/dm2; 
Изходните параметри на модела са: 
Y1 – Грапавост на покритието Ra, µm; 
Y2 –Дебелина на покритието Dn, µm; 
Планът на многофакторния експеримент е от типа “Вm”, 

при m=3. Планът на експеримента се състои от ядро на плана, 
което представлява пълен факторен експеримент (ПФЕ) от 
вида 23. При този тип многфакторен експеримент уравнението 
на регресия има вида: 

 
Y = b0 + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + b12X1X2 + + b13X1X3 + b23X2X3 

+ b11X1
2 + b22X2

2 + +b33X3
2,                                                       (3.1) 

 
където bi са коефициентите на регресия. 
 
Изборът на нивата на вариране на входните фактори е 

извършен въз основа на предварителни изследвания за 
влиянието на отделните фактори на процеса за получаване на 
анодно покритие върху изходните му параметри. 

Съображенията при избора на фактора Т, време за 
определяне на долното и горното ниво се базират на факта, че 
при продължителност за нанасяне на покритието от 10 min 
интензивността на нарастване на дебелината е 1,8 µm/min. При 
по-малка продължителност производителността на процеса 

 

Обект на 
изследване 
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рязко намалява което е икономически неизгодно. При 
продължителност на процеса от 30 min интензивността на 
нарастване на покритието е 2,9 µm/min. След трийсетата 
минута грапавостта на покритието не се изменя съществено, но 
интензивността на отлагане на покритието намалява до 2,4 
µm/min. Това ни дава основание да приемем и за горно ниво 
продължителността на процеса да е от 30 min. 

Въз основа на подобен анализ на резултатите 
предварителните изследвания. са подбрани и интервалите на 
вариране за температурата на електролита и плътността на 
тока.  

За нива на вариране на фактора t, температура на 
електролита в прианодния електролитен слой са подбрани за 
долно ниво -4 оС, а за горно ниво 4 оС, а за J, плътност на тока 
са избрани за долно ниво 2 А/dm2, а за горно ниво 6 А/dm2. 

В табл. 1. са показани нивата на вариране и основните нива 
на входните фактори. 

 
Таблица  1.  

Стойности на основното ниво и нивата на вариране на факторите 

N Фактори Променливи величини 
t, T, J, 

1 Размерност min oC A/dm2 
2 Основно ниво (Xi = 0) 20 0 4 
3 Интервал на вариране 10 4 2 
4 Горно ниво (Xi = +1) 30 4 6 
5 Долно ниво (Xi = -1) 10 -4 2 
6 Код X1 X2 X3 
 

3. Резултати от изследването 
 
Резултатите от регресионния експеримент са получени чрез 

използване на компютърен софтуер за статистическа обработка 
“STATISTICA 7”.  

В табл. 2. са показани разширената матрица на 
експеримента и получените опитни стойности за Y1 и Y2. 

 

Таблица 2. 
Разширена матрица на експеримента и получени опитни 

стойности за Y1 и Y2 
1

x1
2

x2
3

x3
4

x12
5

x13
6

x23
7

x11
8

x22
9

x33
10
y1

11
y2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2.6 85
-1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 2.1 42
1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1.6 79

-1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1.5 40
1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 2.3 63

-1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1.9 27
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1.4 73

-1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.2 34
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 73

-1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1.7 26
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2.5 44
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1.3 57
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.8 52
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.5 49  

 
При изменението на управляемите фактори X1, X2 и X3 в 

интервала от -1 до +1, параметърът Y1 се изменя в широки 
граници (от 1,2 µm до 2,6 µm). Това означава, че обектът се 
поддава на управление, а с това и на оптимизация. Най-добрият 
резултат по отношение на Y1 (1,2 µm) се получава в 8-ми опит, 
при който X1, X2 и X3 са на долно ниво. Най-лошият резултат се 
получава в опит № 1, където X1, X2 и X3 са на горно ниво. При 
същото изменение на управляемите фактори, параметърът Y2 
се изменя също в голям диапазон (от 26 µm до 85 µm). Най-
добрият резултат за Y2 се получава в опит № 1. Това налага да 
се използват методите за компромисна оптимизация, например 
минимизиране на Y1 при ограничаване на Y2 в определени 
граници. 

В табл. 3. са показани коефициентите на регресия, 
коефициентите на детерминираност и стойността на критерия 
на Фишер за параметъра Y1. 

 
 
 
 
 

Таблица 3. 
Коефициенти на регресия, коефициент на детерминираност и 

критерий на Фишер за параметъра Y1 
Regression Summary for Dependent Variable: y1 (Spreadsheet1.sta)
R= .98599731 R?= .97219069 Adjusted R?= .90961975
F(9,4)=15.537 p<.00897 Std.Error of estimate: .13229

N=14
Beta Std.Err.

of Beta
B Std.Err.

of B
t(4) p-level

Intercept
x1
x2
x3
x12
x13
x23
x11
x22
x33

1.787500 0.084317 21.19973 0.000029
0.298977 0.083381 0.150000 0.041833 3.58569 0.023050
0.876998 0.083381 0.440000 0.041833 10.51801 0.000462
0.259113 0.083381 0.130000 0.041833 3.10759 0.035956
0.133706 0.083381 0.075000 0.046771 1.60357 0.184074
0.000000 0.083381 0.000000 0.046771 0.00000 1.000000
0.000000 0.083381 0.000000 0.046771 0.00000 1.000000
0.066587 0.089831 0.062500 0.084317 0.74125 0.499700
0.119857 0.089831 0.112500 0.084317 1.33425 0.253015

-0.146492 0.089831 -0.137500 0.084317 -1.63075 0.178278  
 
където R2 e коефициентът на детерминираност; 

R – коефициентът на корелация; 
В – коефициентите на регресия; 
F(9; 5) – критерият на Фишер със степени на 

свобода 9 и 5; 
р – равнището на значимост за критерия на Фишер; 
t(4) – критериите на Стюдънт със степен на свобода 

4; 
p-level – равнищата на значимост за критерия на 

Стюдънт. 
В по-тъмните клетки са отбелязани значимите 

коефициенти. 
С помощта на критерия на Стюдънт се установява, че 

всички фактори указва съществено влияние на параметъра Y1, а 
липсват взаимодействия между факторите. 

Коефициентът на детерминираност (определеност) R2 = 
0,97, от което следва, че 97 % от изменението на Y1 се дължи на 
управляемите фактори и само 3 % - на неуправляемите 
фактори, което е незначително. След изключване на членовете 
с незначими коефициенти уравнението на регресия за Y1 има 
вида: 

 
Y1 = 1,79 + 0,15.X1 + 0,44.X2 + 0,13. X3                          (3.2) 

 
Критерият на Фишер при F (9;4) = 15,537 на което отговаря 

нивото р < 0,009 < 0,05, тоест регресионният модел е адекватен. 
В табл. 4. са показани коефициентите на регресия, 

коефициентите на детерминираност и стойността на критерия 
на Фишер за параметъра Y2. 

 
Таблица 4. 

Коефициенти на регресия, коефициент на детерминираност и 
критерий на Фишер за параметъра Y2 

Regression Summary for Dependent Variable: y2 (Spreadsheet1.sta)
R= .98833801 R?= .97681203 Adjusted R?= .92463909
F(9,4)=18.723 p<.00630 Std.Error of estimate: 5.2583

N=14
Beta Std.Err.

of Beta
B Std.Err.

of B
t(4) p-level

Intercept
x1
x2
x3
x12
x13
x23
x11
x22
x33

47.56250 3.351539 14.19124 0.000143
0.934080 0.076138 20.40000 1.662829 12.26825 0.000254

-0.100734 0.076138 -2.20000 1.662829 -1.32305 0.256383
0.238099 0.076138 5.20000 1.662829 3.12720 0.035280
0.005119 0.076138 0.12500 1.859099 0.06724 0.949620
0.035835 0.076138 0.87500 1.859099 0.47066 0.662403
0.127982 0.076138 3.12500 1.859099 1.68092 0.168073
0.047420 0.082028 1.93750 3.351539 0.57809 0.594186
0.071895 0.082028 2.93750 3.351539 0.87646 0.430261
0.071895 0.082028 2.93750 3.351539 0.87646 0.430261  

 
От табл. 4. се вижда, че всички квадратични коефициенти 

(b11, b22, b33) са незначими, тоест повърхността на отклика е по-
близка до линейна. Коефициентът на определеност R2 = 0,98, 
т.е. 98 % от изменението на Y2 се дължи на управляемите 
фактори. След изключване на незначимите фактори 
уравнението на регресия за параметъра Y2 добива вида: 

 
Y2  = 47,56 + 20,4.X1 + 0,454.X3                        (3.3) 
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Вижда се, че върху параметъра Y2 оказват влияние всички 
управляеми фактори, освен X2. Критерият на Фишер F (9;4) = 
18,72 на което съответства ниво на значимост р < 0,006< 0,05, 
т. е. моделът е адекватен (значим). 

Интерес представлява определяне влиянието на отделните 
фактори върху изходните параметри. Това се извършва чрез 
последователно изключване на факторите един по един и 
отразяването на това върху коефициента на определеност R2, 
при който за изключения фактор това намаление е най-силно. 

В табл. 5., 6. и 7. са показани резултатите от регресионния 
анализ на Y1 при изключен съответно фактори X1, X2 и X3. 

 
Таблица 5. 

Резултати от регресионния анализ на Y1 при изключен фактор X1 
Regression Summary for Dependent Variable: y1 (Spreadsheet1.sta)
R= .92795811 R?= .86110626 Adjusted R?= .77429767
F(5,8)=9.9196 p<.00281 Std.Error of estimate: .20905

N=14
Beta Std.Err.

of Beta
B Std.Err.

of B
t(8) p-level

Intercept
x2
x3
x23
x22
x33

1.811538 0.122994 14.72864 0.000000
0.876998 0.131764 0.440000 0.066107 6.65583 0.000160
0.259113 0.131764 0.130000 0.066107 1.96650 0.084802
0.000000 0.131764 0.000000 0.073910 0.00000 1.000000
0.135224 0.138126 0.126923 0.129647 0.97899 0.356260

-0.131126 0.138126 -0.123077 0.129647 -0.94932 0.370250  
 

Таблица 6. 
Резултати от регресионния анализ на Y1 при изключен фактор X2 

Regression Summary for Dependent Variable: y1 (Spreadsheet1.sta)
R= .41570496 R?= .17281062 Adjusted R?= -----
F(5,8)=.33426 p<.87864 Std.Error of estimate: .51017

N=14
Beta Std.Err.

of Beta
B Std.Err.

of B
t(8) p-level

Intercept
x1
x3
x13
x11
x33

1.830769 0.300155 6.099407 0.000290
0.298977 0.321557 0.150000 0.161329 0.929779 0.379686
0.259113 0.321557 0.130000 0.161329 0.805809 0.443644
0.000000 0.321557 0.000000 0.180371 0.000000 1.000000
0.094247 0.337083 0.088462 0.316391 0.279595 0.786881

-0.118833 0.337083 -0.111538 0.316391 -0.352533 0.733546  
 

Таблица 7. 
Резултати от регресионния анализ на Y1 при изключен фактор X3 

Regression Summary for Dependent Variable: y1 (Spreadsheet1.sta)
R= .94157446 R?= .88656247 Adjusted R?= .81566402
F(5,8)=12.505 p<.00130 Std.Error of estimate: .18892

N=14
Beta Std.Err.

of Beta
B Std.Err.

of B
t(8) p-level

Intercept
x1
x2
x12
x11
x22

1.734615 0.111153 15.60563 0.000000
0.298977 0.119079 0.150000 0.059743 2.51075 0.036328
0.876998 0.119079 0.440000 0.059743 7.36487 0.000079
0.133706 0.119079 0.075000 0.066795 1.12284 0.294069
0.032781 0.124828 0.030769 0.117166 0.26261 0.799485
0.086051 0.124828 0.080769 0.117166 0.68936 0.510094  

 
От сравнението на коефициента на определеност R2 в трите 

таблици се вижда, че най-силно влияние върху параметъра Y1 
указва фактора X2 с R2 = 0,17, след това са съответно X1 и X3. 

Същите операции е необходимо да се извършат и за 
параметъра Y2. 

В табл. 8. са показани резултатите от регресионния анализ 
на Y2 при изключен фактор X1. 

 
Таблица 8. 

Резултати от регресионния анализ на Y2 при изключен фактор X1 
Regression Summary for Dependent Variable: y2 (Spreadsheet1.sta)
R= .31789823 R?= .10105928 Adjusted R?= -----
F(5,8)=.17987 p<.96250 Std.Error of estimate: 23.151

N=14
Beta Std.Err.

of Beta
B Std.Err.

of B
t(8) p-level

Intercept
x2
x3
x23
x22
x33

48.30769 13.62076 3.546623 0.007547
-0.100734 0.335213 -2.20000 7.32094 -0.300508 0.771451
0.238099 0.335213 5.20000 7.32094 0.710292 0.497703
0.127982 0.335213 3.12500 8.18506 0.381793 0.712556
0.082838 0.351398 3.38462 14.35754 0.235738 0.819559
0.082838 0.351398 3.38462 14.35754 0.235738 0.819559  

 
Стойността на коефициента на определеност при изключен 

фактор X1 е R2 = 0,101.  
В табл. 9. са показани резултатите от регресионния анализ 

на Y2 при изключен фактор X2. 
 
 

Таблица 9. 
Резултати от регресионния анализ на Y2 при изключен фактор X2 

Regression Summary for Dependent Variable: y2 (Spreadsheet1.sta)
R= .97252553 R?= .94580590 Adjusted R?= .91193458
F(5,8)=27.924 p<.00007 Std.Error of estimate: 5.6843

N=14
Beta Std.Err.

of Beta
B Std.Err.

of B
t(8) p-level

Intercept
x1
x3
x13
x11
x33

48.69231 3.344350 14.55957 0.000000
0.934080 0.082306 20.40000 1.797534 11.34888 0.000003
0.238099 0.082306 5.20000 1.797534 2.89285 0.020111
0.035835 0.082306 0.87500 2.009705 0.43539 0.674789
0.064011 0.086280 2.61538 3.525255 0.74190 0.479360
0.088486 0.086280 3.61538 3.525255 1.02557 0.335104  

 
Стойността на коефициента на определеност при изключен 

фактор X2 e R2 = 0,946.  
В табл. 10. са показани резултатите от регресионния анализ 

на Y2 при изключен фактор X3. 
Таблица 10. 

Резултати от регресионния анализ на Y2 при изключен фактор X3 
Regression Summary for Dependent Variable: y2 (Spreadsheet1.sta)
R= .94763088 R?= .89800429 Adjusted R?= .83425697
F(5,8)=14.087 p<.00086 Std.Error of estimate: 7.7982

N=14
Beta Std.Err.

of Beta
B Std.Err.

of B
t(8) p-level

Intercept
x1
x2
x12
x11
x22

48.69231 4.588035 10.61289 0.000005
0.934080 0.112914 20.40000 2.465995 8.27252 0.000034

-0.100734 0.112914 -2.20000 2.465995 -0.89213 0.398360
0.005119 0.112914 0.12500 2.757066 0.04534 0.964949
0.064011 0.118366 2.61538 4.836213 0.54079 0.603378
0.088486 0.118366 3.61538 4.836213 0.74757 0.476120  

 

Стойността на коефициента на определеност при изключен 
фактор X3 e R2 = 0,898. 

От сравняването на коефициентите на определеност R2 за 
трите последователни изключвания следва, че най-силно 
влияние върху Y2 има факторът X1, след това X3, а най-слабо – 
X2. 

На фиг. 2. е показана повърхнината на отклика на Y1 в 
координатна система X10X2 (X3 = 0). 

 

 
Фиг. 2. Повърхнина на отклика на Y1 в координатна система X10X2 

(X3 = 0) 
 

От повърхнините на еднакъв отклик следва, че 
повърхнината на отклика е екстремална и при X1 = - 1 и X2 = - 1 
Y1 има минимум. Останалите повърхнини на отклика за Y1 не е 
необходимо да се показват, тъй като X3 не оказва съществено 
влияние. 

На фиг. 3. са показани линиите на еднакъв отклик на Y1 в 
координатна система X10X2. 
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3D Contour Plot (Spreadsheet1.sta 11v*14c)

y1 = 1.7346+0.15*x+0.44*y+0.0308*x*x+0.075*x*y+0.0808*y*y
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Фиг. 3. Линии на еднакъв отклик на Y1 в координатна система 

X10X2 
На фиг. 4. е показана повърхнината на отклика на Y2 в 

координатна система X10X3. 
 

 
Фиг. 4. Повърхнина на отклика на Y2 в координатна система X10X3 
 
На фиг. 5. са показани линиите на еднакъв отклик на Y2 в 

координатна система X10X3. 
3D Contour Plot (Spreadsheet1.sta 11v*14c)

y2 = 48.6923+20.4*x+5.2*y+2.6154*x*x+0.875*x*y+3.6154*y*y
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Фиг. 5. Линии на еднакъв отклик на Y2 в координатна система 

X10X3 
 
След многофакторния анализ е необходимо да се извърши 

оптимизиране на изходните параметри. За целта е използвана 
програма за оптимизация “MATНCAD”.  

От анализа на априорната информация следва, че 
дебелината на анодното покритие – Y2 е фактора с по-голямо 
значение. Ако се разгледат експлоатационните свойства на 
анодното покритие и по-точно, за кои работни повърхности е 

предназначено, изискванията към него ще са в някои случаи за 
максимална дебелина, а в други за минимална. Например, ако 
то се използва като покритие върху челото на буталата, 
дебелината му трябва да е максимална, за да се постигне по-
добра топлинна изолация. Ако анодното покритие бъде 
използвано върху повърхността, например на каналите за 
буталните пръстени, тогава дебелината му трябва да е 
минимална, за да не попречи на топлинния пренос от буталото 
към буталните пръстени, а само да служи като 
износоустойчиво покритие. 

Що се отнася до изходния параметър Y1 (грапавост на 
покритието) е необходимо стойностите му да клонят към 
минимум, независимо от това за кои работни повърхности е 
използвано покритието. Например, когато то се използва за 
покриване на челото на буталата за намаляване на 
нагарообразуването и появата на прегрети микрограпавини, 
които са центрове на самовъзпламеняване, грапавостта трябва 
да е минимална. Когато покритието се използва за 
повърхността на каналите за буталните пръстени, грапавостта 
също трябва да е минимална, за да се увеличи 
противозадирната устойчивост.  

С оглед на гореказаното е необходимо да се извърши 
компромисна оптимизация на изходните параметри Y1 и Y2. От 
зоните на еднакъв отклик за Y2  на фиг. 5. са подбрани 
ограничителни условия за значимите за Y2 - Х1 и Х3. 

За първия случай, когато се търси минимална грапавост при 
минимална дебелина на покритието, те са Х1 < -0,8; Х1 > -1 и Х3 
<0,2; Х3 >-1. 

Резултатите от извършената оптимизация са следните: 
 

Стойност на коефициентите на модела
a3 0.13:=a0 1.787:= a1 0.15:= a2 0.44:=

a23 0:= a33 0.137−:=a13 0:= a11 0.0625:= a22 0.112:=
a12 0.075:=

Общ вид на модела
f x y, z,( ) a0 a1 x⋅+ a2 y⋅+ a3 z⋅+ a12 x⋅ y⋅+ a13 x⋅ y⋅+ a23 y⋅ z⋅+ a11 x2

⋅+ a22 y2
⋅+ a33 z2

⋅+:=

Начална точка
x 0.5:= y 0.5:= z 0.5:= f x y, z,( ) 2.175=

.Given

Ограничения тип неравенство

x 0.8−< x 1−> y 1−> y 1< z 0.2< z 1−>

Минимализиране на функцията на отклика

F Minimize f x, y, z,( ):= F

0.8−

1−

1−











=

Стойност на функцията в търсената точка 

f F0 F1, F2,( ) 1.172=  
 

Вижда се, че минималната грапавост в този случай е 
Ra=1,172 μm, която се получава при: Х1 = -0,8; Х2 = -1 и Х3 = -1. 

Оптимални натурални стойности на входните фактори 
спрямо Y1 при налагане на ограничителните условия са: 

Х1 (T) = 12 min; 
Х2 (t) = -4 oC; 
Х3 (J) = 2 A/dm2. 
От зоните на еднакъв отклик за Y2 от фиг. 5. са подбрани 

ограничителни условия за значимите за Y2 - Х1 и Х3 при втория 
случай, когато се търси минимална грапавост при максимална 
дебелина на покритието. Те са Х1 < 1; Х1 > 0,8 и Х3<1; Х3>0,6. 

Резултатите от извършената оптимизация са следните: 
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Стойност на коефициентите на модела
a3 0.13:=a0 1.787:= a1 0.15:= a2 0.44:=

a23 0:= a33 0.137−:=a13 0:= a11 0.0625:= a22 0.112:=
a12 0.075:=

Общ вид на модела
f x y, z,( ) a0 a1 x⋅+ a2 y⋅+ a3 z⋅+ a12 x⋅ y⋅+ a13 x⋅ y⋅+ a23 y⋅ z⋅+ a11 x2

⋅+ a22 y2
⋅+ a33 z2

⋅+:=

Начална точка
x 0.5:= y 0.5:= z 0.5:= f x y, z,( ) 2.175=

.Given

Ограничения тип неравенство

x 1< x 0.8> y 1−> y 1< z 1< z 0.6>

Минимализиране на функцията на отклика

F Minimize f x, y, z,( ):= F

0.8

1−

1











=

Стойност на функцията в търсената точка 

f F0 F1, F2,( ) 1.552=  
 
Вижда се, че минималната грапавост в този случай е 

Ra=1,552 μm, която се получава при: Х1 = 0,8; Х2 = -1 и Х3 = 1. 
Оптимални натурални стойности на входните фактори 

спрямо Y1 при налагане на ограничителните условия са: 
Х1 (T) = 28 min; 
Х2 (t) = -4 oC; 
Х3 (J) = 6 A/dm2. 
 

4. Изводи 
 
Чрез извършените регресионен анализ и оптимизация са 

определени: адекватността на модела, уравненията на регресия, 
степента на влияние на отделните входни фактори върху 
изходните параметри.  

Определени са и оптималните стойности на входните 
фактори спрямо изходните параметри а именно: 

1. Когато се търси минимална грапавост при минимална 
дебелина на покритието оптималните натурални стойности на 
входните фактори спрямо грапавостта на покритието Y1 при 
налагане на ограничителните условия са: 

Х1 (T) = 12 min; 
Х2 (t) = -4 oC; 
Х3 (J) = 2 A/dm2. 
Минималната грапавост в този случай е Ra=1,172 μm 
2. Когато се търси минимална грапавост при максимална 

дебелина на покритието оптимални натурални стойности на 
входните фактори спрямо грапавостта на покритието Y1 при 
налагане на ограничителните условия са: 

Х1 (T) = 28 min; 
Х2 (t) = -4 oC; 
Х3 (J) = 6 A/dm2. 
Минималната грапавост в този случай е Ra=1,552 μm 
След получаването на оптималните стойности на факторите 

спрямо изходните параметри те могат да бъдат използвани за 
извършване на изследванията за доказване на подобряването на 
свойствата на работните повърхнини на детайлите от 
алуминиева сплав. 
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CONTRIBUTION OF GEAR BODY TO TOOTH DEFORMATION  
 

Prof. M.Sc. Marunić G. PhD. 
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Abstract: Through applying the 3D finite element method (FEM), the investigation into a spur thin-rimmed gear tooth deformation was 
performed. The developed geometrical and FEM models without manufacturing errors of the engaged solid pinion and thin-rimmed wheel, 
enabled the torque transmission and the tooth load distribution corresponding to actual wheel structure and its deformation as a whole.  
For the wheel body with thin rim supported by middle web, the chosen geometrical parameters of interest were the rim and web thickness, 
while the value of tooth face width was kept constant. A spur tooth deformations were determined and analysed through the deformation 
modus of the loaded tooth mid plane along the tooth height and along the face width, for the certain gear body flexibility.  

Keywords: TOOTH DEFORMATION, THIN-RIMMED GEAR, GEAR BODY, FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

 

1. Introduction 
     The relation between actual gear structure and gear tooth 
deformation represents an important issue in gear drive design 
considering the desirable weight gains and reduction of noise 
originated from the gearbox. In order to determine the best 
combination of gear body geometrical parameters it is important to 
evaluate their contribution to the gear teeth rigidity. Preliminary 
design orientations are needed to successfully connect different 
tools [1]. 

    A powerful method for the determination of gear tooth state of 
stress and strain has become the finite element method (FEM) that 
has been usually compared with the results of previous 
investigations by means of analytical and experimental methods. 
Consequently, this method has supplied with additional insight into 
and has become the basis for important advances in gear design. 
This has been especially true for thin-rimmed gear teeth supported 
by complex body aggregated from a web that connects thin rim and 
hub. The gear body contributes to resultant gear tooth deformation 
and the load distribution along the tooth face width which has been 
considered by the development of various geometrical and 
numerical gear models. As thin-rimmed gear represents 3D 
structure more relevant investigation results have therefore been 
obtained by replacing 2D gear models with 3D ones. The 3D FEM 
gear models considerably differ on numerous aspects according to 
essential purpose they are built for. 

    A stress analysis of webbed gears has been mainly performed for 
the tooth root and adjacent area due to its importance for the 
estimation of gear strength [1, 2, 3]. 

    An exhaustive 3D FEM analysis of thin-rimmed gear teeth stress 
and deflection can be found in [4, 5]. These investigations are 
characterized by the consideration of different structures of thin-
rimmed gear (symmetric type single web gear, double web gear, 
thin-rimmed gears with and without ribs) and by the analysis of 
effects that the web, rib and rim thickness, and gear face width have 
mainly upon the stresses but on tooth deflection, too. 

    The problem of noise and vibration in the gear transmissions has 
been solved by use of dynamic models that evaluate the variations 
in mesh stiffness and transmission error [6, 7, 8]. 

     As for the stress analysis of thin-rimmed gears, the modeling of 
gear deformation started with partial teeth models, until the 
advances in CAD systems have made possible to model whole gear 
deformations [9] and even entire gear transmission [10]. The issues 
of modeling proper load distribution over tooth face width, and the 
modeling of tooth contact zone have been solved differently by 
development of various methods [11, 12, 13]. 

The works worth to be mentioned regardless of different 
approaches to the gear modeling, but considering their generality 
and detailed elaboration of deformations and stresses arising at thin-
rimmed webbed gears, are as follows [11, 9].  

In [11] the subjects of investigation were the deformations and 

stresses at various locations at gear body with middle web. The 
attention was devoted to proper estimation of the load distribution 
along the tooth face width. Based on the known load distribution 
and the known reactions at the join of teeth and rim, the stresses and 
deformations at the rim and web were determined by means of the 
developed software using the FEM. The results represent valuable 
information gathered after consideration of numerous gear 
geometrical parameters such as gear diameter, tooth face width, rim 
and web thickness. Furthermore, it was found that the decreasing 
rigidity of gear body considerably diminishes the influence of 
contact lines errors upon the load unequal distribution along the 
tooth face width which results with greater efficiency of 
transmission. 

Owing to the available powerful tool more recent work [9] than 
previously mentioned, analysed the deformations and stresses of 
thin-rimmed gear with offset web by applying whole gear 
deformation model. The load distribution was again calculated 
through the loaded tooth contact analysis by the 3D FEM and 
mathematical programming method. Then the loads were used to 
determine deformations and stresses by means of FEM. Among 
gear geometrical parameters were included the rim thickness, 
pressure angle and module, and their influence on tooth root, rim 
and web stresses were investigated. The analysis of stress achieved 
at the joint of thin rim and web pointed to the necessity to regard the 
joint as critical stress point additionally to the tooth root. 

Furthermore, the rim circle deformation and web deformation 
were analysed. The comparison of transmission errors for a solid 
and thin-rimmed gear showed that vibration-exciting force of thin-
rimmed gear is greater than for a solid gear. It was concluded too, 
that in the total deformations of thin-rimmed gear the rim and web  

 
Fig.1. 3D FEM model (one half) of a solid pinion and thin-rimmed wheel 
engaged at the outer point of single pair tooth contact; the points A, B, C 
along the tooth height 
share about 70% and the gear teeth share only about 30%. 

C 

B 

A 
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In this paper a solid pinion is mating with thin-rimmed wheel 
with middle web. Based on the experience and suggestions of 
previous investigations, the load distribution along the tooth face 
width resulting from actual gear structure is accomplished and 
whole wheel deformations are taken into consideration. 

2. 3D Geometrical and FEM Model 
The deformation of thin-rimmed spur gear mid-plane is 

determined for the pinion-wheel system of the following constant 
geometrical parameters: number of teeth z1=z2=20, modulus mn=10 
mm, pressure angle αn=20°, profile shift coefficient x1=x=0, face 
width b=100 mm. 

For  the  gear  body  with thin rim supported by middle web, the  
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Fig. 2 Contour plot of tooth displacement δ distribution along the tooth 
height and face width (sR/ht=1,33; bs/b=0,4) 
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Fig. 3 Contour plot of tooth displacement δ distribution along the tooth 
height and face width (sR/ht=1,33; bs/b=0,1) 
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Fig. 4 Contour plot of tooth displacement δ distribution along the tooth 
height and face width (sR/ht=0,44; bs/b=0,4) 
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Fig. 5 Contour plot of tooth displacement δ distribution along the tooth 
height and face width (sR/ht=0,44; bs/b=0,1) 
chosen geometrical parameters of interest were the rim and web 
thickness. The backup ratio sR/ht (sR - rim thickness, mm, ht – tooth 
height, mm) is chosen from 0,44; 0,64; 0,89 to 1,33. 

These values overcome the backup ratio range proposed by the 
standard ISO [14] for thin-rimmed gear. The adopted web thickness 
is expressed by the ratio bs/b (bs – web thickness, mm):  bs /b =0,1; 
0,2; 0,3 and 0,4. 

The models of pinion and wheel differ as the pinion is partial 
gear model with three teeth and angular extension corresponding to 
four teeth, while the wheel is complete gear model with three teeth 
and other part of the rim made with increased rigidity that takes into 
account the excluded teeth (Fig. 1). The pinion and wheel are 
modeled in the outer point of single pair tooth contact. Due to the 
symmetry  of  geometry  and  load,  the  model with one  half  of the 
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actual face width is utilized. 
The pinion-wheel system is subjected to constant torque and the 

imposed boundary conditions enable the simulation of torque 
transmission. The contact between the engaging teeth surfaces is 
accomplished by use of commercial software that detects 
frictionless contact. Due to non-linear contact problem and minute 
effect of Herzian local contact deformation on total tooth 
deformation, the tooth deformation is not followed at the point of 
contact but for the tooth mid-plane. 

 The tooth deformations were expressed by the magnitude of 3D 
displacements δ of tooth mid plane and were separated in the 
direction of tooth height and the tooth face width.  

Fig. 1 shows the positions at the loaded tooth mid plane where 
the displacements are observed after the loading. The distribution of 
the displacements along the tooth height is followed for the points 
A (tooth tip), B (pitch point) and C (tooth root). Along the tooth 
face width five equally positioned points are chosen going from one 
to another tooth end. 

3. Results and Discussion 
The displacements were collected at the loaded tooth median 

surface. The distribution of displacements along the tooth height 
and face width is presented through the form of contour plot in Fig. 
2, 3, 4, 5. Among the obtained results there were separated the 
combinations of rim and web thickness that represent extreme 
conditions of gear body flexibility. The direction of the tooth face 
width b is expressed by no dimensional coordinate x/b. 

 

 
              

 

Fig. 6 The loaded tooth displacements δ along the tooth height and face 
width (sR/ht=1,33; bs/b=0,4) 

 

 
              

Fig. 7 The loaded tooth displacements δ along the tooth height and face 
width (sR/ht=0,44; bs/b=0,1) 

    3.1. The distribution of tooth displacements along the 
tooth height 

Maximum displacements are always reached at the tooth tip and 
their magnitude considerably depends on the certain combination of 
rim and web thickness.  In comparison with the combination of the 
greatest value of rim and web thickness under consideration 
(sR/ht=1,33; bs/b=0,4), the diminishing of web thickness to 
minimum value (bs/b=0,1) increases maximum displacements 
(reached at the face width) going from the tooth root C towards the 
tip A,  for 85% and 34%, respectively (Fig. 2, 3).  

As regards the thinnest rim supported by the thickest web 
(sR/ht=0,44; bs/b=0,4) and going towards the thinnest web 
(bs/b=0,1), the increment of maximum displacements is much more 
obvious and overcomes the initial values for twice and 54% when 
moving from the tooth root C towards the tip A (Fig. 4, 5).  

    The actual flexibility change of gear body affects mostly the 
variation of displacement δ at the tooth root and this influence 
diminishes going towards the tooth tip. The displacements for thin 
rim (sR/ht=0,44) generally increase more along the tooth height with 
the decrease of web thickness and for the combination of the 
thinnest rim and web severe displacement increment at  the tooth 
root is evident.  

    In Fig. 6,7 the tooth displacements δ are shown along the tooth 
height and face width in the form of surface plot, for the gear body 
with the thickest rim and web (sR/ht=1,33; bs/b=0,4) and with the 
thinnest rim and web (sR/ht=0,44; bs/b=0,1). The variation of the 
displacements along the tooth height is evident for both 
combinations of rim and web thickness applied for the gear body, 
but the displacement for the thickest rim and web going from the 
tooth root C towards the tip A increases more. 

    Fig. 8 presents maximum displacement δmax at the tooth tip 
regardless of  the  position  along  the  tooth  face  width,  achieved   

 
Fig. 8  The relationship between maximum tooth displacement δmax and rim 
and web thickness 
for different web thickness and related to the rim thickness. As the 
web thickness increases from bs/b=0,1 to 0,4, maximum tooth 
displacements diminish depending on the rim thickness, for 35%  
(sR/ht=0,44) and for 27% (sR/ht=1,33). The increment of rim 
thickness from sR/ht=0,44 to 1,33, results with the decrease of 
maximum displacements for 38% (bs/b=0,1) and for 30% 
(bs/b=0,4). 

3.2. The distribution of tooth displacements along the 
tooth face width 

The displacement distribution that is followed along the face 
width for equally positioned points, shows significant differences in 
relation to the influence of both, the rim and web thickness. At the    
position of middle web the tooth deforms less in comparison to the 
tooth edges (Fig. 6, 7).  

Fig. 9 presents  the ratio δe/δm   of  displacement δe  at the tooth 
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Fig. 9  The ratio  δe/δm   of displacements along the tooth height for the 
thinnest (bs/b=0,1) and thickest (bs/b=0,4) web, related to the rim thickness 
sR/ht (displacement δe at the tooth edge and displacement δm at the middle of 
the tooth face) 
edge and the displacement δm in the middle of the tooth face, for the 
points  A,  B,  C  along   the  tooth  height  and  related  to  the  rim 
thickness  sR/ht.  For  the  sake  of  clarity,  there  are included the 
thinnest and thickest web. 

Non uniform displacement distribution along the tooth face 
width varies along the tooth height: for the thickest rim non 
uniformity diminishes going from the tooth tip A towards the root 
C, and for the thinnest rim the tooth root C distribution shows the 
greatest non uniformity. As the rim thickness diminishes 
displacement distribution becomes more non uniform, but much 
more for the thickest web (bs/b=0,4). Non uniformity of 
displacements along the tooth face width is maximum for the 
thinnest rim supported by the thickest web (sR/ht=0,44; bs/b=0,4), 
and at the tooth root C the displacement at the tooth edge is about 
40% greater than the corresponding one in the middle of face width 
(Fig. 4, 9). 

For the thinnest rim and web (sR/ht=0,44; bs/b=0,1) when the 
displacements take maximum values, non uniformity of distribution 
along the tooth face for certain tooth height, differs slightly (Fig. 7, 
9).  

     4. Conclusions 
The results about the loaded tooth deformation obtained at the 

tooth mid plane after loading, confirmed considerable impact of the 
actual combination of rim and web thickness of a spur gear with 
middle web.  

Maximum displacements are always reached at the tooth tip. By 
the decrease of web thickness the displacements increase going 
from the tooth root towards the tooth tip, but more for the thinnest 
rim. The actual flexibility change of gear body affects mostly the 
variation of displacements at the tooth root and going towards the 
tooth tip this influence diminishes. For the combination of the 
thinnest rim and web a severe increment of tooth root displacements 
occurs. 

As for the displacement distribution along the tooth height, the 
impact of rim and web thickness can be noticed through non 
uniform displacement distribution along the tooth face width, too. 

In relation to the tooth height, non uniform displacement 
distribution along the face width for the thinnest rim supported by 
the thickest web is mostly expressed, while for the thickest rim non 
uniformity of distribution is less obvious, regardless of the web 
thickness. 

For the thinnest rim and web when the displacements take 
maximum values, non uniformity of distribution along the tooth 
face for certain tooth height, differs slightly.  
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АНАЛИТИЧЕСКОЕ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ ВЫСОКОЧАСТОТНЫХ КРУТИЛЬНЫХ 
КОЛЕБАНИЙ В ТРАНСМИССИИ АВТОМОБИЛЯ КЛАССА 4Х4 И ПУТИ ДЛЯ ИХ 

СНИЖЕНИЯ 
 

ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION OF HIGH-FREQUENCY TORSIONAL VIBRATIONS IN 4X4 
CLASS AUTOMOBILE TRANSMISSION LINE AND WAYS FOR THEIR REDUCING 

 
Ассоциированный проф., докт.техн. наук Морчадзе Т1,  Докт.техн. наук Гогитидзе Г.2 

Государственный университет Акакия Церетели, Инженерно-технический факультет1  – Кутаиси, Грузия  
Батумская морская академия,2 – Батуми,  Грузия  

 

 
Abstract: For studying the dynamic loads of automobile’s transmission line there is used the dynamic model. For analytical investigation of 
high-frequency torsional vibrations there were used the five-mass chain transmission dissipative dynamic model. The equality of kinetic 
energy of refining and refined masses, potential energy elastic members, and in particular, dissipation of energy (dissipation function), are 
realized in the method of fine-tuning. As a consequence, there have been determined the values of fine-tuning parameters at dynamics. There 
is developed the mathematical model of dynamic system taking into account the properties of shaft drive.  For the purpose of reducing the 
torsional vibrations in automobile transmission line, the resonant behavior is brought away from the zone of automobile’s motion speeds of 
service that is achieved by purposeful changing the transmission line parameters.      
KEYWORDS: DYNAMICS; PASSABILITY;  ELASTICITY; ENERGY; DISSIPATION; FREQUENCY; VIBRATION; PLIABILITY; 
DAMPING; ACOUSTICS.  

 

 

1. Введение 
 

Активизация исследовательской работы в направлении 
уменьшения нагруженности деталей  и узлов транспортных 
средств особенно необходима на современном этапе, когда 
повышение производительности автотранспорта в основном 
достигается  увеличением грузоподъемности. Использование 
зубчатой передачи, карданной передачи и двигателя большой 
мощности повышает нагрузочный режим основных узлов и 
деталей шасси автомобиля, в том числе и трансмиссии. Этот 
процесс требует более грубокого исследования 
высокочастотной динамической нагруженности трансмиссии. 
Исхода из этого, исследование высокочастотной динамической 
нагруженности трансмиссии автомобиля и путей ее 
уменьшения является весьма актуальной. 

 

2.      Предпосылки и средства для решения 
проблемы 

 

Целью работы является изучение крутильных колебаний 
трансмиссии автомобиля типа 4х4 и их уменьшение путем 
рационального подбора жесткостей и инерционных свойств 
деталей. 

С точки зрения научной новизны разработана 
математическая модель  автомобиля типа 4х4.  

Для  анализа крутильных колебаний высокой частоты в 
трансмиссии использована пятимассовая цепная диссипативная 
динамическая модель. В методе приведения выполняются 
равенства кинетической энергии приводимой и приведенной 
масс, потенциальной энергии упругих членов и, в частности, 
энергии рассеяния (диссипативной функции). В результате, в 
динамике определены приведенные значения параметров 
модели. 

 

3. Решение рассматриваемой проблемы 
 

На фиг.1 дана расчетная схема трансмиссии автомобиля 
ТАТRA-815, движение которого описывается уравнениями 
[4,6,7]. 
(1) 𝛪𝛪1�̈�𝑞1 + 𝐶𝐶0(𝑞𝑞1 − 𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘) = 𝑀𝑀0 + 𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 3𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 

(2) 𝐶𝐶0(𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘 − 𝑞𝑞1) + 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘(𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘 − 𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘) = −𝜆𝜆1𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2(𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔) +
𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘−𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘2𝜆𝜆1𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠2𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘+𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 

(3) 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘(𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘 − 𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘) + 𝐶𝐶2(𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘 − 𝑞𝑞2) = 𝜆𝜆1𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2(𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔) +
𝐶𝐶2𝜆𝜆2𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘+𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔+𝜃𝜃−𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2𝜔𝜔+𝐶𝐶22𝜆𝜆2𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘−𝑞𝑞2𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠2𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘+𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔
+𝜃𝜃 

(4) 𝛪𝛪2�̈�𝑞2 + 𝐶𝐶2(𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘 − 𝑞𝑞2) + 𝐶𝐶3(𝑞𝑞2 − 𝑞𝑞3) = −𝐶𝐶2𝜆𝜆2 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2(𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘 +
𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔+𝜃𝜃+𝐶𝐶2𝜆𝜆2𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2𝜆𝜆 

(5) 𝛪𝛪3�̈�𝑞3 + 𝐶𝐶3(𝑞𝑞3 − 𝑞𝑞2) + 𝐶𝐶4(𝑞𝑞3 − 𝑞𝑞4) = 0 
(6) 𝛪𝛪4�̈�𝑞4 + 𝐶𝐶4(𝑞𝑞4 − 𝑞𝑞3) + 𝐶𝐶5(𝑞𝑞4 − 𝑞𝑞5) = 0 
(7) 𝛪𝛪5�̈�𝑞5 + 𝐶𝐶5(𝑞𝑞5 − 𝑞𝑞4) = 0, 
где Ι1 - момент инерции вращающихся частей двигателя и 
сцепления;  Ι2 - момент инерции первичного вала коробки 
передач и трансмиссионного вала; Ι3 - приведенный момент 
инерции валов коробки передач, распределительной коробки и 
зубчатых колес; Ι4 - приведенный момент инерции приводного 
карданного вала и редуктора, полуосей и задних ведущих 
колес; Ι5 - приведенный момент инерции приводного вала 
переднего моста, редуктора, полуосей и передних приводных 
колес; Ck - жесткость вала трансмиссии; Cq - жесткость 
демпфера сцепления; C0=

Cq+C1
Cq∗C1

 - общая жесткость участка; C1 - 
жесткость вала сцепления; C2 - жесткость первичного вала 
коробки передач; C3 - жесткость вторичного и промежуточного 
валов коробки передач и валов распределительной коробки; C4 
- жесткость приводного вала распределительной коробки 
заднего моста; C5 - жесткость приводного вала 
распределительной коробки переднего моста; Θ - угол между 
плоскостью, проходящей через ведущий и карданный валы, и 
плоскостью, проходящей через карданный и ведомый валы; φ - 
угол поворота масс; Ψ - угол поворота ведомой вилки; γ1 и γ2 -  
углы установки карданных шарниров; qί = φί − ωt (i=1;2,...6) - 
характеризует колебание системы, вблизи равномерного 
вращения со средней угловой скоростью [8,10]. 

В результате расчета методом, предложенным 
профессором П.Лукиным [9], пятимассовая расчетная 
динамическая система была упрощена путем замены второго 
узла закреплением (фиг.2). 

Как известно, самым эффективным средством 
противодействия опасному развитию крутильных  колебаний в 
трансмиссии автомобиля считается выведение резонансных 
режимов работы из зоны эксплуатационных скоростей 
движения автомобиля. Этот вопрос был решен путем 
целенаправленного изменения параметров трансмиссии. 
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Фиг.1. Пятимассовая расчетная динамическая модель автомобиля ТАТRA-815. 

Фиг.2. Двухмассовая расчетная динамическая модель. 

 
Уравнения движения полученной двухмассовой 

расчетной  схемы имеют следующий вид: 
(8) 𝐼𝐼1�̈�𝜑1 + 𝐶𝐶экв(𝜑𝜑1 − 𝜑𝜑2) + 𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠(�̇�𝜑1 − �̇�𝜑2

′ ) +
𝐾𝐾1(�̇�𝜑1 − �̇�𝜑2) = 0  

(9) 𝐼𝐼2�̈�𝜑2 + 𝐶𝐶экв(𝜑𝜑1 − 𝜑𝜑2) −𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠(�̇�𝜑1 − �̇�𝜑2
′ ) −

𝐾𝐾1(�̇�𝜑1 − �̇�𝜑2) + 𝐶𝐶5 �̇�𝜑2 = 0,  
где φ2

′  -  угол поворота сечения в точке „b“;  Cэкв - жесткость 
соединительного участка масс с  I1 и I2. 

Путем преобразований получим: 
(10) 𝐼𝐼1�̈�𝜑1 + 𝐶𝐶экв(𝜑𝜑1 − 𝜑𝜑2) + [𝐾𝐾1 + 𝐾𝐾экв](�̇�𝜑1 − �̇�𝜑2) = 0 
(11) 𝐼𝐼2�̈�𝜑2 − 𝐶𝐶экв(𝜑𝜑1 − 𝜑𝜑2) − [𝐾𝐾1 + 𝐾𝐾экв](�̇�𝜑1 − �̇�𝜑2) + 𝐶𝐶5 �̇�𝜑2 = 0. 

Для решения этой системы в относительных угловых 
координатах α1 = φ1 − φ2  и α2 = φ2, первое уравнение (10) 
умножим на I2 , а (11) - на I1  и из первого вычтем второе: 
(12) �̈�𝛼1 + 𝐼𝐼1+𝐼𝐼2

𝐼𝐼1𝐼𝐼2
[𝑓𝑓(𝛼𝛼1, �̇�𝛼1) + 𝐾𝐾1�̇�𝛼1] − 𝐶𝐶5

𝐼𝐼2
𝛼𝛼2 = 0  

(13) �̈�𝛼2 −
1
𝐼𝐼2

[𝑓𝑓(𝛼𝛼1, �̇�𝛼1) + 𝐾𝐾1�̇�𝛼1] + 𝐶𝐶5

𝐼𝐼2
𝛼𝛼2 = 0,  

где f(α1, α̇1) = Cექვα1 + Kექვα̇1 - нелинейная часть упруго-
гистерезисной функции, связывающей массы с I1  и I2. 

Упруго-гистерезисная функция звена „а-с“ имеет 
следующее математическое описание [2]: 
(14) f(𝛼𝛼1,𝛼𝛼2) = 𝐶𝐶2−4(𝛼𝛼1 − 𝑎𝑎0)   - 1-2 этап 
(15) f(𝛼𝛼1,𝛼𝛼2) = 𝐶𝐶1−4 �𝛼𝛼1 −

𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇

𝐶𝐶1
�  - 2-3 этап 

(16) f(𝛼𝛼1,𝛼𝛼2) = 𝐶𝐶2−4(𝛼𝛼1 + 𝑎𝑎0)   - 3-4 этап              

(17) f(𝛼𝛼1,𝛼𝛼2) = 𝐶𝐶1−4 �𝛼𝛼1 + 𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇

𝐶𝐶1
�  - 4-1 этап 

где: 
(18) 𝐶𝐶1−4 = 𝐶𝐶1𝐶𝐶2−4

(𝐶𝐶1+𝐶𝐶2−4). 
При использовании этой функции определяется 

эквивалентная жесткость звена „а-с“, связывающего массы  с I1 
и I2: 
(19) 𝐶𝐶экв = 𝑓𝑓мак�𝛼𝛼1,�̇�𝛼1�

𝜆𝜆1
= 𝐶𝐶2−4

𝐶𝐶1+𝐶𝐶2−4
�𝐶𝐶1 + 𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇

𝜆𝜆1
� . 

Из равенства максимальных моментов в звеньях „а-b“ и 
„а-с“ определяется  λ0: 

- для кольца „а-b“ 
(20) 𝑓𝑓мак(𝛼𝛼0, �̇�𝛼0) = 𝜆𝜆0𝐶𝐶1 + 𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇  

- для кольца „а-с“ 
(21) 𝑓𝑓мак(𝛼𝛼1, �̇�𝛼1) = 𝜆𝜆1𝐶𝐶1−4 + 𝐶𝐶1−4

𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇

𝐶𝐶1
. 

Откуда  
(22) 𝜆𝜆0 = 𝜆𝜆1𝐶𝐶2−4−𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇

𝐶𝐶1+𝐶𝐶2−4
 

При подстановке этого выражения в формулу для 
расчета Кэкв, получим эквивалентный коэффициент линейного 
демпфирования: 
(23) 𝐾𝐾экв = 4𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇(𝐶𝐶2−4𝜆𝜆1−𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇)

𝜔𝜔3𝜋𝜋𝜆𝜆1
2(𝐶𝐶1+𝐶𝐶2−4) . 

Коэффициенты Сэкв и Кэкв являются нелинейными 
функциями отношения Мт λ1⁄ , при этом Кэкв зависит от 
частоты колебаний ω3. 
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С помощью полученных коэффициентов определяем 
собственные колебания системы λ1 при различных значениях 
амплитуды: 
(24) 𝜆𝜆1ί=(1 + ίℎ) 𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇

𝐶𝐶2−4
, 

где i=1, 2,…,    h - шаг, с достаточной точностью h = 0,25. 
Из-за того, что демпфирование незначительно влияет на 

величины собственных частот колебаний, поэтому при расчете 
коэффициентов  Кэкв используются собственные частоты, 
соответствующие К = К1 + Кэкв = 0. Затем, с учетом 
коэффициента К, производился уточненный расчет частот 
собственных колебаний [1,3,5]. 

 
4.      Результаты и дискуссия 

 
В результате анализа частот собственных колебании и 

относительных амплитуд рассмотренного нами автомобиля, 
можно сделать вывод о том, что изменение частот собственных 
колебаний возможно изменением определенных 
конструктивных параметров: изменением момента инерции 
первой массы (двигателя) пятимассовой системы при 
колебании одноузловой формы или, менее эффективно 
(коробки передач,  распределительной коробки и главной 
передачи) - заменой моментом инерции, а также изменением 
жесткости третьего вала (полуосей) системы; при колебании 
двухузловой формы - изменением момента инерции четвертой 
массы (ведущих колес) или изменением жесткости второго 
вала (тангенциальной жесткости колеса); при колебании 
трехузловой формы - изменением моментов инерции второй 
или третьей масс (коробка передач и распределительная 
коробки или главной передачи) и жесткостей первого или 
третьего валов (демпфера сцепления, вала сцепления, вала 
трансмиссии или полуосей) системы. 

Анализ крутильных колебаний трансмиссии показал, 
что:  

1. Частоты собственных колебаний одноузловой формы 
находятся в пределах 8…38 сек−1. 

2. Частоты собственных колебаний двухузловой формы на 
всех передачах, кроме седьмой, составляют 107…108 
сек−1. На седьмой передаче ее значение составляют 313 
сек−1. 

3. Трехузловые формы колебаний имеют место на всех 
передачах в двух случаях. Их диапазон 298…591 сек−1 
и 1294…1391 сек−1. 

При этом относительные амплитуды отдельных масс 
намного превышают амплитуду первой массы для главных 
гармоник К=3 и К=6. 

   
5.     Заключение 

 

Изучены крутильные колебания трансмиссии 
автомобиля типа 4х4 и определены способы их уменьшения 
путем рационального подбора жесткостей и инерционных 
свойств деталей. 
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РАЗРАБОТКА МАТЕМАТИЧЕСКОЙ МОДЕЛИ ДИНАМИЧЕСКОЙ СИСТЕМЫ 
АВТОМОБИЛЯ ВЫСОКОЙ ПРОХОДИМОСТИ С УЧЕТОМ ОСОБЕННОСТЕЙ 

КАРДАННОЙ ПЕРЕДАЧИ 
 

DEVELOPING MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HIGH-PASSABILITY AUTOMOBILE DYNAMIC 
SYSTEM WITH CONSIDERATION OF PARTICULARS OF CARDAN GEAR  

 
Ассоциированный проф., докт.техн. наук Морчадзе Т1,  Докт.техн. наук Гогитидзе Г2, Докт.техн. наук Русадзе Н3 
Государственный университет Акакия Церетели, Инженерно-технический факультет1,3  – Кутаиси, Грузия  

Батумская морская академия,2 – Батуми,  Грузия  
 
 

Abstract: For analytical investigation of high-frequency torsional vibrations in high-passability automobile transmission line there is used 
the five-mass dissipative dynamic model. There is developed the mathematical model of dynamic system taking into account the properties 
of cardan gear. There have been carried out the wave analysis of the engine’s rotary moment, and in the dynamic system equivalent to the 
truck’s transmission line - the analysis as of cross-country cargo carrier torsional vibrations, so of the transmission line design parameters 
effect on the frequencies of torsional vibrations. One of the important sources for harmonic excitation forces is a shaft drive. It was 
considered in automobile transmission line as a partial vibration system, the features and parameters of which have been determined from 
specificity of the joint with non-uniform angular speed – between the driving pliable elements of the changeable gear’s numerical joints. 
KEY WORDS: PASSABILITY; DYNAMICS; CARDAN; FREQUENCY; DISSIPATION; ENERGY; JOINT; RIGIDITY; RESONANCE; 
HARMONIC  
 

 
1.   Введение 
 
Уменьшению нагруженности деталей и узлов 

транспортных средств всегда придавалось большое значение. 
Активизация исследовательской работы в этом направлении 
необходима и на современном этапе.  

Использование карданной передачи и двигателя большой 
мощности повышает нагрузочный режим масса автомобиля и в 
том числе, трансмиссии, что требует более глубокого 
исследования высокочастотной  динамической нагруженности 
трансмиссии. Исходя из этого, разработка математической 
модели динамической системы трансмиссии автомобиля 
высокой проходимости, с учетом свойств карданной передачи, 
с целью исследования возникающей высокочастотной 
динамической нагруженности, весьма актуальна. 

 
2.      Предпосылки и средства для решения 

проблемы 
 
Целью работы является рациональный подбор жесткостей 

и инерционных свойств деталей трансмиссии автомобиля типа 
4х4, с целью уменьшения вредного влияния карданной и 
зубчатой передачи. 

С точки зрения научной новизны разработана 
математическая модель типа 4х4, в которой отражены 
кинематические особенности карданной передачи. Вал 
трансмиссии рассматривается, как особый вид карданной 
передачи. Приводятся критерии и методика проектирования 
вала трансмиссии. 

Карданная передача в трансмиссии автомобиля 
рассматривается как система парциального колебания, 
свойства и параметры которой определяются спецификой 
шарниров с неравномерной угловой скоростью - 
изменяющимся числом передачи между ведущим и ведомым 
элементами. В результате, на валах карданной передачи 
возможно возникновение сложного процесса крутильных 
колебаний из-за периодического изменения их жесткости. 
Оказалось, что периодическая составляющая числа передач 
карданного шарнира вызывает периодическое изменение 
угловой жесткости и, при определенных соотношениях между 
собственной частотой системы и изменяющейся составляющей 
числа передач шарнира, происходит самовозбуждение 
крутильных колебаний. При этом, в случае равенства углов 

установки карданной передачи, в системе возникает 
параметрическое колебание (резонанс) в чистом виде. В другом 
случае же к нему добавляются также вынужденные колебания.  

 
3.      Решение рассматриваемой проблемы 
 
На фиг.1 приводится расчетная схема трансмиссии 

автомобиля ТАТРА-815, движение которой описывается 
уравнениями: [1,3,4,5,7]: 
(1) 𝛪𝛪1�̈�𝑞1 + 𝐶𝐶0(𝑞𝑞1 − 𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘) = 𝑀𝑀0 + 𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 3𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 
(2) 𝐶𝐶0(𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘 − 𝑞𝑞1) + 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘(𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘 − 𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘) = −𝜆𝜆1𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2(𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔) +

𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘(𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘 − 𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘)2𝜆𝜆1 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 2(𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔) 
(3) 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘(𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘 − 𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘) + 𝐶𝐶2(𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘 − 𝑞𝑞2) = 𝜆𝜆1𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2(𝑞𝑞1𝑘𝑘 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔) +

𝐶𝐶2𝜆𝜆2[𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2(𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 + 𝜃𝜃) − 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2𝜔𝜔] + 𝐶𝐶22𝜆𝜆2(𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘 −
𝑞𝑞2) 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠2(𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 + 𝜃𝜃) 

(4) 𝛪𝛪2�̈�𝑞2 + 𝐶𝐶2(𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘 − 𝑞𝑞2) + 𝐶𝐶3(𝑞𝑞2 − 𝑞𝑞3) = −𝐶𝐶2𝜆𝜆2 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2(𝑞𝑞2𝑘𝑘 +
𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 + 𝜃𝜃) + 𝐶𝐶2𝜆𝜆2 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2 𝜆𝜆 

(5) 𝛪𝛪3�̈�𝑞3 + 𝐶𝐶3(𝑞𝑞3 − 𝑞𝑞2) + 𝐶𝐶4�𝑞𝑞3 − 𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘1� + 𝐶𝐶5�𝑞𝑞3 − 𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘2� = 0 
(6) 𝐶𝐶4�𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘1 − 𝑞𝑞3� + 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘1�𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘1 − 𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘1� = −𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘1𝜆𝜆1𝑘𝑘1 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2�𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘1 +

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔) + 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘1 �𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘1 − 𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘1�2𝜆𝜆1𝑘𝑘1 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 2�𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘1 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔� 
(7) 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘1�𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘1 − 𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘1� + 𝐶𝐶6�𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘1 − 𝑞𝑞4� = 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘1𝜆𝜆1𝑘𝑘1 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2�𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘1 +

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔) + 𝐶𝐶6 𝜆𝜆2𝑘𝑘1 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2�𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘1 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔� +
𝐶𝐶6�𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘1 − 𝑞𝑞4�2𝜆𝜆2𝑘𝑘1 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠2�𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘1 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔� 

(8) 𝛪𝛪4�̈�𝜑4 + 𝐶𝐶6�𝑞𝑞4 − 𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘1� = −𝐶𝐶6𝜆𝜆2𝑘𝑘1 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2�𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘1 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔� 
(9) 𝐶𝐶5�𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘2 − 𝑞𝑞3� + 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘2�𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘2 − 𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘2� = −𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘2𝜆𝜆1𝑘𝑘2 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2�𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘2 +

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔) + 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘2�𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘2 − 𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘2�2𝜆𝜆1𝑘𝑘2 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 2�𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘2 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔� 
(10) 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘2�𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘2 − 𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘2� + 𝐶𝐶7�𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘2 − 𝑞𝑞5� = 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘2𝜆𝜆1𝑘𝑘2 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2�𝑞𝑞3𝑘𝑘2 +

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔) + 𝐶𝐶7𝜆𝜆2𝑘𝑘2 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2�𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘1 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔� +
𝐶𝐶7�𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘2 − 𝑞𝑞5�2𝜆𝜆2𝑘𝑘2 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 2�𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘2 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔� 

(11) 𝛪𝛪5�̈�𝑞5 + 𝐶𝐶7�𝑞𝑞5 − 𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘2� = −𝐶𝐶7𝜆𝜆2𝑘𝑘2 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2�𝑞𝑞4𝑘𝑘2 + 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔� 
(12) 𝛪𝛪6�̈�𝑞6 + 𝐶𝐶8(𝑞𝑞6 − 𝑞𝑞4) + 𝐶𝐶9(𝑞𝑞6 − 𝑞𝑞5) = 0, 
где Ι1 - момент инерции вращающихся частей двигателя и 
сцепления;  Ι2  - момент инерции первичного вала коробки 
передач и трансмиссионного вала; Ι3 - приведенный момент 
инерции валов коробки передач, распределительной коробки и 
зубчатых колес; Ι4- приведенный момент инерции приводного 
карданного вала и редуктора, полуосей и задних ведущих 
колес; Ι5 - приведенный момент инерции приводного вала 
переднего моста, редуктора, полуосей и передних приводных 
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колес; Ck - жесткость вала трансмиссии; Cq - жесткость 
демпфера сцепления; C0=

Cq+C1
Cq∗C1

 - общая жесткость участка; C1 - 
жесткость вала сцепления; C2 - жесткость первичного вала 
коробки передач; C3 - жесткость вторичного и промежуточного 
валов коробки передач и валов распределительной коробки; C4 
-жесткость приводного вала распределительной коробки 
заднего моста; C5 - жесткость приводного вала 
распределительной коробки переднего моста; Θ - угол между 

плоскостью, проходящей через ведущий и карданный валы, и 
плоскостью, проходящей через карданный и ведомый валы; φ - 
угол поворота масс; Ψ - угол поворота ведомой вилки;  γ1  и γ2 - 
углы установки карданных шарниров; qί = φί − ωt (i=1;2,...6) - 
характеризует колебание системы вблизи равномерного 
вращения со средней угловой скоростью. 
 

 
Фиг.1. Шестимассовая расчетная динамическая модель автомобиля ТАТРА-815. 

 
Нелинейная зависимость между ведущим и ведомым 

элементами шарнира, которая получается в результате 
разложения числа передач шарнира на ряды Фурье до членов 
первого порядка, выражается уравнениями [2,6,8]: 
(13)  𝛹𝛹1𝑘𝑘 = 𝜑𝜑1𝑘𝑘 + 𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2𝜑𝜑1𝑘𝑘  
(14)  𝛹𝛹2𝑘𝑘 = 𝜑𝜑2𝑘𝑘 + 𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2𝜑𝜑2𝑘𝑘  
(15)  𝜆𝜆ί = 𝜔𝜔𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠2 𝛾𝛾ί

2
    i=1, 2, 3,…  малый параметр. 

Когда λ=0, система уравнений преобразуется в систему 
линейных дифференциальных уравнений. 

Для анализа крутильных колебаний высокой частоты в 
трансмиссии автомобиля высокой проходимости используется 
шестимассовая цепная диссипативная динамическая модель. В 
методе приведения выполняется равенство кинетической 
энергии приводимой и приведенной масс, потенциальной 
энергии упругих членов и, в частности, энергии рассеяния 
(диссипативной функции). В результате в динамике 
определяются приведенные значение параметров модели [9,10]. 

Разработана математическая модель динамической 
системы с учетом свойств карданной передачи. Выполнен 
гармонический анализ вращающего момента двигателя и 
анализ как крутильных колебании в эквивалентной 
динамической системе трансмиссии, так и анализ влияния 
конструктивных параметров трансмиссии на собственные 
частоты крутильных колебаний. 

 

4.      Результаты и дискуссия 
 
Оказалось, что периодическая составляющая числа 

передач карданного шарнира вызывает периодическое 
изменение угловой жесткости системы и при определенном 
соотношении между собственной частотой системы и 
переменной составляющей числа передач шарнира, возникает 
самовозбуждение крутильных колебаний. При этом, в случае 
равенства углов установки карданной передачи, в системе 
возникает параметрическое колебание (резонанс) в чистом 
виде. В других случаях же к нему добавляются также 
вынужденные колебания. 

Можно сделать вывод, что на прямой передаче 
уменьшение частоты собственных колебаний трехузловой 
формы трансмиссии данного автомобиля и выведение из 
резонансной зоны возможно варьированием жесткостей 
демпфера сцепления, вала сцепления и вала трансмиссии С1 и 
момента инерции коробки передач I2. При снижении I2 
выведение системы из резонансной зоны стало возможным, т.к. 
это, наоборот, вызвало повышение частот собственных 
колебаний и выведение системы из резонансной зоны было 
осуществлено только путем уменьшение параметра С1. 
Значение С1, при котором частота собственных колебаний на 
прямой передаче p3 будет меньше, чем 224,5 рад/сек, возможно 
получить варьированием жесткостей вала трансмиссии, вала 
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сцепления и демпфера. Уменьшение их суммарной жесткости 
до 10000 Н·м/рад, при которой частота собственных колебаний 
выводится из резонансной зоны и равняется примерно 207 
рад сек.⁄   

 
5.      Заключение 
    
В автомобилях высокой проходимости по большей части 

используется карданная передача, имеющая шарнир с 
неравномерными угловыми скоростями с различными углами 
наклона, то она была рассмотрена с несколькими гармониками 
(в зависимости от количества карданных шарниров), как 
источник возбуждения крутильных колебаний. 

Разработана математическая модель автомобиля типа 4х4, 
в которой отражены кинематические особенности карданной 
передачи. Вал трансмиссии рассматривается, как особый вид 
карданной передачи. Приводятся критерии и методика 
проектирования вала трансмиссии. 
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Abstract:  In contrast to lead-acid battery cells in lithium-ion battery LiFePo4 in serial connection can not be 

balanced with each other during the loading process. This is because the current stops flowing when the cell is full. This 
means that LiFePO4 packs require management system (BMS}, because the proper electrical and thermal control of a lithium-
ion traction battery consisting of many cells, divided into several modules, is imperative. During operation, voltage, and 
temperature variations in the cells may result in an electrical imbalance of the cell to the cell and cause a decline in the 
capacity of the entire set of cells of the battery by approximately 25%. In this work is presented and analyzed by the authors 
developed management system (BMS) of traction modular lithium-ion battery. This system shall keep under review, control 
and balance the battery balancing battery, based on current accurate measurements of cell voltage and active equalization 
parameters. 
KЕYWORDS: EV-electric vehicle, HEV- hybrid electric vehicle, MSB-monitoring status of battery, BMS - battery 
management system, SOC - state of charge, OCV - Open circuit voltage, ECU - electronic control unit, EQU - equalizer, CM - 
Central module, LM - local module 

 
1. Introduction  Batteries connected in series in electric 
vehicles (EV) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEV), require 
monitoring equipment (MSB), which is able to measure the 
voltages of the individual modules (several cells connected 
in series) to prevent damage and to identify defective 
elements [7]. As stated in [5,7,9], almost all types of 
batteries can be damaged by excessively high or low 
voltages, and in some cases the results can be disastrous. 
Lithium-ion cells, for example, can catch fire if an 
overcharge of ultra high voltage.Therefore, after having 
been identified high or low voltage in some cells, a 
smoothing process must also be used for re-balancing the 
voltages. Imbalances are particularly prevalent in EV and 
HEV, since batteries are often dynamically loaded or 
discharged. Some problems associated with the 
measurement of these voltages are also described in [9], 
with the possible solutions. 

 
2. Purpose of work 

To analyze the conditions and technical parameters 
of existing systems for battery management. On the basis of 
this analysis was to develop a new technology to reduce 
costs and improve safety and efficiency of the management 
of the battery in order to make it suitable for practical EV 
and HEV. To build and test an engineering prototype that 
uses these new technologies. To present the approach and 
results of the study and research of the developed module 
system for the management of batteries for EV and HEV. 
 
3. System requirements 

Li-Ion battery has strict management requirements 
because it can ignite if supercharged. This problem is 
particularly acute for large battery packs in EV and HEV, 
when supercharging can cause a fatal accident. To ensure 
safety, the voltage of each Li-Ion cell must be measured very 
accurately, since it is the best indicator of SOC [5,8]. This 
means that quite a large number of measurements of the 
voltage to be processed in each measurement cycle, for 
example 32 cells every 2 seconds. Balancing (equalization) 
of the cell voltages is also more difficult because a simple 
method for recharging a low current (trickle charge) can not 
be used. Instead, the cells must be individually balanced, 
with an electric circuit, for example with equalizer to the 
system. Abnormal conditions in the cells for voltage, current 

and temperature of the battery to activate the alarm and be 
handled promptly. As the safety of the battery depends on the 
management system (BMS), the reliability of the control 
system becomes very important. Therefore, safe use require 
different hardware and software applications to ensure safe 
use and protect the battery in case of failure. It is also very 
important to control the cost of adding additional features 
and improvements to existing features. In addition, the size 
and weight must be minimized in order to allow the BMS to 
fit in a compact box of the battery. A block diagram of a 
typical control system includes a battery electronic control 
unit (ECU), which monitors the real-time status of the 
battery system and equalizer (EQU), which balance the 
levels of charge of the battery cells [1,2]. The operation of 
ECU has four functions: data acquisition, data processing, 
and data transmission control. ECU usually measured 
voltage of all cells, a few selected temperatures and current 
of the batteries, monitors the battery status (MSB). It then 
analyzes the data and extract information about battery 
protection and determining the state of charge (SOC). Some 
information is also transmitted to the rail with the vehicle 
data. ECU controlling certain types of equipment, 
maintenance of the battery as the battery cooler, heater, 
EQU, switch automatically disconnect (breaker) and the 
ability to manage on-board charger. The purpose of EQU is 
to minimize the SOC differences between the cells of the 
battery, as such imbalances would reduce the usable capacity 
of the battery. However, the batteries in EV and HEV are 
often recharged and when released from control, tend to 
imbalance. An EQU maintain balance in the cell or by 
loading the cells or by poor aligning with normal cells. The 
old design of BMS usually takes volume as a whole battery 
module [3,4]. This kind of a BMS is a cost-effective, because 
it requires significantly less components and is less complex 
in terms of data processing and communication. However, it 
does not offer the ability to measure and balance individual 
cells or modules in the package. For more volatile Li-Ion 
batteries with cells with larger tolerances each cell must be 
measured and balanced [5]. 
 
4. Analysis of existing systems for battery 
management 

Several modular system BMS for large batteries are 
already commercially available. [5] Some battery 
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manufacturers have designed systems specifically for their 
own batteries [5,9]. A review of these projects shows that, 
while undoubtedly functional, they do not give certain 
qualities demanded by modern EV / HEV batteries. Some of 
these functions are very critical and need new technologies. 
Some of these BMS are unable to determine the SOC, so it 
will not be possible to keep the SOC within the desired 
range, and the user will not know the remaining battery life. 
To determine the SOC, BMS requires accurate measurement 
circuit is loaded and complex algorithm which is designed 
with knowledge of the electrochemical characteristics of the 
battery. Measuring the voltage is another problem for many 
of these earlier systems. First, the accuracy is not sufficient 
for Li-Ion battery, and this may affect safety or reduce the 
usable capacity of the battery. Furthermore, the period of 
time between each measurement of the voltage in each cell is 
so long that the current battery status may change 
significantly over this time period. As the battery voltage 
changes with current, this would distort the measurement 
data of the voltage. The communication circuits in any of 
these systems are also questionable. Many systems use the 
RS232 bus for transmitting data that does not have sufficient 
power handling capability for errors. Possible 
communication errors or failures can cause serious problems 
with safety. Current balance can be dissipative (passive) or  
undisspative (active). Upon dissipative balancing the excess 
energy is dissipated into heat - the energy is transferred to the 
needy cells and therefore is not lost) [6,7,8,9 ]. Redistribution 
is similar to the active balancing. But its DC-DC converters 
to be used, take more power and algorithms are a little more 
complicated. Dissipative (passive) EQU, used in the majority 
of these BMS [4,5] dissipating energy in all the cells until 
they reach the same level of voltage as in the weakest cell in 
the battery. Although the idea is quite simple and the price is 
low, it is obviously low energy efficiency. Disadvantages of 
passive balancing are obvious - is losing power at high 
currents passive balancing the heat generated can affect cells. 
At first glance, the active balancing is better because you do 
not lose power. In fact, the active balance has some 
drawbacks - there are more components with passive 
balance, higher cost, lower reliability, larger capacity, and 
others. In active BMS [2,8,9] is a distributed architecture 
where local (basic) units LM serve the battery module and 
send data to the central unit CM. Compared to the centralized 
structure, the distributed structure is flexible for different 
types of batteries and the number of the cell modules. It also 
significantly reduces the size and weight of the harness and 
wiring work [2]. 
However, since each of the local units in such systems 
measure only one of the battery module has a microcontroller 
and in each module, the cost of the whole system is quite 
high. Depending on the type and mode of administration can 
be selected in a simple or a more complex variation of the 
BMS. Major role in BMS is balancing the cells. Balancing 
algorithms (active or passive) may be based on the 
measurement of the following parameters: 

Voltage ; 
High voltage; 
SOC history. 

Based on the analysis we choose a combined approach - 
digitally measure the voltage of each cell and passive 
balancing end voltage under full state of charge SOC. 
 

5. Characteristics of the chosen system for battery 
management  

Developed by the authors hybrid management 
system (BMS) is tested and analyzed on a modular cell 
lithium-ion traction battery. This system monitor, control and 
balance the battery balancing battery, based on current 
accurate measurements of cell voltage and passive 
equalization parameters. In the work [7] the authors present a 
system for monitoring the battery status (MSB), which is part 
of the hybrid control system and battery management (BMS). 

 
5.1. Modular approach for the measurement of 
parameters of the cells 

Processing of data from the central module (CM) 
has been used scheme presented in Figure 1, where the 
measuring circuit shall be transferred to any voltage in the 
modules of common reference level in CM. This diagram 
shows a portion of a typical control system of a battery 
module, which uses one of these circuits for transfer in each 
of the local units (LM № 1 - № 4). In the displayed system 
for data collection using data from 4 cells in a module from 
the battery pack where the package contains 32 cells, which 
require measurements of tension in 8 local module (LM) [7]. 
This modular approach to measuring drastically reduces the 
amount of cabling that would otherwise be required for the 
connection between the CM and the cells of the battery. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Modular system for monitoring the Li-ion battery 
 
Transfer of compounds in each local module (LM) 

is used to make decisions on all 8 basic measurements to 
mass, ie, G1-G8. These voltages are multiplexed to power 
the A / D converter, are processed by a local microcontroller 
and transmitted to the CM isolated output signal via a serial 
data bus, such as CAN - 2.0b. This approach of establishing 
a chain transfer provides higher accuracy and has valuable 
advantages in comparison with previous methods, can be 
used for almost any number of battery modules. This is an 
important advantage, since each LM can measure large 
numbers of cells in order to reduce the total number of LM. 
This represents a large cost savings, because as shown in 
Figure 1, each LM typically comprises a multiplexer, A / D 
converter, a microcontroller, and two galvanically isolated 
serial bus buffer for data exchange. To provide the flexibility 
that BMS is designed to have the necessary features needed 
for Li-Ion batteries. Some of these include the following 
options: 
  1. Used multiplexing modular architecture of star 
topology, in order to avoid large wiring and each local 
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module can accommodate up to 4 cells. This provides a large 
reduction in the number of modules and loss [7]. 

2. Use new types of circuits for measuring the 
voltage and current to provide a greater precision. This 
includes automated calibration procedure that the correction 
factors are stored in flash memory. 

3. Data for the battery can be stored in flash 
memory cm and a test disc in the computer. 

4. All modules can be used to 2.0b serial 
communication for convenience and reliability. 

5. When the battery is not in use, BMS enters into 
sleep mode at low power and measuring time in this mode. It 
also includes (activated) periodically to perform various 
functions and then goes back into Standby mode (freezes 
again). 
Compared to previous systems, the new system provides 
dramatically reduce the cost, size and weight, all of which 
are critical in EV and HEV. 
 
5.2. Principle of operation of the modular BMS 
            In Figure 2, an exemplary block diagram of a new 
modular system for Li-Ion battery. Below are four basic 
modules ECU / EQU, which consist of a LM and a passive or 
active EQU, a central ECU module and a DC / DC converter. 
Each base unit serves 4 cell battery. By changing some 
components, the system can be redesigned to be simpler 
(EQU can be passive or active), or serve more cells in the 
module, such as 12 or 24. Compared to previous systems, 
centralized, this modular structure reduces the cost of 
components considerably, especially when using passive 
EQU, which are suitable for normal charging of the battery 
in the EV bit / garage conditions. It also simplifies the 
installation and wiring work. In active EQU each LM is a 
combination of local ECU unit (microcontroller) and the 
local unit EQU, where the ECU controls the EQU. All LM, 
CM central unit ECU can communicate directly via the bus 
data 2.0b vehicle for data transfer. It is used both for internal 
and external communications, which simplifies the system 
because it provides 
 

 
Figure 2. Modular ECU / EQU system 

 
advantages - speed and reliabilityIf using passive EQU, the 
system is simplified further. When the system is off by S2, 
CM enters a low power "sleep" mode so that it retains its 
data in SRAM and measure and outside working hours. The 
system can be supplied or a 12V battery of the vehicle or the 
battery cell 32 through the DC / DC converter shown in 
Figure 2. Controlled switch S1 is closed when the main route 
of ECU loaded local units and the system will be powered by 

a DC / DC converter as a 12V (actually 9VDC_16VDC) 
battery remains below 15VDC. This mode is used so that the 
alignment can be done during parking without depletion 
(dilution) of a 12V battery. When the system is in standby 
mode during parking, S1 is open, DC / DC converter is 
disabled, SM plant is powered by battery 12V, with output of 
LM is excluded from the CPU. During the regime of 
standby, the plant consumes only about 8 ma current 
acceptable dilution 12V battery. DC / DC converter is 
switched off during a stop, because even at low load as 
0.8mA., Its operating current is actually a few mA. This 
depletion would be excessive for a 32-cell battery during 
long periods of downtime. Local modules are connected with 
a central unit SM which ECU is the monitoring system, 
which can operate independently. Central unit ECU in CM 
includes responsibility for the following functions: 

• Schedule power on / off local units; 
• Measure the voltage of the synchronization between 

the local modules for data collection; 
•  Data collection, data processing and 

communication; 
• Charge the battery current measurement; 
•  Determination of the status of the battery charge 

(SOC); 
•  Battery safety; 
• Monitoring system during standby (standby); 
•  Management of equipment for maintenance of the 

battery. 
Our version of BMS uses passive EQU each cell in each LM, 
which balance the weakest cell in each module bundled 
battery with a constant current until the voltage of all cells 
are equal. Operation of EQU is monitored by the ECU, 
which control various safety features, such as the 
temperature of each EQU in the local unit. The system is 
very simple and reliable, no need for additional DC-DC 
converters, and software, is under active EQU. 
 
6. Experimental results 
 
The prototype module is BMS-32 cells per pack Li-Ion 
battery (120V/100Ah), in order to verify its functionality and 
performance. There have been a series of tests between -20 º 
C and +40 º C with one of these modules connected to a 4 
cell Li-Ion battery. 
 
6.1. Voltage measurements  
As described in [2], each local (reference) ECU uses 
measurement schemes voltage, using the following 
techniques:  

    1. Calibration factors stored in the flash memory 
in order to reduce errors due to initial tolerance.  
    2. Operational amplifiers, to reduce errors due to 
temperature fluctuations.  
    3. Sample / retention - schemes to reduce the problem of 
voltage distortion.  

Results of testing for voltage measurement show the 
maximum error-9mV for cells with an average voltage of 
around 3.5V. This corresponds to an error of 0.26%, which is 
about half the size of the maximum  
estimated error of 0.51%.  
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6.2. Measurements of current (I) and the state of 
charge (Q) 

Although they share certain elements in the same 
measuring circuit, the required accuracy for the I and Q 
measurements are quite different. Current I is mainly used 
for the protection and usually does not require a high degree 
of accuracy, ie error of 5% may be adequate. However, Q is 
obtained by integrating the measured current over long 
periods of time, and the error is cumulative. This means that 
if the measurement period is long enough, the problem will 
eventually become unacceptable, no matter what is the 
accuracy. This means that the SOC needs to be reset 
periodically with a precisely known value. In lithium-ion 
batteries for voltage stabilization may be used in coupling 
circuits to determine the SOC, when the battery is at rest. 
Regardless of the possible need for periodic reset, it is still 
important to strive for measurement methods that are as 
accurate as possible. Obviously, the higher the precision is 
accumulated charge Q, a longer period is necessary before 
the reset. The central ECU measured accumulated Q in the 
following manner. Resistive shunt is used to measure the 
current, voltage, frequency (V / F), as applied to the shunt 
voltage converter. Counter counts the number of pulses in V 
/ F output for a given time interval. Q is thus obtained from 
very accurate integration of the measured current in the 
circuit to avoid many of the drift errors of analog integrators. 
As with the measurement of the voltage of the LM, a current 
measurement is pre-calibrated, the initial tolerance factors for 
the correction are stored on different parts of the entire 
measurement range. In order to evaluate the error over an 
extended period of time, to shunt voltage OCV is varied over 
a period of 36 minutes. Reset function of SOC is disabled 
during these tests to make sure that the counting of Coulomb 
will continue without interruption during the whole test 
period of 36 minutes. 
 
6.3. Test  alignment 
 
In passive balancing every local EQU is set to dissipate 
excess energy in the cell when it reaches a specified end 
voltage. Cell temperature is monitored by a local ECU and 
when the temperature of the weak cell starts to increase 
(local EQU begins to dissipate heat from the weak cell) 
signals the CM problem, which is to decide when to turn off 
electricity to balance EQU, ie . when the voltage of the cell is 
aligned with the tension in the other cells. Equalizers begin 
balancing of the cell immediately after the full charge level is 
reached. The full charge is most often about 3.9V LiFeYPO4 
cells. The diagram in Figure 3. shows recharge 4 - cell 
module LiFeYPO4 charged battery with the following 
configuration: 
Cell 1 - no installed EQU; 
Cell 2 - has installed EQU, (balance to 1.7A); 
Cell 3 - installed EQU, (balancing to 3.4a); 
Cell 4 - installed EQU, (balancing to 3.4A). 
Shown in Figure 3 recharge current 5A. Section 1 (no 
equalizer) load goes above 4V level and voltage increases 
very fast, CM unloading a whole package. Cells 2, 3 and 4 
are balanced with passive EQU and tension remains lower 
than 3.7V. On fig.3b e flashy charging current 10A. Section 
1 (no EQU) pressure quickly goes over 4.2V level, the cell is 
recharged 
 

 
 

Figure 3. EQU function of passive cell balancing 
 

and there is danger of inflation, so the CM stops charging. 
Box 2 is balanced and voltage increases slowly to the border 
balancing. However balancing to 1.7A is not enough to 10A 
charge current. As a result, the voltage will rise above 3.8V, 
if not stopped by the EQU. Only box 3 and box 4 (a balance 
to 3.4 A) are balanced enough and the tension is kept lower 
than 3.7V. This experiment shows that EQU can balance 
LiFeYPO4 cells easily, but for higher charging currents must 
be balanced with - high current balance in order to increase 
the overall balance of the current parameters. When selecting 
balancing power must take into account the heating of the 
cells at - balancing high current. For prismatic cell with a 
capacity of 100Ah 
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batterybalancing current should not be higher than 5A. The 
test of Figure 3 shows that EQU alone can balance the cells, 
but can not regulate current balance because you do not 
know SOC of each cell. Of FIG. 4 shows the results of 
testing of the modular BMS balancing of the same cells with 
consideration of SOC levels. SOC exact values of each of 
these cells e: SOC1 = -20,7%, SOC2 = -16,1%, and? SOC3 = 
-15,1%. The system is turned on and V = Vn measured 
against time (n = number of the cell.) For each of the three 
cells having EQU.  

Cell № 1 which has the highest voltage V is again 
balanced in less than 0,5 V within 60 minutes. This block 
continues to be aligned to 130 minutes. Cell № 2 then is 
equalized for about 75 min and finally the cell 3 is 
equilibrated for about 30 minutes to complete the process. 
All cells 3 are aligned within 140 minutes. It should be noted 
that since only the currents are measured every 15 min, the 
graph of Figure 4b are not quite accurate e. The time for 
increasing and decreasing the current really has nastapr of 
less than 1ms, for a 15 minute interval as a graph. E first 
point at t = 0 sec. 

The new modular system, LM with ECU / EQU 
modules are mounted on the battery so that the sensor wires 
are very short and can be shared. Their weight is negligible, 
since the length is very short. The cable between LM and 
CM contains only four # 22 AWG cable. 
 
6. Conclusion 
• Based on the analysis of the conditions and technical 
parameters of existing systems for battery management has 
developed a new technology for BMS. 
• Developed and tested a modular system for battery 
management. This BMS provides important advantages in 
these areas: voltage measurement accumulated charge for 
measuring and leveling. 
• Measurement of the voltage is achieved with a very 
accurate, which provides up to 4 measurements of the 
module in order to reduce costs. 
• Measuring scheme using an accurate charging V / F 
converter in conjunction with a meter to integrate the current 
waveform. This extends the time before you need to restart 
the measurement. 

• The alignment is performed using relatively low power 
routing, which increases the charging module for low 
voltage, instead of the more commonly used method of 
implementation of modules with higher voltages. All 
functions have been tested and verified to pack Li-Ion battery 
with 32. cells. 
• Surface mount technology is used throughout to reduce the 
size, weight and cost. The weight and volume of the modular 
system are 70% and 87% less than a common  
centralized systems. 
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DRAWING BY DOUBLE-BLADED WORKING EQUIPMENT OF THE BULLDOZER 
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Abstract: During the operation of double-bladed bulldozer the descent of soil from a prism of drawing occurs simultaneously in both 
directions and much more intensively than at dozer or grader positions which the blade can occupy. According to the laws of dynamics of a 
variable mass there are reactive forces that can reach significant values but in the calculation of earthmoving machines this factor has not 
been taken into account so far. The method of calculation of the additional reactive forces resulting from changes in the mass of soil in the 
prism of drawing in front of the blade of bulldozer is given in this paper. For theoretical analysis of the process of soil transportation in the 
prism of drawing a calculation scheme of the forces operating on both blades of bulldozer is made. 
 
KEYWORDS: BULLDOZER, BLADE, DIGGING, PRISM OF DRAWING, VARIABLE MASS, RESISTANCE FORCES 
 

1. Introduction 
 

According to the innovative patent №26478 working equipment of 
the bulldozer can work in three positions: dozer, grader or double-
bladed [1]. Bulldozer is a heavy-weight machine, which has large 
size and considerable speed. It allows working at the development 
of solid soils and moving significant masses of loosened soil in the 
prism of drawing. In the process of collecting the soil into the prism 
of drawing it not joins only the mass of soil has cut off by cutting 
elements but at the same time occurs a descent of soil in both 
directions of the blade when at the dozer position and in the same 
direction at the grader position of the working equipment. At the 
double-bladed mode the descent of soil occurs in both directions 
and much more actively. Thus, the machine collects the large mass 
of soil into the prism of drawing. According to the equation of 
Meshchersky I.V. who studied the laws of dynamics of variable 
mass, there emerge reactive forces, which in case of double-bladed 
bulldozer can reach significant values [2, 3]. However, in the 
calculations of earthmoving equipment this factor has not been 
taken into account so far. Professor Nurakov S. was the first who 
investigated the influence of reactive forces emerging from the 
variability of the mass of soil in the buckets of rotary excavators, 
considering the impact of a speed factor when digging the soil by 
rotary working equipment without bucket, one of distinguishing 
feature is the opportunity to develop high speeds of rotation [4, 5]. 
 

2. Preconditions and means for resolving the 
problem 

 
Let's consider the calculation scheme of the double-bladed working 
equipment of the bulldozer. 

 
Figure 1. The calculation scheme of forces acting on a prism of 
drawing at double-bladed position of the bulldozer 
 
 
The designations, which are adopted on the scheme: 

𝛮𝛮�(𝑟𝑟 ,𝑙𝑙) – normal forces acting at the right and left blades, N; 
𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟 ,𝑙𝑙) – capture angles of the right and left blades, deg.; 
�̅�𝑣 – speed of movement of the blade, m/s; 
�̅�𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (𝑟𝑟 ,𝑙𝑙) – relative speeds of movement and soil descent at the right 
and left blades, m/s; 
�̅�𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝑟𝑟 ,𝑙𝑙) – absolute speeds of movement of the soil at the right and 
left prisms of drawing, m/s; 
𝑅𝑅�𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟 ,𝑙𝑙) – reactive forces at the right and left blades from the prism 
of drawing, N; 
𝐹𝐹�𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 (𝑟𝑟 ,𝑙𝑙) – friction forces of a prism of drawing at the right and left 
blades, N; 
𝜌𝜌(𝑟𝑟 ,𝑙𝑙) – angles of the friction of soil relative to the normal, deg.; 
𝛼𝛼(𝑟𝑟 ,𝑙𝑙) – angles between 𝑅𝑅�𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟 ,𝑙𝑙) and normals which are equal to 
90˚ − 𝜌𝜌(𝑟𝑟 ,𝑙𝑙), deg. 
Adopting that the capture angles of the right and left blades are 
equal, to simplify we will first consider only the right blade, 
assuming that the left blade is identical to the right one. 
We write in a general form the equation of progressive motion of 
any mass 𝑚𝑚 of soil according to Meshchersky I.V. [2]: 

(1) 𝑚𝑚 = 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣�
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑃𝑃� + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 1

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
(�̅�𝑣1 − �̅�𝑣) −  𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚2

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
(�̅�𝑣2 − �̅�𝑣), 

where 𝑚𝑚 – current value of a variable mass of soil, kg; 
𝑃𝑃� – main vector of all applied forces, N; 
𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 1

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
, 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 2

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
 – amount of seconds of an attached and detached masses 

of soil, kg; 
�̅�𝑣1, �̅�𝑣2 – absolute speeds of attached and detached masses of soil, 
m/s; 
�̅�𝑣 – speed of movement of a prism of drawing together with a blade, 
m/s; 
𝑑𝑑 – time, s. 
Now we design both parts of the vector equation (1) on the axis 
directed by the speed 𝑣𝑣 of progressive motion of the working 
equipment, and we will get the scalar equation: 

(2) 𝑚𝑚 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 − ∑𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 1

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
(𝑣𝑣1 − 𝑣𝑣) −  𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 2

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
(𝑣𝑣2 − 𝑣𝑣), 

where 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡  – tangential traction force, which is parallel to the 
direction of movement of the blade, N; 
∑𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓  – projection of the sum of resistance forces on a blade from 
the friction of a prism of drawing on the massif, which in general 
view consists of three components, N. 

(3) ∑𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 = 𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓1 + 𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓2 + 𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓3,                                                                          
where 𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓1,𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓2,𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓3 – components of the resistance to the 
digging from friction of the right and left prisms of drawing and the 
blade on the massif, N. 
In the formula (2) the third and fourth components are the reactive 
forces, which caused by the process of changing of the transported 
mass during the collection and movement of the prism of drawing. 
Currently these components have not been taken into account in the 
engineering calculations when the factor of speed at best is 
considered by means of a coefficient whose value is determined 
experimentally in certain specific circumstances. However, in case 
of substantial speeds and collected masses of soil, these reactive 
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components can reach significant values and ignoring them can lead 
to notable deviations from the actual loadings and therefore can 
introduce essential errors in calculations what will be reflected in 
reliability of the machines. 
Now for simplification we consider the reaction forces of resistance 
𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐  separately from attached and detached masses on a prism of 
drawing: 

(4) 𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟) = 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 1

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
(𝑣𝑣1 − 𝑣𝑣) −  𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 2

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
(𝑣𝑣2 − 𝑣𝑣)                                        

                or 
(5) 𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟) = 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 1

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑣𝑣1х −  𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 2

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑣𝑣2х ,                                                                

where 𝑣𝑣1х = 𝑣𝑣1 − 𝑣𝑣 – projection of the relative speed of attached 
soil to a trajectory of movement of the blade (x-axis), m/s; 
𝑣𝑣2х = 𝑣𝑣2 − 𝑣𝑣 – projection of the relative speed of detached soil to a 
trajectory of movement of the blade (x-axis), m/s. 
Considering the expression (5) we write the basic differential 
equation of motion of the blade (1) as follows: 

(6) 𝑚𝑚 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑃𝑃 − ∑𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 + 𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐  
Hence, according to the diagram (Figure 1) for the right blade when 
it is set at capture angle 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟) and taking into account the fact that 
there is a continuous side descent of soil along the blade with a 
relative speed 𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (𝑟𝑟), the formula (5) can be written as follows: 

(7) 𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟) = 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 1

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑣𝑣 +  𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 2

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟)                                              

Due to the fact that in front of the blade soil is not collected but 
moves aside, then 

(8) 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 1

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
=  𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 2

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
                                                                                 

We write 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚1 as follows: 
(9) 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚1 = 𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 × 𝛾𝛾 × 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 

where 𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐  – the area of cross section of sliced shavings, m2; 
𝛾𝛾 – volume density of soil in the massif, kg/m3. 
Then, 

(10) 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 1

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
= 𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 × 𝛾𝛾 × 𝑣𝑣                          

Therefore, the expression for the reactive resistance from variability 
of mass of soil in a prism of drawing will be written in the 
following form: 

(11) 𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟) = −𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 × 𝛾𝛾𝑟𝑟 × 𝑣𝑣 �𝑣𝑣 − 𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟)�                                
From here for the double-bladed working equipment of the 
bulldozer the total reactive component in a general equation will be 
equal to the sum of forces at the right and left blades: 

(12) ∑𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 = 2(−𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 × 𝛾𝛾𝑟𝑟 × 𝑣𝑣 (𝑣𝑣 − 𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐)                                
Now we turn to the determination of the relative speed 𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙  (Figure 
1). At steady motion the friction force 𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓  and the reaction force 
𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐  are balanced, and therefore the absolute speed 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  also will 
be directed at an angle 𝜌𝜌 to the norms. 
Then from a triangle of speeds we can obtain an expression: 

(13) 𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎 (𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟)+𝜌𝜌)×𝑣𝑣
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝜌𝜌

                                                                          
After substituting the values of 𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙  in a formula (11), we obtain: 

(14) 𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟) = −𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐(𝑟𝑟) × 𝑣𝑣2 × 𝛾𝛾 �1 −  𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎 (𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟)+𝜌𝜌)×𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟)

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝜌𝜌
�                      

Hence, the total reactance at the working equipment of the 
bulldozer can be determined using the following dependency: 

(15) ∑𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 = −2𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐(𝑟𝑟) × 𝑣𝑣2 × 𝛾𝛾 �1 −  𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎 (𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟)+𝜌𝜌)×𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑟𝑟)

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝜌𝜌
�                       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Conclusion 
 
Thus, the side descent of soil from both blades causes additional 
reactance to the digging depending from the speed and mass of soil 
in front of the blades. Calculations derived from the inferential 
dependencies show us that the additional reactance for double-
bladed bulldozer can reach significant values up to 20-25% from the 
total resistance to the digging, which must be taken into account for 
engineering calculations. 
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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to assess the user parameters monitoring system Dynafleet and show on the consumption of fuel used 
in truck transport. Considered monitoring system allows tracking the different modes of operation of the vehicle and the driver, such as 
driving, resting, respectively down time or break a driver. The system evaluates driving parameters such as efficiency, fuel consumption for a 
given period, the ability of using the cruise control and other parameters. System Dynafleet aim to improve efficiency and reduce costs of 
transported unit - ton per kilometre. The system allows comparing direct relationship between the vehicle and driver, respectively, between 
the vehicle and manager or the manager and driver. All results are shown not only in numerical value but also graphical. The possibility of 
separating and visualize the data based on the statements as a clear statement, summary statement, statement of exceptions, Fuel & Ad blue 
statement, statement of mileage, timesheets and other alternatives.  

Keywords: DYNAFLEET, MONITORING SYSTÉM, VEHICLE 

 

1. Introduction 
Energy intensity of transport is for long years interesting thema 

any economical and ecological discussions and in fact, it´s a main 
point to determining the quantity of emissions produced in 
transport. There is a direct relation between transport and energy 
consumption, because every vehicle need for his movement some 
kind of fuel / energy. The transport consume about 25 % of 
worldwide produced energy and more than 55% of harvested oil. 
Nowaday Technologies bring us many possibilities how to monitor 
and reduce fuel consumption in heavy transportation. At the market 
there are many systems for monitoring of energetical bilance not 
only one vehicle, but also for all vehicles in company.  The most 
popular systems are for example: 

- Gx solutions, 
- Movys, 
- Emtruck, 
- Dynafleet. 
 

The aim of this paper is to assess the online information system 
Dynafleet from Volvo Trucks to increase control over the transport 
fleet and profitability. 

2. Materials and methods 
In pursuing truck transport parameters will be attention 

focused on Dynafleet (Figure 1), which uses the Internet 
environment. This means that the system has full control over the 
activities, regardless of where in the world are performed. In the 
vehicle is installed powerful hardware with combined antenna for 
receiving signals from network GPS / GSM. Part of a package can 
also be display and keyboard - as supplied hardware equipment. 
The software is updated remotely. The driver can access the Internet 
directly in the cabin. Attention will be given on communication, 
information and user properties of the system. 

 
Fig. 1: Ilustration photodocumentation of display unit Dynafleet 

 

The obtaining and tracking system parameters will be used 
truck Volvo FH 12 440 with trailer (Table 1), where is installed a 

system to monitor of fuel consumption Dynafleet which measures 
QUANTITY of fuel passed through the injectors. 

 
Tab. 1: Technical parameters of truck Volvo 440 FH 12 

Mark, configuration     Volvo, 4X2 
Type FH 440 Euro 5 
 
Engine 348kW, Euro 5 
Type of engine D13A 
Cabin Globetrotter 
Number of driven kilometers 609515 km. 
Gearbox Automatic gearbox 
Number of gears 12  

 

Fuel consumption is greatly affected by resistances acting on 
the vehicle, such as: 

 rolling-resistance - Fv,  
aerodynamic resistance - Fw,  
climb resistance - Fs, acceleration resistance – Fa ,  
tensile force to tow a trailer Ft,  
what can be expressed by driving force through Fh as:      
 

 FFFFFF taswvh ++++=                    (1) 

and each resistances as :     

fGFv .=          (2) 

where :  
f – rolling resistance coefficient ,  
G- gravity of vehicle. 
 

vScF wxW
2....5,0 ρ=                                 (3) 

where :    
ρw – air density ,  
S- frontal area of vehicle,  
v– speed, 
cx – drag.  
 

αsin.GF s =                         (4) 

where :    
G – gravity of vehicle,  
sinα – angle of climb. 
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δ avca amamF ... ==                (5) 

where :   
mc – reduced weight of vehicle, 
a – acceleration of vehicle,  
δa – Impact factor rotating masses. 
 

FFFFF ansnwnvntn +++=           (6) 

where :  
Ftn – drawbar force of trailer,  
 Fvn – rolling resistance of trailer,  
Fwn – drag coefficient of trailer,  
Fsn – climb resistance of trailer,  
Fa – acceleration resistance of trailer   

 

To calculate fuel consumption can be used simplified 
relationship: 

v
PmS

p

ep
p ρ..

.

106,3 4100 =
                           (7) 

where :  
Sp100 – fuel consumption for 100 km,  
mp – specific consumption of engine,  
Pe–efficient engine performance,  
ρp – specific weight of fuel,  
v – vehicle speed. 

3. Results and discussion 
Watching of Dynafleet system installed in Volvo provide 

communication features in terms of Figure 2, in re porting period 
there were no problems. The system provides the administrative 
staff in the office and the driver permanent communication via text 
messages. Information about the vehicle and the driver is sent to the 
database Dynafleet, where are analyzed and processed in the form 
of various reports. At Figure 3 is able to see the operation principle 
Dynafleet, working on the principle of GPS / GSM networks. 
Volvo FH 12 440, except of the control of the vehicle position and 
the organization of daily performances, was equipped with a system 
for monitoring fuel consumption Dynafleet. Overview of 
information provided for dispatching services, respectively. Owner 
of the vehicle is shown at Figure 3, where the record presented 
illustrative data measured during the period from 1.2.2012 to 
29.02.2012. At that time, the vehicle has traveled a total distance 10 
999.41 km. The vehicle for the whole period was started by 159.26 
hours of engine running, the total is divided into engine running at 
idle (idle) 12.32 hours and vehicle operating mode (run) 146.54 
hours. 

Car

Driver Dynafleet online
web server

Wireless

Satellite

AdministratorManagerController
 

Fig. 2:  Communication scheme of Dynafleet system 
 

 
Fig. 3: Measured parameters of vehicle modes during 1.2.2012 to 
29.02.2012 

The total amount of fuel consumed at idle and for a drive was 
3228.72 liters. From overview can be seen that the average 
consumption per unit of time is 20.73 lh-1. Total consumption is a 
diversified power consumption for work of the vehicle (driving) 
3203.56 l (99.2 %) and consumption of vehicle on idle speed 25.16 
liters (0.8 %), which is less than the percentage of inefficient 
consumption. In the period from 1.2.2012 to 29.02.2012 was 
monitored economical driving mode of the vehicle. As can be seen 
from the total time of reporting period (Figure 4), when driving 81.7 
% in low power mode, wasteful ride was 0.8% and range was 8.5%. 
Dynafleet system also enable monitoring and utilization of cruise 
control on the total distance traveled. Cruise control of the vehicle 
was used in the reporting period to 18.3% (2,620.09 km) and for 
transport companies at this configuration of routes recommended 
use cruise control more than 20% percent of a vehicle. From 
measured data can be monitored also using a highest gear and it was 
at the level of 69.9 % (9582.13 km). 

The system also provides the ability to watch performance at 
different engine loads. Engine load in a given period of total 
mileage was used in the range of 9.7%, which is 1066.42 km of 
total mileage. Another possibility is that the system provides a 
tracking quantity of consumed fuel and organic additive AdBlue to 
reduce NOx emissions (Figure 5). 

 
Fig. 4: Overview of fuel consumption and Adblue consumption 

From measured data can be assessed that, the vehicle use from 
the maximum recommended limit (up to 7 %) idling at 7.9 %, 
which represents the mean value. In this figure are included not 
only downtimes of the vehicle but also standing of the vehicle on 
the spot, with no load. Especially interesting is the numerical 
assessment of the efficiency of operation which was utilized from 
the allowable limit to 81.7 %. To increase percentage value may 
recommend increasing transport performances, reducing downtime, 
or increase the vehicle loading. When using the highest gear, the 
value from the number of kilometers traveled were close to 70 %, 
which is within the allowable limit of the mean value. To increase 
the use of gear may suggest a higher use of highways, respectively 
use of routes with lower degree of climb.  
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Dynafleet provides a wide-ranging analysis of monitored 
parameters which are available in the tables so interesting and 
provides advanced management functions, such as. use PTO shaft, 
the average number of braking, speeding, number of stops and the 
other (Figure 5). From the above summary it can be seen that 
Dynafleet by Volvo has a diverse range of options which provide 
the necessary information to the user for optimal organization of 
vehicle fleet as well as a thorough inspection of driving skills. 

 
Fig. 5:  Statistical possibilities for management functions Dynafleet 

4. Conclusion 
The system for performance monitoring of vehicles Dynafleet 

can be evaluated positively because the user offers many 
possibilities to optimization of using the vehicle fleet. From the 
measured data can be provide valuable informations for the user to 
reduce costs, increase transport performance and improve efficiency 
of his vehicles. 
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Abstract: The process of depressurization of a nonhermetic vessel under a specific law of changing the external pressure has been studies. 
The ways and methods of decreasing the values of pressure drops rate inside the vessel have been found. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In modern mechanical engineering devices, apparatuses and 

equipment are usually placed into closed vessels. Outside such a 
vessel there is variable external pressure. 

If the vessel's construction isn't hermetic the change of the 
external pressure value influences the pressure value inside the 
vessel. 

Due to continuous improvement of various apparatuses the 
maintenance requirements have increased. The old requirements 
become more strict, the new ones appear. Some construction 
elements in modern apparatuses can be sensitive not only to certain 
dependencies of pressure changes in the place of its location but 
also to the pressure gradient level. The given maintenance 
parameter is the criterion of serviceability in many apparatuses. 

Under the monotonous decreasing the external pressure the 
pressure value inside the vessel is decreasing as well. If there is no 
increasing internal pressure values, it is reasonable to use the term 
of dishermetization rate instead of the term of pressure gradient. 
The gradient can have either positive or negative meaning. It 
reflects mathematical aspect of the phenomenon rather than 
physical one. When the pressure values decrease not monotonously 
but undergo a discontinuous change the term of the pressure 
decrease rate (PDR) was used to describe the physical nature of the 
phenomenon. 

Considerable PDR values are quite possible to be found inside 
the vessel containing the apparatuses. As a rule, they appear during 
short time intervals. The loading of apparatus elements at such PDR 
was characterized as impulse loading (IL). Such a loading may 
cause a number of problems in providing safe operation of the 
apparatus. 

 
2. Pre-requisites and means for the 

problem solution  
 
 The actual question is decreasing the maximal levels (PDR). 
One of the ways to decrease maximal PDR levels inside the 

vessel is the arrangement of drainage system (DS). The drainage 
system is as a rule a complex of drainage devices (DD). The 
communication between the internal volume with the external 
environment takes place by means of DD. The drainage systems are 
characterized by the effective area of DD. 

The given paper is aimed at choosing optimal values of the 
effective areas at which the maximal level of PDR inside vessel is 
minimal. 

To solve the problem the following point were chosen: 
- the formulation of the problem about the influence of the 

external pressure distribution on internal pressure character; 
- the elaboration of methods and algorithm for calculating 

PDR; 
- carrying out theoretical research; 
- determining rational meanings of the effective DD area; 
- finding optimal meanings of the effective DD area, providing 

minimal PDL level; 
- generalizing and analyzing the results of the research carried 

out; 

- practical recommendations. 
 
3. The solution of the problem under study  

 
The studied vessel and the dependencies of the external 

pressure coefficient on time are presented in Fig. 1. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. The vessel with drainage holes (a) and the dependencies of 

external pressure coefficients on time (б) 
 

Vessel volume is 1V  and internal pressure is 1P . On this stage 

of research DS consisted of two DD with effective areas 1S  and 

2S . On the external side of the vessel in the region 1S  there was 

the external pressure 1Pn , in the region 2S  – 2Pn . 
The peculiarity of the given problem formulation consisted in 

the laws of the changes of external pressure values against time. 
Each law is characterized by sharp decrease and increase of its 
values within a short time interval. Moreover, if the value of one 
pressure increased those of the other one decreased. Besides, the 
pressures achieved their minimal and maximal values at the same 
time. The solution of the problem was reduced to solving a 
differential equation /1/, /2/ 
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In formula (1) 1G  and 2G  are second consumption of 
atmospheric masses by means of the corresponding DD. The 
consumption coefficients by means of DD are 1μ , 2μ . For 

atmosphere 41.=k . R is the universal g 
as constant. T is the temperature of atmosphere in the vessel. 
The process of vessel drainage takes place due to its 

discharging or supercharging.  
Discharging or supercharging depends on: the DD location, the 

pressure acting on them and on the external gradient of pressure as 
well. Both cases of drainage may take place on different DD at the 
same time. Under supercharging the second discharges in formula 
(1) have the plus sign. Under discharging they have the minus sign. 

 
4.  Results and discussion  

 
The results of computing PDR values inside the vessel and 

depending on time under various values of effective area 1S  are 

presented in Fig. 2. Under changing 1S  values the area 2S  
remained constant. The formation of two consequent peaks I and II 
was the characteristic feature of the dependencies of PDR values on 
time that were presented. The values of the peaks are greatly 
dependent on parameter 1S  values. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. The dependence of PDR on time at various values of effective 
area 1S  

The discussion on the results presented in Fig. 2 made in 
possible to make the following conclusions. 

By the fifth second, when the external pressure values do not 
change or don't undergo any significant changes (see Fig. 1b), PDR 
values inside the vessel remain practically unchanged. It is 
represented by almost horizontal lines in Fig. 2 when time changes 
from 0 to 5 seconds. 

Following the fifth second the changes of the external 
pressures values influence sufficiently the quantitative and 
qualitative PDR characteristics inside the vessel. The extent of this 
influence depends on the effective area 1S  value. In this case the 

1S parameter functions as a regulating, or more precisely, a 
governing parameter. It is with the help of it that maximal PDR 
levels inside the vessel can be minimized. 

At small values of 100 1 .≤≤ S  m2 there was some 
insignificant decrease of PDR values followed by the abrupt 
increase reaching maximal values. Thus, the maximal level of PDR 
value is defined for the peak II value. 

At 101 .>S  m2 the value of peak I doesn't decrease but 

increases as compared to the previous region. With 1S  value 
increased, the value of peak I goes on increasing while the value of 
peak II is decreasing. At 17501 .=S  m2 the value of peak I is 

less than the value of peak II. At 2501 .=S  m2 one can see the 
reverse picture: the value of peak I is more than the values of peak 
II. Between these values of 1S  there is its optimal value at which 
the value of peak I and peak II are equal. The equality of the peaks 
values realizes the minimal possible PDR level inside the vessel. 

Thus, the discussion resulted in the following: 
− the area 1S  can act as the governing parameter for changing 

the values of PDR peaks inside the vessel; 
− there is correlation of peaks values, the less the value of one 

peak, the more the value of the second one. The principle of 
communicating vessels may be an analogue of the peaks 
correlation; 

− the minimal possible level of the peaks is realized at their 
balance. 

The decrease of maximal PDR values (of peak II) may be 
treated as damping of impulse loading. 

Damping is realized due to the inflow of some additional air 
masses. If the external pressure decreases abruptly through 2S  
occurs the sufficient ablation of the air mass from the vessel. The 
inflow of the air mass is realized through 1S . At small values of S1 
this inflow isn't sufficient to realize damping properly. At the 
optimal value of S1 area the maximal damping effect is achieved. At 

1S  value more than optimal the reverse situation picture is quite 
possible. The ablation of such quantity of air mass through S1 can 
not be compensated through 2S . 

The results for a single fixed value of 2S  are presented in Fig. 
2. The computations were also carried out at other S2  values. There 
were registered the same quantitative and qualitative laws as in the 
previous computations. The optimal 1S  value  depended on the 
value of S2. 

Fig. 3 shows generalized results of the investigation of PDR 
dependences on the areas 1S  and 2S . The generalization consisted 

in the dependencies of the values of two peaks on S1 and 2S  areas 
being represented not in their absolute values but as the relation of 

21 SS . 
The further discussion as to the results of the investigations 

presented in Fig. 3 was focused on the following direction. 
The whole range of the areas relations was divided into 

sections. The first section 400 21 .≤≤ SS  m2 was 
characterized as the one where the changes of areas relations don't 
make it possible to influence the peaks values effectively. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. The dependence of the peaks I and II values on the areas 
relations. 
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The second section 22140 21 .. ≤≤ SS  m2 is marked as 
the rational correlation of the areas. Here, if the correlation 
increases the value of peak I decreases from the maximal value. The 
value of peak II increases from the minimal value. It is in this 
section that the effective control of peaks values takes place. 

The third section is only one value, that is 22121 .=SS . 
This is the optimal value of areas relations. At this value the balance 
of peaks I and II values is achieved. It is minimal possible level of 
PDR values. It is almost twice as little as the minimal possible PDR 
level (the value of peak II at 4021 .=SS  m2). 

The fourth section is 22121 .>SS  m2. It is a nonrational 
section. When the value of the areas relation grows the general level 
of PDR values also grows. 

There were undertaken some attempts of the further decreasing 
the minimal PDR level. For this purpose the construction of the 
vessel was divided into two unequal vessels. 

The volume of the first vessel, where the apparatuses were 
placed, was four times as large as the volume of the second vessel. 
The partition dividing the initial vessel into two vessels had DD 
with effective area 12S . 

The initial equation (1) was complemented by an analogous 
equation. A system of two differential equations was obtained. 

The results of solving the obtained system are presented in Fig. 
4. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 The dependence of minimal and maximal of PDR values on 
the areas relations 21 SS  at various areas values 12S . 
 
The discussion about the results of the investigations presented 

in Fig. 4 showed the following. 
At 1012 .>S  m2 the minimal possible PDR level inside the first 

vessel is practically equal to the level of one vessel. Its order was 
determined by the value 0.062 Pa/s. When the 12S  values decrease 
the minimal possible PDR level also decreases. 

At 005012 .<S  m2 the minimal possible PDR level may 
decrease by 25 % - 35 % as compared to the minimal PDR level for 
one volume. 

Using the results of the investigations presented in Fig. 4 it is 
possible to point out the correlations between 1S , 2S  and 12S  at 
which the maximal possible (black with squares) and the minimal 
possible (black with circles) PDR levels inside the first vessel. 

 
5. Conclusion  

 
The investigations carried on resulted in the following 

conclusions. 

1. The problem of the PDR level in a nonhermetic vessel has 
been formulated and solved. The connection of the internal volume 
of the vessel with the outside atmosphere was realized through 
drainage devices DD with areas 1S  and 2S . 

2. The specific feature of the problem formulation was due to 
specific laws of the changes of the external pressure within a short 
time interval. 

3. The existence of two PDR peaks inside the vessel has been 
found out. 

4. The PDR peaks inside the vessel occur within short time 
intervals. The loading of the apparatus elements from such peaks 
was characterized as impulse loading. 

5. Impulse loading on the apparatus elements may cause a 
number of problems when the attempts are made to provide the 
safety of operating the equipment. 

6. The analysis of the influence of 1S  and 2S  areas values on 
the peaks values has been made. 

7. The correlation of the values of two peaks at the changes 
areas S1 and S2 values has been established. The more the value of 
one peak, the less the value of the second one. The principle of 
communicating vessels may be treated as the analogue. 

8. The optimal values of 1S , 2S  areas at which the minimal 
possible level of PDR values have been defined. 

9. The minimal possible PDR values level inside the vessel 
occurred when the values of the peaks were equal. 

10. Owning to the balance (equality) of PDR peaks values 
maximal value can be decreased as much twice. 

11. Physical treatment of increasing maximal PDR level has 
been given. Under abrupt decrease of the external pressure value on 
one of the DD a great amount of air masses flows out through it. At 
the same time PDR inside the vessel may reach considerable values. 
The compensation of the lack of air masses takes place through the 
second DD. The air mass, the volume of which is defined by the 
area value of the second DD, flows into the vessel. 

12. The process when some quantity of air mass flows in 
through one DD and some quantity of air mass flows out through 
the other DD was called damping. 

13. The maximal effect of damping occurred at optimal values 
of the areas 1S  and 2S . 

14. The method of the further decreasing PDR minimal level 
has been suggested. The initial vessel was divided into two vessels 
of unequal volumes. The connection of air masses between these 
two obtained vessels was realized through the DD with the area S12. 
With the help of this method it is possible to decrease additionally 
minimal possible PDR level by 25 % − 35 %. 

15. The results of the investigations have been generalized. On 
the basis of the given graphs and proceeding from certain relations 
of areas 1S , 2S  and 12S  values one can find possible PDR 
values. Some relations of areas show maximal PDR levels while 
others show minimal ones.  
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INVESTIGATING THE INFLUENCE OF THE SHAPE OF THE FREE FRONT FACE 
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Abstract: Experimental investigation have been carried out concerning a set of geometrically similar rubber buffers of different radii of the 
spherical front face receiving the impact. The influence of the radius value upon the general parameters of the impact pulse has been 
established for impact between the buffer and a rigid body with regard to various levels of power load upon a unit of volume. Relevant 
conclusions have been drawn. 

Keywords: IMPACT, VISCOELASTIC IMPACT, RUBBER BUFFER, VISCOELASTIC BUFFER. 

 

1. Увод 
Вискоеластичните буфери са елементи на безопасността 

широко използвани в подемно-транспортното машиностроене 
за защита на металните конструкции на подемно-
транспортните машини от високи стойности на ударната сила. 
Тяхното основно експлоатационно натоварване е на удар, а  
основната им функция е да трансформират ударния импулс, 
като ограничат ударната сила до безопасни нива. Освен тази 
основна функция те следва да разсейват възможно най голямо 
количество от енергията на удара, отдавайки я във вид на 
топлина.  

Вискоеластичните буфери се изработват от полимерни 
материали с достатъчно висока механична якост, притежаващи 
добри дисипативни свойства. Формата и размерите им се 
определят въз основа на прогнозните стойности на ударната 
сила при възникване на аварийна ситуация, вида и свойствата 
на използвания за изработката им материал и от ограничения, 
свързани с абсолютните им размери. Конструктивно те най-
често са оформени като прави тела с цилиндрична или 
призматична форма, което е свързано с начинът им на 
функциониране (възникващата при удара надлъжна еластична 
вълна многократно изминава пътя между двете плоски челни 
повърхнини за времето на удара, увеличавайки значително 
дяла на разсейваната енергия), но не са рядкост и случаите при 
които челната повърхнина не е равнинна.  

Друга особеност свързана с използването им е, че липсва 
общоприета методика за подбора и пресмятането на буферите. 

Съществуват известен брой публикации посветени на 
проблемите свързани с удара на твърдо тяло с вискоеластичен 
буфер и моделирането му ([3], [4], [5], [10] и др.), в които са 
изследвани и моделирани вискоеластични буфери, като прави 
тела с плоска челна повърхнина. Но липват изследвания на 
буфери с форма на свободната челна повърхнина възприемаща 
удара различна от равнинна. 

Целта на настоящата работа е да се проведат стендови 
изпитания и на базата на получените експериментални данни 
да се изследва влиянието на формата на свободната челна 
повърхнина възприемаща удара върху основните параметри на 
ударния импулс при удар на гумен буфер с твърдо тяло за 
различни нива на енергийно натоварване.  

Обект на изследване са шест броя геометрично подобни 
гумени буфери ф100х100 със сферична форма на повърхнината 
възприемаща удара с радиуси: R=∝ (плоска форма), R=120, 
R=100, R=80, R=60, R=40. 

След числената им обработка са представени част от 
резултатите от експерименталното изследване, като същите са 
оформени таблично и графично. 

2. Предпоставки и начин за решаване на 
проблема 

Изпитанията са проведени на стенд за изпитване на 
вискоеластични буфери на удар, конструкцията и параметрите 
на който са описани подробно в [9] при използване на методика 
за изпитване на буфери изложена в [8]. Изпитваните буфери са 
натоварвани ударно при 5 различни стойности на енергията и 
съответно скоростта на удара. Между отделните експерименти 
е осигурявано достатъчно време за завършване на 
релаксационните процеси протичащи в материала от който те 
са изработени. 

Използваната измервателна апаратура включва 
акселерометър KD35 на MMF, усилвател TYPE 2635 на B&K, 
16 bit аналогово цифров преобразувател NIUSB6212 на National 
Instrument и персонален компютър. Експерименталните 
изследвания са предшествани от надлежна тарировка на 
измервателната апаратура, за която е използван вибростенд 
ЕТ0001 – RFT. Получените файлове с данни са съхранявани в 
дисковото пространство за по късната им обработка и анализ. 
При изпитанията и обработката на получените данни са 
използвани програмните пакети LabVIEW10 и MathCad14. 

3. Решаване на проблема. Резултати и 
дискусия 

Масивите от стойности на ускорението на махалото на 
стенда във функция от времето, получени по време на 
експеримента носят информация и за времето преди и след 
удара. Това налага отделянето на информацията за удара 
(ударния импулс) в самостоятелен информационен масив. 
Поради комплексния му характер (импулса съдържа и 
информация за движението на вискоеластичната вълна, 
възникваща при удара във вид на наложени върху него 
трептения, особено силно открояващи се при големи стойности 
на енергията на удара) за отстраняване на наложените 
трептения е приложено филтриране.  
На фиг. 1 е показано ускорението на махалото )(ta  и резултата 

след филтрирането му )(taFilt  за един от експерименталните 
масиви. 

Използваният (FIR) филтър е на Savitzky-Golay, от 
четвърти ред с прозорец от 8 точки. Това е изглаждащ филтър, 
който извършва локална полиномна регресия над масива с 
данни и в конкретния случай дава много добри резултати.  

С помощта на потребителски програми масивите от 
стойности за ускорението )(taFilt  са числено двукратно 
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интегрирани, като са получени данни за скоростта )(tv  и 

преместването )(td  на махалото на стенда. 
На фиг. 2 са показани резултатите, получени при удар  на 

гумен буфер с плоска челна повърхнина (R=INF) при енергия 
на удара JE 68.9= . Представени са: ускорението )(taFilt , 
скоростта и преместването на махалото на стенда. 

Данните за началният ъгъл на махалото 0α , енергията на 
удара E , максималното ускорение maxa , продължителността 

на ударния импулс  IMPτ ,  скоростите в началото  и  края  на 

Табл. 1. Експериментални резултати при удар на гумени 
буфери  с твърдо тяло за различни стойности на радиуса 
на свободната челна повърхнина при различни значения на 
енергията на удара. 

deg
,0α

 JE,  
2

max

/

,

sm

a
 

s
IMP ,τ

 
sm

v
/
,1  

sm
v

/
,2  

m

d

,10 3
max

−×  

RB ф100х100 – R=INF 
21.2 9.422 -91 0.0216 0.602 -0.602 4.208 

28.37 21.756 -139 0.0201 0.922 -0.864 5.701 
35.57 37.068 -184 0.0197 1.213 -1.112 7.226 
42.48 54.545 -227 0.0198 1.489 -1.345 8.901 
49.82 75.805 -269 0.0195 1.768 -1.553 10.230 

RB ф100х100 – R=120 
21.2 9.422 -77 0.0267 0.597 -0.576 5.198 

28.37 21.756 -128 0.0236 0.923 -0.848 6.844 
35.57 37.068 -176 0.0226 1.169 -1.137 8.521 
42.48 54.545 -217 0.0220 1.450 -1.356 10.080 
49.82 75.805 -264 0.0211 1.745 -1.568 11.337 

RB ф100х100 – R=100 
21.2 9.422 -77 0.0267 0.597 -0.576 5.198 

28.37 21.756 -125 0.0244 0.919 -0.851 7.104 
35.57 37.068 -171 0.0233 1.203 -1.100 8.845 
42.48 54.545 -217 0.0226 1.486 -1.320 10.463 
49.82 75.805 -264 0.0216 1.751 -1.549 11.670 

RB ф100х100 – R=80 
21.2 9.422 -73 0.0278 0.602 -0.571 5.377 

28.37 21.756 -119 0.0257 0.910 -0.868 7.525 
35.57 37.068 -164 0.0246 1.197 -1.117 9.408 
42.48 54.545 -208 0.0235 1.458 -1.344 10.874 
49.82 75.805 -257 0.0228 1.745 -1.559 12.660 

RB ф100х100 – R=60 
21.2 9.422 -71 0.0285 0.612 -0.570 5.535 

28.37 21.756 -115 0.0260 0.914 -0.851 7.493 
35.57 37.068 -159 0.0250 1.211 -1.103 9.477 
42.48 54.545 -202 0.0241 1.464 -1.345 11.128 
49.82 75.805 -249 0.0235 1.757 1.548 12.814 

RB ф100х100 – R=40 
21.2 9.422 -65 0.0311 0.606 -0.568 5.968 

28.37 21.756 -106 0.0290 0.901 -0.854 8.429 
35.57 37.068 -146 0.0274 1.179 -1.108 10.372 
42.48 54.545 -186 0.0263 1.450 -1.338 12.120 
49.82 75.805 -228 0.0253 1.706 -1.566 13.660 

удара 1v  и 2v  и максималната стойност на преместването 

(деформацията на буфера) maxd  за всички буфери са 
систематизирани и представени таблично в табл. 1. 
 

 
 

За целите на анализа данните за ускорението, скоростта и 
преместването на махалото при различни начални условия на 
удара са хоризонтално (по оста на времето) отместени и 
центрирани съответно спрямо максималното ускорение, 
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Фиг. 1. Ускорение при удар )(ta  на гумен буфер с плоска 
челна повърхнина (R=INF) при енергия на удара 

JE 81.75=  и филтриран негов вариант )(taFilt  с 
отстранени наложени трептения вследствие 
движението на еластичната вълна. 
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Фиг. 2. Ускорение при удар )(taFilt  на гумен буфер с 
плоска челна повърхнина (R=INF) при енергия на удара 

JE 42.9= , скорост )(tv  и преместване )(td  на 
свободната челна повърхнина възприемаща удара.  
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нулевата стойност на скоростта и максималното преместване за 
един от случаите на натоварване.  

На фиг. 3…фиг.5  са показани съответно ускорението, 
скоростта и преместването при удар на твърдо тяло с гумен 
буфер ф100х100 – R=INF (плоска челна повърхнина). 

 

 

На фиг. 6…фиг.8  са показани резултатите за другия 
граничен случай - съответно ускорението, скоростта и 
преместването при удар на твърдо тяло с гумен буфер 
ф100х100 с радиус на сферичната челна повърхнина R=40mm. 

 От анализа на получените данни за ускорението и от 
графиките на фиг. 3 може да се заключи, че времето на удара 
практически не зависи от енергията на удара при буфери с 
плоска челна повърхнина и зависи единствено от 
съотношението на масите на удрящите се тела.  От анализа на 
данните за скоростта и графиките на фиг.4 е видно че скоростта 
(в началото)  на  удара )(1 tv  съществено  превишава  като  
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Фиг. 3. Ускорение (закъснение) при удар )(taFilt  на гумен 
буфер с плоска челна повърхнина (R=INF) при различни 
стойности на енергията на удара:  

1 - JE 42.9= ,  2 - JE 76.21= ,  3 - JE 07.37= , 
4 - JE 54.54= ,  5 - JE 80.75= . 
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Фиг. 4. Скорост )(tv  при удар на гумен буфер с плоска 
челна повърхнина (R=INF) при различни стойности на 
енергията на удара:  

1 - JE 42.9= ,  2 - JE 76.21= ,  3 - JE 07.37= , 
4 - JE 54.54= ,  5 - JE 80.75= . 
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Фиг. 5. Преместване )(td  при удар на гумен буфер с 
плоска челна повърхнина (R=INF) при различни стойности 
на енергията на удара:  

1 - JE 42.9= ,  2 - JE 76.21= ,  3 - JE 07.37= , 
4 - JE 54.54= ,  5 - JE 80.75= . 
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Фиг. 6. Ускорение (закъснение) )(taFilt  при удар на гумен 
буфер със сферична челна повърхнина (R=40mm) при 
различни стойности на енергията на удара:  

1 - JE 42.9= ,  2 - JE 76.21= ,  3 - JE 07.37= , 
4 - JE 54.54= ,  5 - JE 80.75= . 
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абсолютна стойност скоростта в края му )(2 tv , което се дължи 
на наличието на  дисипация на енергия за времето на удара, а 
разсеяното количество енергия расте с нарастване на енергията 
на удара. 
 

 

 
 При удара на твърдо тяло с гумен буфер ф100х100 с 
радиус на сферичната челна повърхнина R=40mm резултатите  

от фиг. 6…фиг. 8 показват, че продължителността на удара се 
влияе съществено от енергийното натоварване.  

За ниски нива IMPτ  заема по-високи стойности в 
сравнение с буферите с плоска челна повърхнина, което 
увеличава ефективността им с около 20%, но при високи 
енергийни нива IMPτ  намалява с което в известна степен 
намалява ефективността от използването им.  

4. Заключение 
 Въз основа на резултатите получени при това изследване 
и техния анализ могат да бъдат направени следните изводи: 

1. Изборът на цилиндрични буфери със сферична форма на 
свободната челна повърхнина в сравнение с тези с плоска  
повърхнина води до значително снижаване на максималното 
ускорение )(max ta  при удар, увеличаване продължителността на 

удара IMPτ  и като цяло по-благоприятно разпределение на 
ударната сила във времето при намаляване на радиуса. 
Ефективността на тези буфери обаче е висока при относително 
ниски нива на енергийно натоварване. 

2. Буферите с равнинна форма на свободната челната 
повърхнина запазват своята ефективност и при високи нива на 
енергийно натоварване.  

3. Разсейваните количества енергия растат с нарастване на 
енергийното натоварване и при шестте вида изпитвани буфери.  
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Фиг. 7. Скорост )(tv  при удар на гумен буфер със 
сферична челна повърхнина (R=40mm) при различни 
стойности на енергията на удара:  

1 - JE 42.9= ,  2 - JE 76.21= ,  3 - JE 07.37= , 
4 - JE 54.54= ,  5 - JE 80.75= . 
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Фиг. 8. Преместване )(td  при удар на гумен буфер със 
сферична челна повърхнина (R=40mm) при различни 
стойности на енергията на удара:  

1 - JE 42.9= ,  2 - JE 76.21= ,  3 - JE 07.37= , 
4 - JE 54.54= ,  5 - JE 80.75= . 
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF TURBINE SHAFT SPEED FOR TWO ALTERNATIVE 
TURBOCHARGER TYPES FITTED TO A LIGHT-DUTY CI ENGINE 
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 Abstract: A common drawback associated with turbochargers is the response time that the turbine needs to reach sufficient 
impeller speeds often known as “spooling time”, in order for the compressor to work effectively, i.e. to produce sufficient boost. Having a 
long “spooling time” means the engine is susceptible to a long time delay in responsiveness, so-called “turbo-lag”, before the turbocharger 
becomes effective. This study will therefore investigate changes in turbine speed during an engine speed range of 1000 - 4500 RPM. It is 
anticipated that the adoption of a twin-entry turbocharger may reduce the spooling time.  The AVL Boost simulation code is used to 
construct a light duty compression ignition (CI) simulation model incorporating model geometry and refined engine parameters obtained 
experimentally from an identical test engine. The model is subsequently modified to include a twin-entry turbine housing and split-pulse 
exhaust manifold in conjunction with the original turbine impeller, compressor housing and utilising the same compressor flow map. Model 
validation is achieved by comparing power and torque values to those published by the engine manufacturer, and results published by 
Kusztelan et al [1]. This work will introduce data examining turbocharger shaft speed and engine performance to include brake mean 
effective pressure (BMEP) and volumetric efficiency (VE) obtained from the standard and twin-entry turbocharger simulation models 
measured across a specific engine operating range of 1000 – 4500 RPM. 

Keywords: ENGINE DOWNSIZING, COMPRESSION IGNITION ENGINES, PRESSURE CHARGING, TURBOCHARGER SPEED, 
TWIN-ENTRY TURBINE HOUSING 

1. Introduction 

Turbochargers are increasingly being used in conjunction with 
engine downsizing practices [2] as they contribute to the 
enhancement of power density for a given cylinder capacity, 
improve fuel consumption and contribute towards the reduction of 
gaseous exhaust emissions. However, the slow spooling response of 
the turbine (i.e. slow rotational speed) at low engine crankshaft 
speeds is a common problem which can result in turbo lag. This can 
lead to reduced engine response and performance. Adopting 
different types of pressure boosting devices such as variable 
geometry, two-stage and twin-entry turbochargers could increase 
and maintain a suitable turbine rotational speed at lower engine 
speeds therefore reducing the effect of this typical characteristic. 

Twin-entry turbochargers (Figure 1) are commonly associated with 
large capacity spark ignition engines but the application of these 
turbochargers to smaller capacity, high speed diesel engines is now 
becoming more popular. 

Twin-entry turbochargers are attributed to utilising the pulsating 
energy of the exhaust gas more efficiently. This occurs primarily 
due to the separation of the differently pulsed exhaust outlets, thus 
preventing the interactions between the individual gas flows [3]. An 
optimised energy transfer from exhaust gas to the turbine impeller 
may therefore be achieved during lower engine operating speeds of 
1500 - 2500 RPM in contrast to the transfer of energy in single-
entry turbocharger types. The use of this technology could 
consequently increase the rotational speed of the turbine at lower 
engine RPM’s (revolutions per minute) resulting in more efficient 
compressor and turbine performance.   

A one-dimensional (1-D) engine simulation software package is 
used to investigate the effect of turbocharger spooling speed on 
engine response and performance. The software accurately 
replicates an engine model using different configuration and 
operating conditions. This allows the user to quickly and precisely 
change variables to identify any initial problems early in the design 
and testing stages of engine development.  

 

Fig. 1 Twin-entry turbocharger with corresponding split-pulse manifold [4]. 

2. Engine Simulation Model 

For the purpose of this 1-D analysis the AVL Boost code is used to 
simulate a four-cylinder 1.5L DCi engine (see table 1) fitted with a 
factory supplied single-entry turbocharger as shown in figure 2. The 
simulation software is based on a series of models used to 
accurately replicate operating conditions, such as combustion and 
mechanical friction of the 1-D engine model.  

The engine model is subsequently modified to include a twin-entry 
turbine housing and split-pulse exhaust manifold (figure 3) however 
still utilising the same turbine impeller, compressor and housing. As 
a result identical compressor flow maps are used on both 
simulations. A comparative analysis between the two simulated 
models is undertaken to investigate any differences in turbine speed 
across the measured test range.   

Parameters 1.5L DCi K9K Engine 
Bore 76mm 

Stroke 80.5mm 
Exhaust Valve Lift 8.6mm 

Inlet Valve Lift 8.0mm 
Compression Ratio 17.9:1 
No. of Cylinders 4 

Valves per Cylinder 2 
 
Table.1 Key engine parameters of the 1-D engine model 
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Refined engine parameters and geometry are obtained 
experimentally from an identical test engine (figure 4) and 
incorporated into the 1-D engine model. 

 

Fig. 2 AVL Boost model of the single-entry turbocharger configuration for 
the Renault 1.5L DCi engine. 

In order to implement a twin-entry turbine housing as shown in 
figure 3, a modified manifold configuration with a split-pulse 
design is introduced. By using the known firing order (1-3-4-2) of 
the original engine, the 4 into 1 manifold has been changed to allow 
for the exhaust gases from cylinders 1&4 and 2&3 to remain 
separate [1] as highlighted in figure 3. The AVL Boost software 
code will therefore automatically recognise the increase in turbine 
housing inputs being changed to a corresponding twin-entry 
configuration. 

A simplified twin-entry model is also selected within the software 
to reconfigure the operating conditions of the turbocharger. 
Selecting the simplified model implies that the software applies the 
same turbine map i.e. identical pressure ratios to both flow regions 
of the turbine housing. The flow interaction between both pipe 
regions can then be subsequently modelled by defining an inlet 
interference coefficient which allows the software to identify the 
cross section of both turbine volutes [5].  

3. 1-D Model Validation 

The boundary conditions of the model engine are refined utilizing 
data obtained from experimental tests using an in-house engine test 
cell dynamometer as shown in figure 4. Data recorded during a 
complete testing cycle is used to obtain a detailed overview of 
engine and turbocharger operating conditions and then subsequently 
defined within the 1-D AVL Boost engine model. 

 

Fig. 3 AVL Boost model of the twin-entry turbocharger configuration for the 
1.5L DCi engine. 
 
The operational conditions of the test engine are analysed using an 
“in-house” designed fast sampling rate (30-40 kHz source 
frequency) data acquisition system capable of logging key 
parameters including turbocharger inlet/outlet temperature and 
pressure values for every 1° engine crank angle. 

 

Fig. 4 Experimental test engine 

Power and torque results recorded from the single-entry simulated 
1-D engine model (figure 5) are compared to those provided by the 
manufacturer of the 1.5L DCi engine.  It is clear from the graphs 
that the simulated engine model is producing similar performance 
output values as to those intended by the manufacturer and that the 
engine is operating correctly. There are however slight 
discrepancies between the simulated and published power and 
torque values which the authors attribute to the Vibe combustion 
model, Woschni heat transfer model and the Patton et al. friction 
model [6] used within the AVL Boost code. Thus explaining why 
both power and the torque curves recorded from the 1-D model 
engine show slightly lower performance characteristics but similar 
trends to those measured by the manufacturer during an operating 
range of 1000 – 4000 RPM. This indicates that the 1-D simulated 
engine model is working correctly and can therefore be modified to 
utilise a twin-entry turbocharger as explained in figure 6. A 
comparative study between both turbocharger configurations is used 
to analyse any changes in engine performance due to the adoption 
of the twin-entry turbocharger and corresponding split-pulse 
manifold. Specific engine performance parameters such as turbine 
shaft speed, compressor boost, BMEP and VE are used to determine 
changes in engine performance. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 AVL Boost simulated power and torque results compared to official 
manufacturer data [7]. 
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4. Simulation Results 

To demonstrate the potential benefits of the twin-entry turbine 
volute and its effects on turbine spooling time, a steady state (wide 
open throttle) test is run for 100 cycles at 500 RPM increments 
between an engine operating range of 1000 - 4500 RPM. At each 
RPM increment, engine parameters including air/fuel ratio and in-
cylinder heat transfer conditions are defined in conjunction with key 
parameters that accurately represent the engine inlet/exhaust 
manifold geometry, valve lift profiles and compressor/turbine flow 
maps.  

 

Fig. 6  Image (A) shows a 4-1 exhaust manifold configuration used for 
standard turbine housings. Image (B) highlights the change in exhaust 
manifold configuration to allow for the dual inlet turbine housing geometry. 
 
4.1 Turbocharger Shaft Speed 

Adoption of a twin-entry turbocharger has the potential to improve 
the energy transfer from the exhaust gases to the turbine impeller, 
leading to an increase in shaft speed for a given engine RPM. This 
will allow the turbocharger to achieve a reduced ‘spooling time’ 
resulting in improved compressor efficiency at lower engine speeds. 
Achieving greater turbine shaft speeds at reduced engine speeds 
will allow the compressor to operate in greater efficiency zone 
therefore increasing the volumetric flow rate. 

Figure 7 shows the comparison of turbocharger shaft speeds 
between the single- and twin-entry configurations plotted against an 
engine speed range of 1000 - 4500 RPM. It is clear from the graph 
that at engine speeds in the range of 1000 – 4500 RPM the turbine 
shaft for the single-entry turbocharger reaches speeds in the range 
of 155 - 165K RPM. These high rotational speeds at low engine 
revolutions are not typical operating conditions for an actual 
turbocharged engine. This being due to the variable loading 
conditions experienced under normal engine operating conditions. 
As previously mentioned the AVL Boost software uses models to 
predict and simulate engine and turbocharger operating conditions. 

A Vibe function model is used to model the heat release 
characteristics of the engine. The start and duration of combustion 
is therefore defined as two constant shape parameters which are not 
dependant on engine speed and loading conditions [5].   

It can be seen from the graph in figure 7 that the shaft speed of the 
twin-entry turbocharger increases across an engine speed range of 
1000 - 4500 RPM, and most noticeably within the speed range of 
2000 - 2500 RPM. This specific range is regarded as a common 
region of performance inefficiency for small capacity, high speed 
diesel engines which are typically used in “urban” driving 
environment. The simulation results show that there is an 
approximate 11% increase in shaft speed at 2500 RPM and an 
average increase throughout the complete RPM range of 
approximately 9.5%. This suggests that an employable amount of 
energy has been transferred from the exhaust gas to turbine impeller 
at lower engine crankshaft speeds. 

 

Fig. 7 Comparison of shaft speed for both turbocharger configurations.  

4.2 Compressor Discharge Pressure: Boost 

Figure 8 shows a comparison of compressor discharge pressure for 
both single- and twin-entry turbine housings utilizing an identical 
compressor flow map as shown in Figure 9. Achieving higher 
impeller shaft speeds indicates that the compressor can achieve 
optimum boost levels corresponding to an increased volumetric 
flow rate at lower crankshaft speeds. 

 

Fig. 8 Comparison of Boost pressure for both turbocharger configurations.  

This could lead to a decrease in engine pumping losses and 
therefore increased VE allowing the engine to achieve greater 
power and torque outputs.  
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Fig. 9 BorgWarner KP35 compressor flow map 
 
 
4.3 Volumetric Efficiency 

VE is typically used to quantify the rate of change between the air 
flow into and out of the engines combustion chamber. A percentage 
is therefore adopted to quantify this rate of change which ideally 
should lie above 100%. Engines exhibiting VE values above the 
100% benchmark indicate a greater rate of change hence, providing 
increased performance. Naturally aspirated engines are normally 
unable to significantly exceed this 100% benchmark. Forced 
induction methods are therefore frequently employed to achieve a 
higher volumetric efficiency. A typical turbocharged engine will 
achieve a VE greater than 100% [8]. 

 

Fig. 10 An approximate 23% increase in VE at 2500 RPM shows a clear 
improvement in engine output and response during low engine speed 
conditions. 

This increase in VE results in a greater pressure acting on the piston 
crown enhancing the torque characteristics of the engine. This is 
possible because the energy loss usually associated with the rate of 
airflow change within the combustion chamber decreases, thus 
reducing the overall pumping losses of the engine. Figure 10 
indicates that the twin-entry turbocharger configuration increases 
the VE in comparison to the single-entry data. The improved 
compressor performance has resulted in an approximate 5% 
increase of VE at 2500 RPM with an overall improvement of 3.6% 
within the 2000 - 3500 RPM crankshaft speed range. These results 
demonstrate why a greater torque is achieved at lower engine 
speeds by an engine equipped with a twin-entry turbine housing. 
 

4.5 BMEP Improvement 

It is apparent that the adoption of a twin-entry turbine housing may 
result in increased impeller speeds at a given engine speed range 
(2000 - 2500 RPM), consequently allowing the compressor to reach 
its optimum regulated boost pressure in a reduced amount of time. 
This can lead to an improvement in volumetric efficiency and 
BMEP at similar engine speeds. BMEP is a parameter used to 
determine the torque characteristics of an internal combustion 
engine as shown in equation 1.  

 

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =  𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵×𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆  𝐵𝐵𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇  𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇
2𝜋𝜋

   (1) 

 

As with the increase of VE noted at 2500 RPM a maximum increase 
in BMEP of approximately 1.5 Bar is observed at the same engine 
speed as shown in figure 11. The twin-entry configured engine 
model achieves an approximate 10% increase in BMEP calculated 
during the 2000 – 3500 RPM range resulting in an improvement in 
engine torque.   

 

Fig. 11 Comparison between single and twin-entry engine BMEP results of 
1.5L DCi engine. 
 

4.3 1.5L DCi Performance: Power and Torque   

The benefits of increasing turbine shaft speed at low engine 
crankshaft RPM is the decrease in “spooling time”, increase in 
BMEP and VE, resulting in a corresponding increase in engine 
power and torque.  

 

Fig. 12 Increased power output of the Renault 1.5L DCi engine in 1000 - 
3500 RPM engine speed range using a twin-entry turbocharger. 
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Figure 12 shows a comparison of power output from both single- 
and twin-entry turbocharger models. The largest increase of power 
output for the twin-entry configuration is observed at 2500 RPM, 
indicating an approximate 12.5% improvement in the power 
produced which is most likely the result of an increase in 
compressor efficiency due to improved energy transfer from the 
exhaust gases to the turbine impeller. When comparing the 
difference in power over the complete RPM test range the twin-
entry turbocharger model achieves an approximate 8.5% increase 
over the manufacturer’s published data. Figure 13 shows a 
comparison of engine torque demonstrating a clear improvement 
over the complete simulation range. 

 
 
Fig. 13 Increased engine torque output due to the adoption of a twin-entry 
turbocharger on the 1.5L DCi engine. 
 
A maximum increase of power (5kW) and torque (15.7Nm) is 
observed at 2500 RPM. Torque output is improved by 
approximately 8.5% throughout the complete RPM range and is 
particularly apparent during the low engine speed range of 1000 - 
2500 RPM which indicates an average increase of 7.5 %. 

Conclusions 

The AVL Boost 1-D simulation has demonstrated potential spooling 
speed improvements due to the adoption of a twin-entry 
turbocharger with its corresponding split-pulse exhaust manifold.  

The results showed that the application of a twin-entry design 
utilising identical volutes in a symmetrical arrangement enhances 
the turbine shaft speed during low engine speed conditions. The 
most significant improvement being observed at 2500 RPM 
showing an overall 11% increase in turbine shaft speed, resulting in 
an overall improvement of 3.6% and 10% respectfully in volumetric 
efficiency and BMEP within the 2000 - 3500 RPM crankshaft speed 
range. An overall average of approximately 8.5% in power and 
torque within the complete engine simulation RPM range (1000 - 
4500 RPM) is also noted due to the increase in turbine speed.  

The study clearly indicates that increases in turbine shaft speed, VE, 
BMEP, power and torque are achieved through the adoption of a 
twin-entry turbocharger. 
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FEATURES OF MECHANISMS AND MACHINES WITH RETARDED 
FEEDBACK 
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Summary. Many constructional, road, agricultural and other machines have bearing wheels or skiing installed on working/execution 
unit/mechanism. Therefore it has retarded feedback in kinematical scheme. Minor alteration of rute depth, formed by supports, effects major 
change in depth of processing or width of its capture. Required quality maintenance of technological operations performance of these cars 
can be achieved with consideration of  their constructional features.  

 
Key words: Mechanisms, machines, retarded feedback, the working/execution unit/mechanism, wheels, depth. 

студент 
Initial purpose of  machines and tools development is to 

ensure the required quality of technical operations (eg, depth of 
soil cut ), what is the designation of machines and tools itself. 
For this task, various constructional schemes are used in 
existing groups of machines and tools classification. In the 
prototype formation of machines and tools, including frame 
features and quality assessment of machine under examination 
it is possible to optimize the constructional schemes, optimal 
parameters for the various external effects (eg, surface 
roughness of the field). For the preparation of their prototypes 
constructional schemes of machines and tools was studied, and 
it was determined that the supporting elements such as wheels, 
running roller, ski, bearing located behind the execution unit 
and move on surfaces generated by this unit during the 
execution of operation in the majority of groups of machines. 
(Pic .1).  

In kinematical schemes of these machines and 
mechanisms there is inclosed circuits of influence transfer: the 
deviation down the bearing parts located behind execution unit, 
is transferred through a frame to execution unit, and from the 
last through a surface of movement formed by it to a bearing 
part. Thus, transfer of influences on a bearing part-frame- 
execution unit chain a forms direct link, and from execution 
unit through a surface formed by it again to a bearing part – 
backup/1/. Feedback at the specified machines is retarded: 
deviations of the bearing parts located behind execution unit, 
are caused by offsets of the last, but in relation to them delay in 
time occurred which depends on distance from execution unit 
to a bearing part and forward speed of machine movement. In 
the majority groups of machines and mechanisms this concept 
is used mainly in agriculture, for an example, soil-cultivating, 
sowing and other cars, tools and separate mechanisms for 
agricultural purpose, and also ameliorative and road-building 
machines.  

There are two standard task depending on machines and 
tools designation /3/. The first standard task is solved by 
machines which creates flat surface of a field (in relation to 
conditionally set base surface). The second standard task is 
solved by machines which maintain constant depth of 
processing (in relation to surface of a field relief) /3/. 
Simultaneously, there are high agro technical requirements set 
for technological operation of both groups. The first machine’s 
group formed by schedulers and other machines for continuous 
processing of the soil or a ground. Among agricultural tools to 
the second group of machines  belongs the share-fall off 
(лемешно отвальный) plows having rear furrow wheels, 
moving on a bottom of furrows, formed by share advanced 
corps; the milling and combined units having basic running 
roller, located behind execution unit, seeders vomer etc.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture 1. Scheme of machines with retarded feedback 
a)  scheduler b) bulldozer c) milling machines. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture.2 Classification of machines and mechanisms 
with retarded feedback by V. A. Ksendzov 
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Picture.3. Planner with positive retarded feedback 
 
Feedbacks can be positive and negative. Positive 

feedback possess ability to force processes, to strengthen 
reaction of system to influence. Negative on the contrary, 
possess feature to stabilize processes, to reduce system 
reaction. Among considered group of machines there are 
machines with positive, and negative feedback. Machines 
shown in picture 1 a) and 3 belongs for the first group. In the 
initial moment its knife is deepen so that it forms a surface 
lying below the initial. The support located behind a knife, 
copying this fall, through a frame will cause a new deepening 
of a knife and formation of the surface, located is even lower. 
New copying will cause a knife deepening again, etc. The total 
deepening of a knife will exceed the initial.  

Other machines and mechanisms, such as milling units 
(picture 1 c)), equalizer with the running roller, certain vomer 
knots have negative feedback. At these machines and 
mechanisms execution unit conducts such functions as 
loosening or pulling soils, pulling the soil to the center which 
elevates surface. The subsequent return of support, for 
example, of running roller, on this excalation causes reduction 
of a execution body deepening, and consequently soil fluff of 
size etc. As a rule, operation of these machines and 
mechanisms is accompanied by considerable consolidation of a 
fluffed layer by running roller that can essentially reduce effect 
of retarded feedback. 

For endorsement of theoretical thesis, identification of 
factors which are affected deviation of calculated processes 
from actual, registration of modifications with the aim of their 
rapprochement, and also test of the developed methods of 
calculation there were laboratory installation designed. 

The laboratory work program provide research of 
model transients  at a push alike deviation of point of trailer10 
and change of track depth of, identification of the significant 
factors causing a deviation of calculated transients from actual 
laboratory and the registration of modifications for the purpose 
of rapprochement, research of trench-digger model on specially 
designed device for modeling of soil-cultivating and 
ameliorative machines and tools with feedback at occasional 
stationary impact on model, comparison of the achieved results 
with theoretical thesis and identification of the factors causing 
their divergence, test of a graphical method of calculation of 
transients. 

Experiments were conducted in the soil channel. The 
soil in the channel – loamy at middle level. The length of 
trench - 1000 cm, width – 95 cm. Cart 2 were established on 
rails 3 of soil trench 1 the cart 2 (picture 4) which is actuated 
by the driving mechanism consisting of a driving cable 4, the 
reel 5 with the clutch, two transmission 6 and the electric motor 
7 with the capacity of 1,4 kW and the speed 1450 revolutions 
per minute. Constant speed of  cart moving maintained 
constant, equal to 0,4 m/s. 

 
 

Picture 4. Scheme of laboratory installation. 
 

The model of a trench-digger joined the cart 2 via the 
mechanism of a  hitch point 0 deviation. The mechanism of a 
hitch point 0 deviation contains support 8 attached to the cart, a 
vertical axis 9 with slider 10 and the lever ІІ, which retains 
slider in the top position. At lever II turn slider 10 is released 
and slides down on an axis 9 under the influence of tool model 
and additional weight. Slider 10  joins to frame12 of tool model 
via hinge through a horizontal axis. The least has execution unit 
13 and basic wheels 14 with a rack. 
 

 
 
Picture 5. The channel scheme of the trapezoidal section with 

depth up to 10 cm, width on a bottom 10 cm and with a 1:1 
slope establishment. 

 
 

Double dumped execution unit 13 creates channel 
(picture 5) with trapezoidal section with the  depth up to10 cm, 
width on a bottom 10 cm and with a 1:1 slope establishment. 
Basic wheels are replaceable and also have a cylindrical or 
conic rim. Diameter of wheels is 270 mm. Width of a 
cylindrical wheel rim is 70 mm, and conic - 42 mm with a cone 
in 90. The least is applied in experiences with sharp change of 
track depth an established support. The execution unit and 
wheels can be regulated on height and to move along a frame to 
which they are attached by means of collars. 

Laboratory installation (picture 4) has also the 
mechanism of model’s frame lifting for transportation position 
and additional weight retention-lowering a frame. Mechanism’s 
support 15 is attached to cart 2 by bolts, and has two axes 16 
and 17, on an axis 16 is hung G-shaped lifting mechanism’s 
lever 19 on which end there are hooks 20 and 21 for a hanging 
of weights and lifting of a frame 12 for transportation position. 
Another end is affected by the fist lifting mechanism with an 
axis 17. For automatic weight lowering 23 hung on the lever 
19, ring with a wire set for the end of the lever 18. Wire is at 
necessary length when pulled the lever 19 is released and 
lowers weights 22 on a frame. ІІ – shaped weights in 10kg are 
hung on lever 19 hooks (picture 4). Height of weight lowering 
is about 10 mm. It is possible to hang up to 5 weights on a 
frame at the same time.  

The trajectory of execution unit’s edge movement 
registered on the paper tape attached to the vertical screen, 
established along the soil channel. Registration means with 
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pencil holder is attached to one end of the lath, second end 
pressed on a frame of tool model  

Other two ends of a lath join via two sliding bearings 
to the cart. Record of several executions unit’s movement 
trajectory curves at the same tape is achieved by turn of the 
pencil holder. The basic line recorded by writing means 
attached to the cart. Pressure of pencils upon a tape is regulated 
by adjusting screw’s spring compression measure.  

Depth of a track, created by a wheel, measured by 
depth gage with measuring ruler, attached to a rack, a 
horizontal board and directing cores. Measurements were made 
each 15 cm of passed track.  

Experiments were carried out at constant density and 
humidity of the soil and speed of installations  movement at 
soil channel 

Humidity of the soil supervised by weight method, 
via drying of removed samples. Calculation formula  of the soil 
relative humidity  is as below: 
 

 
where a–difference of weight of the soil before and 

after drying, A – weight of absolutely dry soil. Experiences 
were carried out at humidity of the soil W = 15-17 %.  

Experiments on the transients caused by a deviation 
of a hitch point, were carried out as follows.  

Positions of the execution unit and supports were 
established on a horizontal adjusting board with the 
consideration of track formed by support. At the beginning of a 
models’s movements hitch point (picture. 4) with the slider was 
kept  in the top position by the dumping mechanism. Wheel 
with a cylindrical rim is established to exclude formation of a 
big track and influence of digging depth fluctuation measure by 
the change of last.  

On a models’ frame additional 3 weights were hung  
near a point10 in gross weight of 30 kg that promoted sharp 
falling of a hitch point in the moment of dumping operation 
activation. Necessary parameters were set according to 
experiences schedule. In test the size of deviation (falling) of a 
hitch point is equal to h1 = 130 mm.  

After the first preliminary pass of installation the 
layer o soil were removed to maintain constancy of average 
digging depth at transients. It is necessary to exclude influence 
of  model’s load change in a transient mode.  

Thereafter main experiments were conducted.  By 
winch switching installation were moved from one end to 
another. When execution unit approached to the end of 
establishment table the hitch point automatically fell. The 
trajectory of execution unit movement and the basic line 
registered by writing means. Upon termination of experiment, 
tool transferred to transportation state and returned to initial 
position for the next experience of repeated frequency. 
Frequency of experiences the 10-time.  

Experiments on the transients caused by a change of 
track depth, were carried out as follows.  

For the purpose of receiving essential change in track 
depth, formed by support, wheel with a conic rim were 
established. To prevent of hitch point fluctuations slider were 
suspended. In actual condition change of track size is observed 
when change of surface density of movement or loading 
measure. A dense surface created by installation at the 
beginning of the channel board, and the soil of the soil channel 
were less dense.  

The sock of execution unit and support were 
established at one level. After preliminary pass the part of the 
soil was taken away to keep constant digging depth in transient.  

At recopying of a semi-cylindrical surface experiments 
semi-cylindrical surface in radius of R = 130mm were 
established between execution unit and support on furrow 
bottom. Experience frequency – 10 time.  

Theoretical transients calculated in the assumption of 
affecting tool module by an individual push.Many construction, 
road, agricultural and other machines and mechanisms have 
basic wheels or skis established behind the execution unit. Or 
they have retarded feedback in the kinematical scheme. Minor 
alteration of rurte depth  formed by support, effects in 
considerable change of processing depth or their capture width, 
to violation of technological process. Required quality 
maintenance of technological operations performance of these 
cars can be achieved with consideration of  their constructional 
features.  
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EXPRESS METHOD   FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF EFFICIENCY OF THE CAR 
BRAKING SYSTEM 
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 Abstract:  In work the new direction in diagnostics and new method of express  measurement of efficiency of the car braking system. This 
express-method enables us to define the validity or stability of the car braking system during the short term of time (20-25 seconds) when the 
wheels are undergoing the load. For this purpose the original stand running is created as a type of drum which costs on springs and the stand 
itself reacts on results of measurement. The new method and the device are providing the permanent and operative control of the car braking 
system. (the patent № P 3481). 
Keywords: diagnosis, express monitoring, brake system, automobile      
 

1. Introduction 
          
    The express-controlling  method of efficiency of braking operation 
systems of different automobiles, which is based on a development of 
the limiting moments for braking operation in order to brake the 
loading weights on wheels.  There is compiled an equation of 
movement, which describes this process and also there are designed 
the dynamic parameters of it. 
     The tedtings of diagnostic stands enable to confirm a mechanical 
and technological acceptebility of essential decrease of labour input of 
car braking system (cbs) for the same car. 
 

2. Preconditions and means for resolving the problem 
 
     The general attribute of failure of the car braking system is the 
reductipon of its efficiency expressed in increase of a brake way and 
drifts during a braking time. The braking efficiency is decreased 
because of the faulty drive gear which is meant a little constructive 
(failure hydro and pneumatic circuits), and operational (pollution, 
attrition, oiling, escape of operational liquids, etc.) parameters. 
Therefore the making of the correct diagnosis is quite complicated 
process and it needs a long time for it.. The offered stand of a type of 
drum, which in comparison with the existing (tape, inertial) stands is 
very simple in order to make a diagnosis in a short time. Proceeding 
from the above-stated theme, which is devoted to the present work, 
still keeps an urgency despite of its popularity.  
   In order to provide a good and safety traffic it is necessary to 
provide a stechnical serviceability and suitability of the (cbs).  
Existing methods and stands used for the checking of serviceability of  
cbs do not provide an estimation of all the parameters of braking 
operation completely and thus it is impossible to make a diagnosis of 
its condition quickly. In presented work the simplified express train - 
method of an estimation of efficiency of braking operation is 
developed and there is offered the stand of its implementation. 
Together with a direct this method has also a by-effect which is 
consisting that the produced braking is adequated to radial loading and 
that enables to keep the durability of details of cbs. To develop this 
express-controlling method of defining of suitability of car braking 
system and diagnostic stands there have been solve the following 
tasks: 
      Development of a method of efficiency car braking system 
according to loading on the wheels: 
       Development of a method of a braking efficiency operated 
according to a principle of   "yes" or  "no"; 
      Creation of the special stand with the special drums, which 
provide an implementation of the offered method in time and 
inexpensive:  

                 Making a laboratorial- computer and road- experimental testings 
and investigations in order to define an accuracy of operation of a 
method and the device of cbs. 

                 An object of research is a development of a method of an 
express-controlling   and the creation a diagnostic device of efficiency 
of the car braking system.  

  The permanent control on a state of a car braking system and 
efficiency of an estimation of the diagnosis at load on sprockets is a 
problematics of the indicated question.  

                  In order to solve stated problems there are used in work the bases 
of the theory of realibility, controlling and diagnostics, maintenance 
and repair: modern methods of mathematical modeling and of 
ezperimental researches, the bases of theory of mistakes : 
mathematical ststistics of the theory of probability. 
      The express- method for the estimation of efficiency of cbs and 
the same stand enable to define a condition of braking system during a 
short term of time (20-25 sec)  and that enables to save time for the 
controlling  and diagnostics and to eliminate a technical failure of the 
automobile. 
      Diagnostic methods, laboratorial and road - experimental testings, 
and also the mathematical model, dynamic researches and computer 
model provide a high accuracy and reliability of results.  
     The description of conditions of operation of the stand which 
consists the following units and details (Fig.1): racing drums 1, the top 
basic frame 2, the bottom basic frame 3, the bearing of racing drums 
4, the electric motor of a direct current of 5 racing drums with bases 6, 
barriers with an arrow 7 and an alarm bulb 8; the top frame with the 
guide rails 9, springs 10, kardane transmission 11, shlitce links 12, a 
frictional brake of 16 racing drums, a centrifugal regulator 15, 
coupling 13, the gauge of defining of weight 14, a driving 
electromagnet 18, the concrete base 19 and the central switch 20. The 
stand operates in following way: with the purpose of separate check of 
front and back wheels the vehicle moves in on the stand at first with 
the front wheels and then with the back wheels; for this moment each 
racing drum is in the braked condition, operated by a central switch  
and by a centrifugal regulator 15; a driving  electromagnet is switched 
on in this moment; Then by means of the  central  switch there are 
seting in power the Drums of the stand and then the basic drum starts 
to rotate together with a centrifugal regulator 15. As a result the little 
Loads and contacts of a driving  electromagnet move away opposite to 
each other; at the same time the drive of an electromagnet 17 will be 
switched off; during the rotation of racing drums the wheels of the car 
(the position is not born) are rotated as well. In process of normal 
weight loadings of racing drums the gauge 14 working on a principle 
of a rheostat is turned on which transfers the electromotive power to 
the electric motor of a constant current 5 brake moments joins. During 
the rotation of drums the centrifugal regulator which, sets in power an 
electromagnet of a drum 7 and then  will lift upwards its arrow with an 
alarm bulb 8 will start to rotate. As a result the motion of the car is 
delayed.. After that the operator brakes the car and then we are faced 
to two cases: 1) if the braking system of the car   
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                      Fig.1. The diagnostic stand the express -control                                                                         
 
 

 is serviceable (i.e. All parameters meet the requirements) Then 
conducting wheels stop the basic drums, the centrifugal regulator 15 
stops also, the little loads move to each other,  the electromagnet 18 of 
the barriers 7 is switched off, the arrow falls downwards and the light 
bulb 8 swtched off as well. At this time each centrifugal regulator we 
shall include a brake 16 and the vehicle will leave the stand. 2) if the 
braking system is not serviceable,  
the rotation of drums does not stop, i.e. a centrifugal regulator still 
continues to rotate, the bariere sets in power on the top position and 
the brakes of drums are deenergizing. In this condition the car cannot 
overcome the resistance between barriers and conducting wheels, 
wheels are between drums, i.e. in this case the car will not pass the 
test and it will leave the stand in backward motion. Further the central 
switch 20 of electric motors 5 will be switched off from the electric 
system. 

By results of test it was found out, that the diagnostic parameters 
which were received at the stand are corresponded to the parameters 
which were received in traffic conditions, but in case of the inefficient 
diagnosis of size of a brake way and a time of delay they have been 
occure outside of the recommended limits. A program of the 
engineering analysis has been compiled by us, 
MSC.VISUALNACTRAN 4D, also the computer model of the stand 
was created and carried out the same testings; on the basis of them it 
was derived the graphic characteristics (diagrams) which represent the 
operating process of a method and the stand  
. 
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Abstract: After the creation of a CAD model there may be required to do an analysis of its applicability to solve specific tasks. The 
conducting of this analysis is simplified considerably if the full geometry of the components is not seen but only imposed geometric 
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1. Introduction 
To create a model of an assembly today’s CAD systems provide 

geometric constraints with which the components are oriented in the 
space or relative to each other. The proposed geometric constraints 
are in fact mathematical constraints that have no direct connection 
with the actual geometric relations in the real product. For these 
reasons, when the designer models an assembly, it creates more or 
less formal geometrical relationships between the components. 
Because it is difficult to achieve the creation of a real model, the 
primarily goal is to achieve high efficiency, which means to reduce 
the time and effort required for the technical work associated with 
entering information into the computer. 

Along with the above, after the creation of the geometrical 
model a number of engineering analyzes follow, proper or even the 
possibility of having their implementations depend on an adequate 
imposition of geometric constraints for orientation. There may be 
listed kinematic and dynamic analysis, and creation of various 
animations that require a geometric model that has necessary 
degrees of freedom and has adequate connections between its 
components. 

From the above it follows that when a CAD model has been 
created there may be necessary to make an analysis of its 
applicability to solve certain tasks. Performing this analysis is 
significantly simplified if the complete geometry of its components 
is not considered but only the imposed geometric relationships 
between them, which are the content of the structural scheme of the 
assembly. 

This work proposes an approach for an automatic generation of 
the structural scheme of a mechanical assembly from its CAD 
model. It should be noted that the structural scheme, at issue in the 
conventional sense, does not contain the actual geometric 
relationships – in the structural scheme components are of the same 
type, when in the matter of fact they are divided into basing and 
based. Therefore, there is generated the so-called expanded 
structural scheme that contains all components and patterns of their 
basing. 

2. Approach for generating the extended structural 
scheme 
The extended structural scheme of an assembly includes the 

following information [1]: 

− the full list of the components; 

− basing patterns of the components; 
− primary and auxiliary bases of each of the components. 

For the creation of an extended structural scheme there is 
developed an algorithm based on the Method of structural recursion 
[2]. 

The structure of the model of an assembly is represented as: 

(1) S=(M, W), 
where set M (holder) contains all components and set W (signature) 
– imposed geometric constraints for positioning. 

There are introduced the terms: 

− primitive (P) – a component that is currently being analyzed 
how it is orientated; 
− macros (M) – a conditional assembly from a lower level that 
is formed at a certain stage of the analysis of the model. 

By introducing the concept of primitives holder of structure M 
is defined as: 

(2) М=МP
o…MP

i…MP
n, 

where MP
i is a set of components of the stage “i” of the analysis of 

the model. 

The transition to each stage of the analysis of the model is 
carried out by applying the formulated in [3] Rule R, by means of 
which the sets of primary and auxiliary bases are replaced with the 
corresponding sets of geometric constraints for positioning. 

The structure of the assembly is formed in accordance with the 
following procedure: 

On the level “0” the parts (called primitives) are divided into 
two sets: 

− set of “Basing primitives” (that have sets of primary and 
auxiliary bases); 
− set of “Based primitives” (that have only sets of primary 
bases). 

To each basing primitive in accordance with its set of exported 
features of type “set of auxiliary bases” there are joined primitives 
with the “sets of primary bases.” 

Linked by theirs complemented sets of bases, the based 
primitives are based in form of a new primitive, which are defined 
its own sets of primary and auxiliary bases (the set of primitives is 
updated). 
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On each higher level the available primitives are analyzed and 
the Rule R is performed for the formation of the structure. 

On the highest level it is built the last primitive – the assembly 
that has only set of primary bases by which it is based in the 
environment (fundament, base, etc.). 

The described procedure can be generalized as a structural 
recursion that is performed on the arbitrary level “i”, for which: 

− the sets of basing and based primitives are determined; 
− the Rule R is performed. 

In Figure 1 the graph of imposed geometric constraints in a 
model of an assembly is shown. If the imposed geometrical 
constraints meet the geometric relationship in the actual assembly, 
from the model can be generated its structural scheme. 

Despite of the fact that the CAD system usually keeps the 
sequence by which the two components, which are involved in a 
geometric constraint, are selected they are considered as equivalent. 

This means that from the CAD model cannot be made reliable 
conclusions about basing of parts. 

For carrying out the engineering analysis of the structure of an 
assembly it is necessary to known how its components are based. 
For this purpose there must be known which geometric constraints 
fixate the component itself and which of them fixate other 
components to him. For example, on one component could have 
been imposed a number of geometric constraints for positioning, but 
it does not follow that the part is over constrained i.e. there are an 
availability of redundant geometric constraints. 

The method of structural recursion is intended primarily for 
creation of the extended structural scheme of a mechanical product 
during the stage of the conceptual design. This work will illustrate 
an application of this method to recover the sequence of forming the 
structure of an assembly and the determination of the primary and 
auxiliary bases of the parts from the CAD model. 

With assumption that the geometrical constraints for the 
positioning of parts in the CAD model are imposed on the basing 
surfaces of the primitives, the definition of the primary and 
auxiliary bases is performed by the following procedure: 

− from formal analysis of the CAD model for each primitive Pj 
are determined basing surfaces (surfaces over which geometric 
constraints are imposed) – Рj{b1, ... , bn}; 
− at the level “i” of the formation of the structure, the imposed 
geometric constraints between surfaces of the macro MP

i-1, that 
is formed on level “(i-1)”, determine the basing surfaces of the 
primitives Pk

i-1 based on that level. So based surfaces of Pk
i-1 are 

divided into primary, marked with “o” and auxiliary marked 
with “s” – Pk

i-1 {о1, ... oq, s1, ... , sr}. 

At level “0” the macro Mk
0 includes all fixed in the CAD model 

parts that have only main bases. 

The proposed algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Figure 3 CAD model of the assembly “Impeller Pump” 

Figure 2 The algorithm for automatic generation of the advanced structural 
scheme 

Figure 1 Imposed geometric constraints in the CAD model of the assembly 
“Impeller Pump” 
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3. Practical implementation 
In order to verify the theoretical foundation it is made a 

practical implementation of the developed algorithm. A practical 
experiment was done with Autodesk Inventor, and for this purpose 
a VBA program is contrived, that performs the algorithm in Figure 
2. 

The created program has the following functionality: 

− creates a list of all fixed components; 
− creates a list of all pairs of parts over which geometric 
constraints for positioning are imposed; 
− with extracted from the CAD model data performs the 
algorithm in Figure 2; 
− the extended structural scheme is visualized using the package 
Graphviz [4]. 

As seen in Figure 1 on a pair of parts may be imposed more 
than one geometric constraint. This work does not take into account 
the type of restrictions, but the presence of geometric relationships 
between parts. Therefore, circumstances as this are ignored. 

Experimental researches have been made with a random 
existing CAD model of an assembly, in this case the product 
“Impeller Pump” shown in Figure 3. Geometric constraints imposed 
in the model are illustrated in Figure 1. The structural scheme, 
automatically generated according to the proposed approach, is 
shown in Figure 4. On the structural scheme the arrows point from 
based to basing surfaces of parts. 

4. Outcomes 
An analysis of the automatically generated structural scheme in 

Figure 4 shows good consistency with the engineering meaning of 
the imposed relationships. Along with this there are also some 
exceptions. 

It may be noted as an exception the relationship "Grooved 
Pilley" → "Washer" → "Bolted Connection", as the engineering 
logic suggests the opposite direction of the arrows. The reason for 

this is the imposed “cosmetic” relationship between "Bolted 
Connection" and "Housing" placed for the proper orientation of the 
screw head when a technical drawing is created. In the actual device 
such geometrical relationship does not exist. 

Components “SKF 6203-Z:1”, “SKF 6203-Z:2” and "Bearing 
Spacer" are located on the same level of structural recursion so it 
cannot be identified which surfaces are basing and which are based. 
In this case it is necessary to be accomplished a further analysis of 
the imposed geometric constraints. 

5. Conclusion 
An approach for automatic generation of the extended structural 

scheme of an assembly from its CAD model is proposed. The 
preview of imposed geometric relationships allows easy to do an 
engineering analysis of both the structure of the CAD model and the 
actual product. 
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Figure 4 Automatically generated extended structural scheme of the assembly in Figure 3 
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1. Introduction 
In the contemporary CAD systems geometry is described by 

geometric features. Features can be seen as engineering primitives 
that are adapted for the solution of any engineering problem. They 
can be used as building blocks, which what assemblies can be 
defined. In clear terms, the features are [3]: 

− physical constituents of a part; 
− allow geometry to be generated; 
− have engineering meaning; 
− have predictable properties. 

The system must support at least the two main parts of the 
definition of the feature – geometry generation and engineering 
significance. The generation of the geometry can be formalized by 
using a generating set of parameters or geometrical elements and 
relationships between them. The engineering significance is 
difficult to formalize in a uniform way, because it includes the 
formalization of the functions of features and how they should be 
produced, what action should be taken in the presence of a feature 
in connection with any calculations, how features are held in 
different situations and etc. The engineering significance can be 
formalized in terms of generating attributes and properties. 

By addressing sets of bases as geometrical features, this work 
analyzes the advantages of the geometrical description of a part 
through its sets of bases. 

2. Sets of bases as geometrical features 
Let's look at the extent to which the term “set of bases” [1] 

corresponds to those requirements of the features: 

1. To be physically components of parts. 

The set of bases, depending on the basing scheme, is a 
combination of the following base surfaces: 

− adjusting base – takes 3 degrees of freedom; 
− guiding base – takes 2 degrees of freedom; 
− double guiding base – takes 4 degrees of freedom; 
− supporting base – takes 1 degree of freedom; 
− centring base – takes 2 degrees of freedom. 

The implementation of these bases is done by real surfaces 
(explicit bases) or abstract elements (implicit bases), represented by 
the reference surfaces, axes and points belonging to the part. In 
other words, the first requirement is satisfied completely. 

2. To allow generation of geometry. 

The set of bases is by nature a prerequisite for generating the 
geometrical shape of the part in the following aspects: 

− determines the mutual arrangement of the elements of the 
part’s geometry; 
− depending on the type of the base, the particular variant of its 
embodiment can be searched into a previously developed 
database of parameterized geometries. 

3. To have engineering meaning. 

Sets of bases as features are laden with engineering information 
relating to both the structure of the part and the structure of the 
assembly. 

The introduced in the Theory of basing concept of “primary and 
auxiliary bases” allows identifying the topology of an assembly as a 
hierarchical structure. Such structural description carries the mutual 
arrangement of the parts which is necessary for solving engineering 
problems, analysing geometric accuracies (problems of dimensional 
analysis of assemblies) and performing tasks related to technology 
of assemblage (contriving schemes of assemblage). 

4. To have predictable properties. 

The properties of the sets of bases are discussed in the Theory 
of basing and limited to the following: 

− by the properties “primary base” and “auxiliary base” the 
relation of “hierarchy” is realized (determined by the type of 
base – primary or auxiliary – of joining together parts) in the 
structure of the assembly; 
− reconciliation of the primary and auxiliary bases realizes 
clearly the relation of “neighbourhood” (determined by the 
relation of one to other parts) between the parts and accuracy of 
their positioning. 

3. Generative description of a part through its sets 
of bases 
In Figure 1 it is shown the relationship between sets of bases of 

components of an assembly, and the stages of the design process: 

− basing of a component depends on its function in the 
assembly – to ensure the proper functioning of the assembly 
basing of its components must be determined at the time of the 
transition from the functional scheme to the structure of the 
assembly; 
− the structure of a product depends in the great extend from the 
basing of the components through relation primary bases – 
auxiliary bases; 
− the embodiment design of parts has to secure an 
implementation of the chosen set of bases. 

The description of a part through its sets of bases is called 
generative, because it can generate multiple geometrical realizations 
that satisfy the functional requirements. A variety of geometrical 
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implementations is dependent on the level of the description of sets 
of bases. With an abstract description of the sets of bases (via 
abstract geometry) the ability to generate a variety of geometrical 
forms is significantly larger in comparison with the particular 
description of the bases (such as the forehead, cylindrical surface, 
etc.). 

Depending of the concrete design task the description of a part 
through its sets of bases can be observed as one of the several 
partial models of the part itself or as an addition to the existing 
model. For traditional geometric models of assemblies that are 
created during the design process, it is useful the information of sets 
of bases of parts to be included on the following levels: 

− abstract level – structural schemes with a description of the 
sets of bases of parts (extended structural schemes); 
− geometrical level – CAD models of parts and assemblies with 
preservation of the information about sets of bases of parts. 

4. Application of the generative description of a 
part through sets of bases 
In terms of CAD systems the description of a part by sets of 

bases offers advantages in the following areas: 

− integration of conceptual and geometric models of a technical 
product; 
− creation of a more realistic model of an assembly. 

The use of means for automation of the design may be 
connected with problems when changes in logically linked models 
are made. The main reason for this is that the modern software tools 
typically automate only partial tasks. In practice this means the 
presence of many partial descriptions of the product, which 
correspond to different stages of the design process or of the various 
subtask [2]. 

The elimination of the need to convert the partial descriptions 
can be achieved by creating an integrated description. The 
possibility sets of bases to be considered from two perspectives – 
conceptual and geometrical – make them an adequate basis for the 

creation of an integrated geometrical model. Figure 2 shows the 
structure of an integrated geometric model produced by this 
principle.  

From the viewpoint of the CAD system, a description of sets of 
bases allows to overcome certain limitations of a model of an 
assembly. 

A creating a model of an assembly is illustrated in Figure 3. In 
Figure 3a there are imposed two constrains – mate of flat surfaces 
on both parts and mate of their cylindrical surfaces. The analysis of 
the removal of the degrees of freedom shows as follow: 

− mate of the two flat surfaces takes 3 degrees of freedom; 
− mate of the axes of the two cylinders takes 4 degrees of 
freedom. 

Taking into account that the solid body in the space has 6 
degrees of freedom (and there is 1 untaken degree of freedom), it is 
seen that the model is over constrained. In actual assembly of parts, 
however, there are taken exactly five degrees of freedom, which 
indicates the limits of the model of an assembly. 

Similarly, if is looked at the assembly on the Figure 3b it is 
shown that in the CAD model the three flat surfaces are equivalent. 
In the real construction each of the three flat surfaces fulfils a 
different role and therefore takes 3, 2 or 1 degrees of freedom. 

The addition of a description of the part through its sets of bases 
allows overcoming that restriction of the CAD model of an 
assembly. In Figure 3a the sets of bases can be double guiding and 
supporting bases (4-1) or adjusting and centring bases (3-2). For 

Figure 1 The sets of bases in the design process 

Figure 2 Integrated geometrical model 
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Figure 3b – accordingly adjusting, guiding and supporting bases (3-
2-1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Conclusion 
Sets of bases characterize parts of an assembly and have been a 

proven from engineering practice tool for determination of the 
layout. Neighbourhood relations and hierarchy generated by the sets 
of bases uniquely determine the structure of an assembly. Their use 
offers several advantages, both at the conceptual design of the 
product, and at the time of its embodiment. 
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Figure 3 Assembly constraints in a CAD model 
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Abstract: The оne of the key strategic considerations in transport process is carrier selection problem. This problem is a multi objective 
problem involving both qualitative and quantitative factors. These factors and their interdependencies make the problem highly complex one. 
From the managerial perspectives,it is always convenient to express the variables and weights through linguistic values. An analytic 
hierarchy process (AHP) like procedure based on Eigen value has been proposed to derive the weightages of decision makers. This paper 
uses a fuzzy approach to deal with the carrier selection problem in transport process. A numerical example presented illustrates the different 
selection criteria to select the best carrier. 
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1. Introduction 
There are various transport companies / carriers / offering 

shipping services at the appropriate tariff policy, delivery time of 
goods and quality of the service in practice. In this sense, the 
optimal choice of transport services in a competitive market 
environment, is essential for cost management in manufacturing 
enterprises, in the realization of their material flows with their 
respective mode of transport and vehicle fleet. 

The need for proper choice of carrier comes from the fact that 
transport costs are subject to change in the direction of increasing or 
decreasing, so manufacturing enterprises must periodically select 
the best transportation options for optimum compatibility between 
the parameters, the objectives of the manufacturing process, 
physical characteristics and specificity of the production and 
technical performance of the transport processes. In this regard, the 
decision to select the carrier is a complex multifactor problem, the 
core of which are set out various quantitative and qualitative criteria 
the evaluation of choice. Often, however, some of the criteria may 
conflict with each other, which could lead to inconsistent decision-
making expertise inappropriate choice of transport variant, and 
hence, affecting the final financial performance of the companies, 
using transport services. Therefore, when choosing a carrier, along 
with methods of the expertise, have to apply modern methods of 
artificial intelligence in an experimental setting. 

 In this study, feasibility of the application of Аnalytich 
ierarchy process (AHP) is considered, based on fuzzy sets theory to 
estimate the significance and relationship of the criteria for 
selecting a suitable carrier. 

.The possible artificial intelligence methods [6], suitable for the 
problem under consideration, are Artificial neural network (ANN) 
and Fuzzy logic (FL). 

Fuzzy logic – (FL) - Fuzzy systems emulate the inaccuracy of 
human knowledge. They resemble the approximate conclusions of 
the people, using fuzzy terms, but in a quantitative manner. This 
allows computers to use fuzzy logic, which is much closer to the 
real world, as opposed to crisp logic. 

Artificial neural network (ANN) are one of the major learning 
methods in computational intelligence. Acquired knowledge in 
neural networks is presented with numerical weights in structural 
connections. 

 
With respect to the problem, the use of the ANN is less 

effective alternative, because it is difficult to change the trained 
ANN model when the decision makers change their evaluation 
rules.  

Fuzzy sets theory was developed by Lotfi Zadeh in 1965 [5]. 
Fuzzy sets are defined versus crisp sets. For crisp sets, the element 
(х) either belongs to or not belongs to a set (S) totally.  

By contrast, fuzzy set theory permits the gradual assessment 
of the membership of elements in a set. This is described with the 
aid of a membership function valued in the real unit interval [0, 1]. 

 
 
 

 

2. Theoretical formulation of the method 
 
With AHP method performs the following basic steps: 
• Define the problem and precise formulation of objectives 

and results; 
• Decomposition of the problem in a hierarchical structure 

by conditional elements (criteria, sub-criteria and alternatives); 
• Sequentially (for each level of the hierarchy) assessing the 

importance of the alternatives using pair-wise comparisons; 
• Consistent evaluation of local priorities comparison items 

(for each level of the hierarchy); 
• Check for consistency of local priorities ; 
• Aggregate the relative weights of decision elements to 

obtain an overall rating for the alternatives. 
 
Based on a literature review is given a combination of FL и 

AHP, Fuzzy AHP [1,2,3,4]. Characteristic feature is that it keeps the 
logic of AHP and its basic steps, and implementation of some of 
them, become using FL. 

Algorithm analysis by triangular fuzzy numbers are listed  
below. 

Triangular fuzzy numbers  
The number M∈F(R) is called a fuzzy number if there exist  

x0∈R, such that  µM(x0)=1. For any α ∈[0,1],  A α=(x,µAα (x)≥a) is a 
closed interval. Here F(R) represents all fuzzy numbers, and R - 
the set of real numbers. 

We define a fuzzy number, M on R to be a triangular fuzzy 
number if its membership function µM(x):R→[0,1] is equal to 

(1) 𝜇𝜇𝑀𝑀� (𝑥𝑥) =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝑥𝑥

𝑚𝑚 − 𝑙𝑙 −
𝑙𝑙

𝑚𝑚 − 𝑙𝑙 , 𝑥𝑥 ∈ [𝑙𝑙, 𝑚𝑚]
𝑥𝑥

𝑚𝑚 − 𝑢𝑢 −
𝑢𝑢

𝑚𝑚 − 𝑢𝑢 , 𝑥𝑥 ∈ [𝑚𝑚, 𝑢𝑢]

0,                                 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

� 

 
Here l ≤ m ≤ u, l and u stand for the lower and upper value  of 

M respectively, and m for the model value. The triangular number is 
denoted by (l, m, u). If l = m = u, it is non-fuzzy number. The M is 
the set  {x ∈ R/l <x <u} 
 
Extent Analysis Method 

 
The extent analysis method is the technique that is widely 

used in the literature for fuzzy AHP problems. In this method, the 
“extent” is quantified by using a fuzzy number. The value of fuzzy 
synthetic extent  can be obtained: 

Let X = {x1,..,xn} be an object set, and G = {g1,..,gn} be a goal 
set. According to the method of extent analysis, we now take each 
object and perform extent analysis for each goal respectively. 
Therefore, we can get m extent analysis values for each object, with 
the following signs: 

 
(2)   М� 𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒

1 , М� 𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒
2 , … . , М� 𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒

𝑚𝑚 ,     i = 1, ….,n 
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where all the М� 𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒
𝑗𝑗  (j = 1,…,m) are triangular fuzzy numbers. 

The concerned method by described below  mathematical 
tools is being displayed. 

The value of fuzzy synthetic extent with respect to the 
i-th object is defined as: 

(3)  Si= � Mgi
j ⨂ �� � Mgi

j
m

j=1

n

i=1

�

-1m

j=1

 

 
where: 

Mg – triangular fuzzy number; 
We can obtain ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒

𝑗𝑗   𝑚𝑚
𝑗𝑗 =1  by the fuzzy addition of m -th extent 

analysis values for a particular matrix such that: 
 

(4) � Mgi
j = �� 𝑙𝑙𝑗𝑗

𝑚𝑚

𝑗𝑗 =1

, � 𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗

𝑚𝑚

𝑗𝑗 =1

, � 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗

𝑚𝑚

𝑗𝑗 =1

�
m

j=1

 

where l, m,  u are real numbers for Mg,i = (li, mi, ui). 

To obtain �∑ ∑ Mgi
jm

j=1
n
i=1 �

-1
, perform the fuzzy addition operation on 

values of 𝑀𝑀𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒
𝑗𝑗  (𝑗𝑗 = 1, . . , 𝑚𝑚) such that: 

 

(5) � � Mgi
j = �� 𝑙𝑙𝑗𝑗

𝑛𝑛

𝑒𝑒=1

, � 𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗

𝑛𝑛

𝑒𝑒=1

, � 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗

𝑛𝑛

𝑒𝑒=1

�
m

j=1

𝑛𝑛

𝑗𝑗 =1

 

and then compute the inverse of the vector above, such that: 
 

(6) �� � Mgi
j

m

j=1

𝑛𝑛

𝑗𝑗 =1

�

−1

= �
1

∑ 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗
𝑛𝑛
𝑒𝑒=1

,
1

∑ 𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗
𝑛𝑛
𝑒𝑒=1

,
1

∑ 𝑙𝑙𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛
𝑒𝑒=1

� 

 
As 𝑀𝑀�1 = (𝑙𝑙1, 𝑚𝑚1, 𝑢𝑢1) и 𝑀𝑀�2 = (𝑙𝑙2, 𝑚𝑚2, 𝑢𝑢2) are two triangular 

fuzzy numbers, the degree of possibility of 𝑀𝑀2 = (𝑙𝑙2, 𝑚𝑚2, 𝑢𝑢2) ≥
𝑀𝑀1 = (𝑙𝑙1, 𝑚𝑚1, 𝑢𝑢1)  defined as:  

 
(7) V(𝑀𝑀�2 ≥ 𝑀𝑀�1) = 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠�𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛�𝜇𝜇𝑀𝑀�1

(𝑥𝑥), �, 𝜇𝜇𝑀𝑀�2
(𝑦𝑦))� 

              y ≥ x 
and can be equivalently expressed as follows: 

 
(8) V(𝑀𝑀�2 ≥ 𝑀𝑀�1) = ℎ𝑔𝑔𝑜𝑜�𝑀𝑀�1 ∩ 𝑀𝑀�2� = 𝜇𝜇𝑀𝑀2

(𝑑𝑑) 
 
 

𝜇𝜇𝑀𝑀2
(𝑑𝑑) =

⎩
⎨

⎧
1,                       𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚2 ≥ 𝑚𝑚1
0,                          𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙1 ≥ 𝑢𝑢2

𝑙𝑙1 − 𝑢𝑢2
(𝑚𝑚2 − 𝑢𝑢2) − (𝑚𝑚1 − 𝑙𝑙1) , 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

� 

 
According to fuzzy sets theory [5], the representation of a 

fuzzy triangular number is given in figura 1. 

 
Figure 1.  The intersection between M1 and M2 

 
According to Figure 1, D is the ordinate of the highest intersection 
point d between 𝜇𝜇𝑀𝑀1и 𝜇𝜇𝑀𝑀2  . 

To compare М1 и М2, both the values ofV(M1 ≥ M2) и V(M2 
≥ M1). 

The degree possibility for a convex fuzzy number to be 
greater than k convex fuzzy Mi (i = 1,2,3,…….k), numbers can be 
defined by: 
 
(9)   V(M≥M1,…,Mk) = V[(M≥ M1) и (M≥M2) and…and (M 
≥Mk)] = min V(M ≥Mi), i = 1,2,3,…….k 
 
Assume that d’(Ai) = min V(S i≥ Sk) for k = 1,2,…, n; k≠ i, Then the 
weight vector W/ is given by: 
 
(10)                  W/ = (d/(A1), d/(A2),…., d/(An) )T 
 
where   Ai (i = 1,2,…n) are n elements. 
 
Via normalization, the normalized weight vectors W (a non-fuzzy 
number.) are: 
 
(11)  W = (d (A1), d(A2),…., d (An) )T 
 
 

 
3. Application of the Fuzzy AHP model in carrier 
selection  
In the following section, we suggest a solution to the above 

mentioned problem by considering a situation involving three 
carriers П1,…П3,  evaluated on four main criteria’s К1,..,К4. To 
simplify the presentation of the methodology does not consider the 
sub-criteria of the main criteria. 

The proposed criteria in this report are as follows: 
-The cost of transport-К1; 
- Time delivery of consignments-K2; 
- Reliability and quality of service-K3; 
- Financial stability of carrier-K4. 

The relative degree of importance of each criterion is 
systematized in Table 1. 

 
Table 1:  The fuzzy scale 
Triangular 
Fuzzy 
Scale 

alternatives weight rating 
 

Triangular 
Fuzzy 
Reciprocal 
Scale 

(1,1,1) poor(P) Very Low (VL) (1/3,1,1) 
(1,3,5) Medium poor(MP) Low (L) (1/5,1/3,1) 
(3,5,7) Medium good(MG) Normal (N) (1/7,1/5,1/3) 
(5,7,9) good(G) High (H) (1/9,1/7,1/5) 
(7,9,9) Very good(VG) Very High (VH) (1/9,1/9,1/7) 
 

The hierarchical structure of the problem is given in Figure 2. 
The problem is selecting the best supplier among 3 alternative 
carriers which are  П1, П2, and П3. 

 
Figure 2. Proposed hierarchical structure of the problem 

 

Selection of Best Carrier 

К1 К2 К3 К4 

П1 П2 П3 

M2 M1 

 l2              m2 l1    d  u2 m1         u1 

0 

µ(x) 

1 

D 

µM1(x) 
µM2(x) 

x 
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We assume that we have expert judgments offered by experts. 
We do not consider the problem of assessing the experts and obtain 
the weights of their evaluations on different criteria for different 
carriers. And start from the moment we get the final scores for each 
one of the criteria for individual carriers in Linguistic scale, 
summarized in Table 1. 

Now as the linguistic assessments simply approximate the 
subjective judgment of decision-makers, we consider the linear 
triangular membership functions to capture the vagueness of 
linguistic assessment. The linguistic variables are expressed as 
positive triangular fuzzy numbers. The decision makers are asked to 
use the linguistic variables as shown in Tables 2 and 3, to evaluate 
the importance of the criteria and the ratings of alternatives with 
respect to qualitative criteria. 

 
   Table 2:        Evaluation criteria of importance 

 criteria 
К1 К2 К3 К4 

rating H N N N 
 
 

   Table 3:      Rating of carriers by decision makers under various 
   criteria 

carrier criteria 
К1 К2 К3 К4 

П1 H L N N 
П2 N N H H 
П3 L H N L 
 
The Tables 1, 2 and 3 are used for rating the criteria by the 

decision-makers and the rating of carriers on various criteria. The 
ratings are represented using fuzzy values in Table 4. 
 
Table 4:  The rating of carriers in fuzzy numbers 

carrier criteria 
К1 К2 К3 К4 

П1 5,7,9 1,3,5 3,5,7 3,5,7 
П2 3,5,7 3,5,7 5,7,9 5,7,9 
П3 1,3,5 5,7,9 3,5,7 1,3,5 
 
In order to find the priority characteristics of main criteria, the 

fuzzy synthetic extent values were calculated using equation (3). 
The different values of fuzzy synthetic extent with respect to the 
different criteria are denoted by K1, K2, K3, and K4, respectively. 

 
SK1 = (10,16,22)⨂(47.2,33.41,20.94)-1=(0.21,0.48,1.05) 
SK2 = (4.34,6.53,9.33)⨂(47.2,33.41,20.94)-1=(0.09,0.19,0.45) 
SK3 = (4.34,6.53,9.33)⨂(47.2,33.41,20.94)-1=(0.09,0.19,0.45) 
SK4 = (2.25,6.34,6.53)⨂(47.2,33.41,20.94)-1=(0.04,0.19,0.31) 
 
With the help of equations (7) и (8), obtain: 
 
V(K1≥K2)=1; V(K1≥K3)=1; V(K1≥K4)=1; 
V(K2=K3)=1; V(K2≥K4)=1;   V(K3≥K4)=1; 
 
For given below degree of possibility, are calculated by equation 
(8): 
 
V(K2≥K1)= (k11-k23) / ((k22-k23) -(k12-k11)) = (0,21-0,45)/((0,19-
0,45)-(0,48-0,21)) = 0,45. 
V(K2≥K1) = 0,45. 
 
Similarly calculations are made for the other degree of possibility. 
 
V(K3≥K1) = 0,45; V(K4≥K1) = 0,26; 
V(K4≥K3,K2) = 0,97. 
 
With the help of equation (9), the minimum degree of possibility of 
superiority of each criterion over another is obtained: 
 
min(K1)= min(1,1,1); min(K2)= min(0.45,1,1) 

min(K3)= min(0.45,1,1); min(K4)= min(0.26,0.97,0.97). 
 
With the resulting values, the weight vector is given as: 

W = (1, 0.45, 0.45, 0.26). 

Via normalization on W, the normalized weight vectors (with 
respect to К1, К2, К3 and К4) are:: 

WK = (0.464, 0.208, 0.208, 0.120)T. 
 
Table 5:    The comparison matrix of criteria 

criteria К1 К2 К3 К4 Weight 
К1 1,1,1 1,3,5 3,5,7 5,7,9 0,464 
К2 1/5,1/3,1/1 1,1,1 1/7,1/5.1/3 3,5,7 0,208 
К3 1/7,1/5,1/3 3,5,7 1,1,1 1/5,1/3,1 0,208 
К4 1/9,1/7,1/3 1/7,1/5,1/3 1,3,5 1,1,1 0,120 

 
The comparison matrices of each alternative according to 

each criteria are given in Table 6,7,8 and 9 respectively. For the 
preparation of the weights, using that approach, and mathematical 
tools, applied to the Table 5. 

 
 

Table 6:  The comparison of alternatives with  respect to К1  
alternative П1 П2 П3 Weight 

П1 1,1,1 1,3,5 3,5,7 0,574 
П2 1/5,1/3,1 1,1,1 1,3,5 0,374 
П3 1/7,1/5,1/3 1/5,1/3,1 1,1,1 0,052 
 

SП1 = (0.224,0.605,1.523); SП2 = (0.098,0.291,0.819) 
SП3 = (0.060,0.103,0.273) 
W = (1, 0.65, 0.09) 

WП,К1 = (0.574, 0.374, 0.052)T 
 
Table 7: The comparison of alternatives with  respect to К2  

alternative П1 П2 П3 Weight 
П1 1,1,1 1/5,1/3,1 1/7,1/5,1/3 0,052 
П2 1,3,5 1,1,1 1/5,1/3,1 0,373 
П3 3,5,7 1,3,5 1,1,1 0,575 
 

SП1 = (0.060, 0.103, 0.273); SП2 = (0.098, 0.291, 0.819) 
SП3 = (0.224, 0.605, 1.523) 
W = (0.09,0.65, 1) 

WП,К1 = (0.052, 0.373, 0.575)T 
 

Table 8: The comparison of alternatives with  respect to К3  
alternative П1 П2 П3 Weight 

П1 1,1,1 1/5,1/3,1 1,3,5 0,364 
П2 1,3,5 1,1,1 1,3,5 0,445 
П3 1/5,1/3,1 1/5,1/3,1 1,1,1 0,191 
 

SП1 = (0.105, 0.333, 1.061); SП2 = (0.143, 0.534, 1.667) 
SП3 = (0.067, 0.128, 0.455) 
 
W = (0.82,1, 0.43) 
 

WП,К1 = (0.364, 0.445, 0.191)T 
 

Table 9:  The comparison of alternatives with  respect to К4  
alternative П1 П2 П3 Weight 

П1 1,1,1 1/5,1/3,1 3,5,7 0,440 
П2 1,3,5 1,1,1 1,3,5 0,463 
П3 1/7,1/5,1/3 1/5,1/3,1 1,1,1 0,097 

 
SП1 = (0.188, 0.426, 1.054); SП2 = (0.134, 0.471, 1.288) 
SП3 = (0.060, 0.103, 0.273) 
W = (0.95,1, 0.21) 

WП,К1 = (0.440, 0.463, 0.097)T 
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4. Results 
Based on the methodology applied and the calculations are 

given weights considered carriers indicated in Table 10. Figure 4 
illustrated their distribution. 

. 
Table 10:          Final weights of alternatives   

criteria К1 К2 К3 К4 Weight 
П1 0,574 0,052 0,364 0,440 0,406 
П2 0,374 0,373 0,445 0,463 0,399 
П3 0,052 0,575 0,191 0,097 0,195 

weight 0,464 0,208 0,208 0,120 1 
 
Figure 3 shows the sensitivity of each decision alternatives 

with respect to the criteria. 
 

 
Figure 3.   Sensitivity of each decision alternatives with respect to the 

criteria 
 

 
Figure 4. Final priority weights of each carrier 

 
 

. 
 

5. Conclusions 
The choice of criteria and their hierarchical structure should as 

far as possible to reflect the strategic business goals of the 
company, using transport services. 

 By the help of the extent fuzzy approach, the ambiguities 
involved in the data could be effectively represented and processed 
to make a more effective decision. As a result of the calculations 
made, it was seen that Carrier П2 ranked first as carrier. 

Input data are averages for the implementation of the key 
indicators of the activity of companies, using transport services in 
the past few years. 

This approach can lead to useful results to other sectors or in 
other areas of application. Appropriate comparison of results, 
obtained with that discussed methods, with those obtained from the 
model of expertise, which is subject to further development. 
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ОСОБЕННОСТИ КЭ РЕШЕНИЯ ЗАДАЧ ОСТАТОЧНОЙ ПРОЧНОСТИ КОНСТРУКЦИЙ 
ИЗ ПКМ, ПОВРЕЖДЁННЫХ НИЗКОСКОРОСТНЫМ УДАРОМ 

FEATURES OF THE FINITE ELEMENT SOLVING METHODS OF RESIDUAL STRENGTH TASKS 
FOR LOW-VELOCITY IMPACT DAMAGED COMPOSITE STRUCTURES 

S.Varickis(1,2), I.Pavelko(1), M.Smolianinov(1,3) 
Research-and-development center “CENTRE COMPOSITE” Joint Venture of LNK Group and Progresstech (1) , 

60 Darzciema Str., Riga, LV-1073, Latvia; 
Riga Technical University (2), 1 Kalku Str., Riga, LV-1658, Latvia  
SIA RSEC “Aviatest LNK” LV-1073 (3), Rēzeknes 1, Riga, Latvia  

Abstract: There are made the calculations of residual strength of the site of skin made from composite stiffened by a stringer, damaged by 
low-velocity impact with material properties degradation, due to a local buckling of the layers in the area of impact damage and progressive 
delamination under the compressive load. The description of the calculation models and estimates of the residual compressive strength and 
three-point bending are given. The progressive delamination model shows the composite structure residual strength in compression case 
depending on of equivalent form of damage.  

KEYWORDS: IMPACT DAMAGE, RESIDUAL STRENGTH, DEGRADATION OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES, 
THREE-POINT BENDING, INTERLAMINAR DELAMINATION, GROWTH OF DELAMINATIONS, 
PROGRESSIVE DAMAGE, THE CRITICAL STRAIN 

1. Введение

Чтобы оценить последствия удара для остаточной прочности 
конструкции, необходимо иметь четкое представление о 
развитии повреждений в процессе удара и их окончательных 
параметрах. Существует несколько различных подходов к 
решению этой проблемы: 
1) Простейший вариант базируется на  сочетании упругого

анализа ударного нагружения конструкции с частными 
критериями прочности, соответствующими  отдельным 
видам повреждения. Основной недостаток этого подхода 
состоит в том, что при этом не учитывается взаимное 
влияние повреждений различного типа. 

2) Сочетание упругого анализа ударного нагружения
конструкции с общими скалярными критериями прочности 
при сложном напряженном состоянии. При этом, скалярные 
критерии дают информацию только о достижении 
предельного состояния, без указания типа возникшего 
повреждения. В сочетании с частными критериями 
прочности, соответствующими  отдельным видам 

повреждения, может быть получена оценка их наличия и 
размеров. Теории общих скалярных критериев прочности 
достаточно хорошо развиты [1]. Общая теория слоистых 
армированных сред позволяет перейти от обобщенных 
напряжений и деформаций анизотропного материала к 
напряжениям и деформациям слоя, записанным в 
координатной системе слоя.  По характеристикам 
прочности слоя при различных простых видах нагружения 
может быть оценена возможность различных типов 
повреждения. 

3) Использование критериев механики разрушения, 
имеющих в основе понятие скорости освобождения 
упругой энергии и энергетического баланса. 

4) Подход, базирующийся на использовании механики
повреждения. Последний подход имеет все более широкое 
применение, как в теории, так и практике расчетов 
поврежденных ударом конструкций из слоистых 
композитов

.

2. Решение рассматриваемой проблемы

Процедура предусматривает статический нелинейный расчёт 
конструкции с ударными повреждениями на заданный вид 
нагружения. Разрывы волокон при предшествующем ударе 
определяют прочность при растяжении и изгибе. На каждом 
шаге нагружения происходит развитие повреждений вплоть до 
полного исчерпания несущей способности конструкции. 
Распространение повреждений в слоях при растяжении и изгибе 
учитывается моделью прогрессирующего разрушения, 
реализуемой программно-пользовательским приложением 
ANSYS USERMAT. Его функция – разрешить пользователю 
вводить определённый закон деградации в существующую 
модель материала. Подпрограмма вызывается во всех 
интеграционных точках элементов на каждом шаге решения. 
Входные параметры для USERMAT задаются пользователем с 
помощью специальных команд [2]. Ввиду больших трудностей 
моделирования реальных форм повреждений, в каждом слое 
зоны повреждений моделируются эквивалентными площадями. 
При разбиении на КЭ в этих зонах задаётся материал с 
пониженными значениями упругих постоянных материала 

( ) ( ) ijijdijiiiidi GdG,EdE == , где iid и ijd - параметры

повреждений. Они задаются согласно рекомендациям [3] 
(Таблица 1). 

d11 d22 d33 d12 d13 d23 
Разрушение 
волокна 

0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Расслоение 1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Разрушение 
матрицы 

1 0.3 1 0.3 1 0.3 

Инициирование повреждений и их распространение в 
волоконно-армированных композитах смоделированы с 
использованием встроенной процедуры нелинейного 
решения в ANSYS V14. 
Для определения возникновения повреждения материала 
(ТВ, DMGI) выбирается соответствующий 

Tаблица 1. 
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критерий (максимальных деформаций, максимальных 
напряжений, Пака, Хашина) либо определяется пользователем в 
виде программного кода. 
Закон развития повреждения определяет, как материал 
деградирует после возникновения повреждения (ТВ,DMGE). 
Единственным законом развития повреждения, в настоящее 
время доступным в версии 14 является мгновенное снижение 
жесткости. 
Этот закон заключается в редукции жесткости при растяжении и 
сжатии. 
Значения могут колебаться от 0 (отсутствие повреждений) и 1 
(полное разрушение). 
Пределы прочности материала (ТВ, FCLI) задаются для 
определения максимального напряжения или деформации, при 
достижении которого в i-элементе срабатывает закон 
деградации. 
При оценке прочности на сжатие конструкции, частично 
поврежденной ударом, основным понижающим фактором 
является расслоение слоистого пластика по поверхностям 
взаимного соединения. Оно имеет решающее влияние на 
прогресс повреждения при сжатии и, в конечном итоге, на 
остаточную прочность конструкции из ПКМ. Проверка 
предельных условий распространения расслоений при данной 
нагрузке производится с использованием энергетических 
критериев механики разрушения. Если эти критерии 
выполняются хотя бы для одного расслоения, то дальше должны 
быть определены его новые размеры и расчёт повторяется для 
того же уровня начального напряжения 𝜎𝜎0. В противном случае 
напряжение увеличивается на величину приращения ∆𝜎𝜎, и 
расчет повторяется с заменой напряжения  𝜎𝜎0  на 𝜎𝜎1 = 𝜎𝜎0 +
∆𝜎𝜎. Прогнозирование роста расслоений может быть 
реализовано КЭ моделированием. Современные методы расчёта 
предусматривают моделирование роста расслоения на основе 
т.н. «виртуальной техники закрытия трещины» (VCCT). Её 
применение для прогнозирования роста нанесённого ударом 
несквозного расслоения при сжатии отрабатывается в настоящее 
время.  В данной работе применена упрощённая методика; 
каждый отслоившийся слой рассматривается в отдельности 
(фиг. 1). Расчёт выполняется в следующей последовательности: 
- из расчёта на устойчивость при сжатии определяются слои, 
потерявшие устойчивость в отслоившейся зоне при заданном 
уровне действующей сжимающей нагрузки с сохранением 
формы деформированной поверхности; 
- для названных слоёв выполняется расчёт на сжатие после 
потери устойчивости, из результатов которого выводится 
распределение напряжений на границе деформированной 
поверхности; 
- по полученным компонентам напряжений вычисляются 
коэффициенты интенсивности напряжений у границ 
отслоившейся зоны, пользуясь зависимостями 

𝜎𝜎1 =  
𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼
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где s1, s2 – корни характеристического уравнения, 
коэффициенты которого определяются упругими 
характеристиками ортотропного материала; т.к. рост 
расслоения возможен лишь в плоскости слоёв, то θ=0;  
- если хотя бы в одном узле достигается превышение 
коэффициента интенсивности напряжений над его 
критическим значением, то размер отслоившейся зоны 
увеличивается, расчёт повторяется для того же уровня 
сжимающей нагрузки; 
- если при увеличенном размере расслоения превышение 
коэффициента интенсивности напряжений над его 
критическим значением не наблюдается, то переходят  к 
следующему уровню сжимающей нагрузки при новом 
равновесном размере расслоения; 
-  если при увеличенном размере расслоения 
коэффициент интенсивности напряжений продолжает 
нарастать, то данное состояние с точки зрения 
эксплуатационной пригодности следует считать 
предельным для данной конструкции. 

 
 

3. Результаты и дискуссия 
 
3.1. Расчёт конструкции с ударным повреждением на изгиб. 

 
На фиг. 2 показана схема нагружения участка подкреплённой Т-
образным стрингером обшивки из ПКМ с ударным 
повреждением 
 

Фиг.1. Модель отслоившегося слоя после 
локальной потери устойчивости в отслоившейся 

зоне.  
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Е1, МПа 1.3×105 1.3×104 1.3×105 1.3×105 
Е2, МПа 6.9×103 2.07×103 2.07×103 2.07×103 
Е3, МПа 6.9×103 6.9×102 6.9×102 6.9×103 
G12, МПа 5.78×103 5.78×102 5.78×102 1.56×103 
G13, МПа 5.78×103 5.78×102 5.78×102 5.78×103 
G23, МПа 5.78×103 5.78×102 5.78×102 1.56×103 
ν12 0.36 0.036 0.036 0.11 
 
 
F11+ F11- F22+ F22- F12 F13 F23 
1510 -1187 34 -196 59 100 100 

 
В Таблице 3 приведены пределы прочности монослоя по видам 
нагружения. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

На фиг. 3 показано развитие разрушения в опасном 
сечении по мере возрастания приложенной силы. Расчёт 
выполнен для объекта, повреждённого сжимающим 
ударом энергией 30, 50 и 65 Дж при массе стального 
ударника 0.067 кг со сферическим наконечником.  
График остаточной прочности на 3-точечный изгиб, как 
функции энергии сжимающего удара приведен на фиг. 4. 
 
3.2. Оценка остаточной прочности на сжатие 

 
Для 8-ми слоёв обшивки получены следующие площади 
расслоений слоёв в результате изгибающего удара 
энергией 65 Дж в % по отношению к общей площади 
лицевой поверхности (Таблица 4). 

Таблица 4 
Nr. 1/2 2/3 3/4 4/5 5/6 6/7 7/8 
Sp,% 3.3 2.9 5.3 2.2 1.4 1.2 0.9 

 
Повреждения были смоделированы в виде эллиптических 
зон эквивалентной площади, длины полуосей которых: а 
– в продольном, b – в поперечном направлениях. Расчёты 
по методике, описанной в §2, были выполнены для 
следующих соотношений длин полуосей: a/b=0.25; 0.5; 1 
(круг); 2; 4 по отношению к направлению действия 
сжимающей нагрузки. Критический коэффициент 
интенсивности напряжений принят KIc=1.95 МПа∙√м. 
Получены значения коэффициента остаточной прочности 
при сжатии kост (с) (Таблица 5), свидетельствующие о 
значительном влиянии формы отслоения на результаты 
КЭ моделирования. 

Таблица 5 
a/b 0.25 0.5 1 2 4 

kост (с) 0.71 0.56 0.49 0.64 0.83 
 
Полученная зависимость расчётного значения 
коэффициента остаточной прочности при сжатии 
согласуется с качественной оценкой, выполненной по 
методике [4].   
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Фиг. 3. 
а – начало разрушения; б, в – развитие 
разрушения; г – полное разрушение 

Таблица 2. Упругие характеристики монослоя  

Фиг. 2. Схема нагружения объекта 

Таблица 3. Пределы прочности монослоя, МПа  

б в г 

Фиг. 4. Снижение прочности на изгиб от 
энергии сжимающего удара 
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ВЛИЯНИЕ СООТНОШЕНИЯ МАССЫ И СКОРОСТИ УДАРНИКА НА РАЗВИТИЕ 
УДАРНЫХ ПОВРЕЖДЕНИЙ В КОНСТРУКЦИЯХ ИЗ ПКМ ПРИ НИЗКОСКОРОСТНОМ 

УДАРЕ ЗАДАННОЙ ЭНЕРГИИ 
 

INFLUENCE OF THE MASS AND VELOCITY RATIO OF DROP POINT ON DEVELOPMENT OF IMPACT DAMAGES IN STRUCTURES 
MADE FROM COMPOSITE AT LOW VELOCITY IMPACT OF GIVEN ENERGY 

 
I.Pavelko(1), N.Sidenko(1,2), V.Cimanis(1,2), P. Sobolev(1) 

Research-and-development center “CENTRE COMPOSITE” Joint Venture of LNK Group and Progresstech(1) ,  
60 Darzciema Str., Riga, LV-1073, Latvia;   

Riga Technical University(2), 1 Kalku Str., Riga, LV-1658, Latvia. 
 

 
Abstract: There are made the calculations of the site of skin made from composite stiffened by a stringer for a low velocity impact 

for different conditions of supportation and two mass/velocity ratios of drop point at a given energy. Also considered the gradual 
degradation of the elastic properties of the material during the process of impact. Also are evaluated the dimensions of the destroyed areas 
and nature of the damage in the layers of material for different boundary and initial conditions, and given their calculated values. As well 
are made the conclusions about several regularities of impact damage depending on the mass / velocity ratio of the drop point. Was 
proposed a computational evaluation method of visual signs of damage caused by low-velocity impact. 
KEYWORDS: IMPACT DAMAGE, IMPACT ENERGY, DAMAGE CRITERION, FIBER BREAKAGE, INTERLAMINAR 
DELAMINATIONS, CRACKING THE MATRIX 
 
 

1. Введение 
 

При ударе слоистых композитов сначала возникает 
растрескивание материала матрицы в продольных нормальных 
сечениях слоя, параллельных волокнам, что вызывает 
образование межслойных расслоений. Далее возрастает 
нагрузка на волокна и материал матрицы в направлении 
волокон, в результате чего достигается максимальная 
контактная нагрузка. Развиваются процессы разрыва волокон 
на обратной стороне и у поверхности контакта, а также 
дробления матрицы. Разрыв наружного слоя приводит к 
резкому снижению жесткости композита и падению 
контактной силы с одновременным продвижением ударника 
вглубь композита. Разрушаются следующие слои, контактная 
сила понижается. Большой интерес представляют результаты 
моделирования расслоений. Практически 80% расслоений 
появляются к моменту достижения максимальной контактной 
силы, 20%  - при понижении нагрузки в случае полной 
адсорбции энергии композитом. В случае отскока при 
обратном движении ударника расслоения не развиваются. 
Описание развития ударного повреждения базируется, в 
частности, на результатах [1]. Как показывают результаты ряда 
исследований, в частности [2], [3], по мере возрастания энергии 
удара размеры повреждений увеличиваются, а связанные с 
ними остаточная прочность и жёсткость конструкции 
понижаются по параболическому закону до некоторых 
предельных значений. Дальнейшее возрастание энергии не 
оказывает заметного влияния на эти показатели. Ударная 
энергия является не единственным фактором, влияющим на 
размеры повреждений. Заметное влияние оказывает 
продолжительность удара [4]: при малых скоростях ударника в 
начальный момент контакта время удара намного больше 
времени, необходимого для достижения изгибной волной краёв 
мишени, следовательно, в этом случае преобладающей 
является первая форма деформированной поверхности 
(квазистатический случай); увеличение скорости и уменьшение 
массы ударника повышает вклад изгибных волн в отклик при 
ударе, следовательно, проявляются более высокие формы 
прогиба и увеличение зон концентрации напряжений, 
вызванных ударом. 

Целью данного исследования является оценка влияния 
вышеназванных характеристик удара и условий опирания 
мишени на размеры, месторасположение и характер 
повреждений в слоях. 
 

 
 

2. Предпосылки и средства для решения 
проблемы.  

 
2.1.Исходные данные задачи  
Объектом исследования является участок подкреплённой Т-
образным стрингером обшивки из ПКМ (фиг. 1). 

 
Фиг. 1. Объект исследования 

 
 Упругие характеристики монослоя табл.1.:  
Табл.1. 
Е1, МПа 1.3×105 F11+, МПа 1510 
Е2, МПа 6.9×103 F11-, МПа -1187 
Е3, МПа 6.9×103 F22+, МПа 34 
G12, МПа 5.78×103 F22-, МПа 196 
G13, МПа 5.78×103 F12, МПа 59 
G23, МПа 5.78×103 F13, МПа 100 
ν12 0.36 F23, МПа 100 
 
Здесь Fij – пределы прочности; в индексе ij - направления: 1 – 
продольное (вдоль волокон), 2 – поперечное (перпендикулярно 
волокнам и плоскости слоя), 3 – по глубине пакета; знак (+) 
обозначает растяжение, (-) – сжатие. 
Удар с параметрами (табл.2) наносится по центру 
рассматриваемого участка обшивки. 
Табл.2. 
Энергия Т, Дж 35 50 65 
Масса ударника, кг 0.067 3.8 0.067 3.8 0.067 3.8 
Скорость в начальный 
момент контакта, м/с 

32.3 4.3 38.6 5.13 44 5.85 

Форма наконечника Сферическая 
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Граничные условия показаны на фиг. 2 (а – сжимающий; б – 
изгибающий удар). 
 

 

 
2.2. Метод расчёта 

 
Для расчёта ударного воздействия на конструкции из ПКМ 
используется Лагранжевый подход.  В его основе лежат 
уравнения сохранения массы, количества движения, 
внутренней энергии и замыкающее эту систему определяющее 
соотношение, запрограммированные в ANSYS/LS-DYNA. 
Уравнения и особенности пространственно-временной 
дискретизации, используемой в ANSYS/LS-DYNA, 
рассмотрены в [5]. Петля интегрирования по времени 
дифференциальных уравнений включает следующие операции: 
вычисление узловых нагрузок; вычисление узловых ускорений; 
вычисление узловых скоростей; вычисление приращений 
перемещений и перемещений; выравнивание сетки; 
адвекционный шаг; вычисление деформаций в элементах; 
вычисление напряжений в элементах. В ANSYS/LS-DYNA 
реализованы два адвекционных алгоритма, использующие 
систему полу индексного подъёма (half index shift – HIS) для 
пересчёта исторических переменных в узлах. Существует 
возможность учёта постепенной деградации упругих свойств 
материала мишени в процессе удара. В модель материала  
Nonlinear Inelastic Composite Damage Material Model, вводятся 
физико-механические характеристики монослоя, пределы 
прочности по видам нагружения, объёмный модуль и 
коэффициент сдвиговой нелинейности α . Реализуется модель 
разрушения Чанга, учитывающая 3 формы повреждения: 
 полное разрушение по разрывам волокон 

 

( ) τσ += +111fiber FF                                                   (1)                                                                      

 разрушение матрицы 

( ) τσ += +222matrix FF                                                   (2) 
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        При достижении какого-либо критерия повреждения в i-
элементе программа обнуляет упругие константы материала, 
соответствующие данной форме разрушения (E2, ν1, ν2 – 
разрушение при сжатии; E2, G12, ν1, ν2 – разрушение матрицы; 
Е1, E2, G12, ν1, ν2 – полное разрушение). Для идентификации 
вида нанесённого ударом повреждения слоя использованы 
критерии разрушения, предложенные Хашином [6]: 
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 условия растрескиваний матрицы 
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Для прогнозирования площадей межслойных расслоений 
Ольсен [7] предлагает следующую зависимость, 
базирующуюся на энергетических критериях механики 
разрушения:  

( )( ) CII0dn0dn GwwFF17.0A −+⋅= ,                                             (6) 

где: dndn w,F  - соответственно контактная сила и взятый со 

знаком (-) прогиб в момент появления n-го расслоения; 00 w,F  
- максимальная контактная сила и соответствующий ей прогиб, 
взятый со знаком (-); 

CIIG  - характеристика вязкости 

разрушения связующего по II форме (продольный сдвиг). В 
свою очередь 

( )2nDG32213.1F *
CIIdn +≅ π ,                                                   (7) 

где эффективная изгибная жёсткость ортотропного пакета 

( )( )221166122211
* 215.0 DDDDDDD ++⋅≈  

Значение dnw  может быть получено из результатов КЭ 
решения. Однако использование формулы (7) сопряжено со 
значительными трудностями вычислительного характера, 
кроме того, требует специального эксперимента на вязкость 
разрушения связующего. В связи с этим, в представленной 
работе для оценки размера расслоения принята следующая 
приближённая зависимость, предложенная в [8]: 
( ) ( ) 1FF 2

1212
2

111 ≥++ τσ                                                              (8) 
6 компонентов вектора напряжений, полученных в каждом узле 
в результате КЭ решения, передаются в Microsoft Excel. 
Вычисленные по формулам Хашина значения передаются в 
MATLAB, где с помощью специальной программы 
вычисляются конечные площади повреждений по каждому 
виду в каждом слое. 
 

3. Результаты и дискуссия 
 

На фиг. 3 и фиг. 4 показаны типичные формы зон 
повреждений, нанесённых сжимающим ударом одинаковой 
энергии. Замечено, что повреждения в слоях, уложенных под 00 
(параллельно стрингеру), имеют лепестковую форму, 
практически симметричную относительно оси удара. В слоях с 
укладкой 450 повреждения имеют вид множественных 

Фиг.2. Условия закрепления при ударе: 
а – сжимающем;  б – изгибающем 

 

а б 
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локальных зон, рассеянных относительно оси удара с 
тенденцией распространения вдоль волокон в несколько 
большей степени, чем перпендикулярно волокнам. 

 

 

   

                     а                                                  б  
  
Фиг.3. Типичные формы зон разрывов (сверху) и расслоений (снизу) в 
слоях, уложенных: а – под 00; б – под 450, в результате сжимающего 
удара 50 Дж ударником массой 0.067 кг. 
   

 

 

                             а                                                           б 
 
Фиг.4. Типичные формы зон разрывов (сверху) и расслоений (снизу) в 
слоях, уложенных: а – под 00; б – под 450, в результате сжимающего 
удара 50 Дж ударником массой  3.8 кг. 

 
На фиг. 5 показано распределение повреждённых зон по 

слоям пакета от лицевой к тыльной поверхности при 
сжимающем ударе. Под относительным размером повреждения 
понимается отношение суммарной площади всех повреждений 
данного типа в данном слое к площади всего участка обшивки 
(фиг. 1). Нижний график (фиг.5) отображает разрывы волокон, 
средний – расслоения, верхний – растрескивания.   

 
 

 
 

Фиг. 5. Относительные размеры повреждений по слоям пакета при 
сжимающем ударе 

 

 

Фиг. 6 иллюстрирует влияние соотношения масса/скорость 
ударника на наибольшие размеры повреждений при 
сжимающем ударе.  

 

 
Фиг. 6. Относительные размеры максимальных повреждений от 
энергии сжимающего удара для 2-х различных масс:   
разрывы при m=3.8 кг (1) и m=0.067 кг (3); расслоения при m=3.8 кг (2) 

и m=0.067 кг (4) 
 
При изгибающем ударе появляются дополнительные 
периферийные зоны повреждений, связанные с влиянием 
изменения геометрии объекта и граничных условий. Это 
влияние при прочих равных условиях тем значительнее, чем 
больше масса ударника. Поэтому эффект масса/скорость при 
изгибающем ударе и сравнительно небольших размерах 
мишени не столь однозначен, как в случае сжимающего удара. 
Как уже отмечалось, при ударе малой скорости и большой 
массы, преобладающей является первая форма 
деформированной поверхности мишени. С этим связано 
намного более выраженное, чем при ударе большой скорости и 
малой массы влияние граничных условий и изменений 
площади сечения. Следовательно, при сравнительно 
небольших размерах объекта периферийные зоны 
повреждений, возникающие под влиянием вышеназванных 
факторов, могут сливаться с зонами повреждений от 
контактных напряжений, вызванных ударом. Фиг.7.  
 

 
Фиг. 7.  Относительные размеры максимальных повреждений в слоях, 
уложенных под 00 от энергии изгибающего удара для 2-х различных 
масс: разрывы при m=3.8 кг (1) и m=0.067 кг (3);     расслоения при 

m=3.8 кг (2) и m=0.067 кг (4) 
 
На фиг.8 и фиг.9 показаны формы повреждений в локальной 
зоне в окрестностях точки первоначального контакта, а на фиг. 
10 и фиг. 11 – полные повреждения. В подобных случаях в 
результате удара малой скорости и большой массы возможны 
большие размеры повреждений по сравнению с ударом 
большой скорости и малой массы, особенно в слоях с 
ненулевой укладкой. 

 

 

 

Фиг.8.          а                     б    Фиг.9.            а                     б 
Фиг. 8. Типичные формы зон разрывов (сверху) и расслоений (снизу) в 
локальной зоне слоёв, уложенных: а – под 00; б – под 450, в результате 
изгибающего удара 50 Дж ударником массой 0.067 кг. 
Фиг. 9. Типичные формы зон разрывов (сверху) и расслоений (снизу) в 
локальной зоне слоёв, уложенных: а – под 00; б – под 450, в результате 
изгибающего удара 50 Дж ударником массой 3.8 кг. 
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Фиг.10.        а                     б   Фиг.11.            а                     б 
 
Фиг. 10. Типичные формы зон разрывов (сверху) и расслоений (снизу) 
в слоях, уложенных: а – под 00; б – под 450, в результате изгибающего 
удара 50 Дж ударником массой 0.067 кг. 
 
Фиг. 11. Типичные формы зон разрывов (сверху) и расслоений (снизу) 
в слоях, уложенных: а – под 00; б – под 450, в результате изгибающего 
удара 50 Дж ударником массой 3.8 кг. 
 

4. Заключение 
 

По результатам выполненной работы могут быть сделаны 
следующие выводы: 
1. Размеры повреждений уменьшаются по глубине пакета до 

некоторого минимума в средних слоях, в нижних слоях 
снова возрастают. 

2. Размеры повреждений, нанесённых сжимающим ударом 
малой массы и большой скорости, больше размеров 
повреждений, нанесённых сжимающим ударом большой 
массы и малой скорости при одной и той же ударной 
энергии. Эта разница увеличивается по мере возрастания 
энергии.  

3. Энергия 50 Дж является пороговой для сжимающего удара 
массой 3.8 кг, т. е. при дальнейшем увеличении энергии 
заметного роста повреждений не наблюдается. Напротив, 
при массе ударника 0.067 кг пороговое значение энергии 
сжимающего удара в расчётном диапазоне достигнуто не 
было, размеры повреждений с ростом энергии продолжают 
увеличиваться. 

4. Размеры повреждений, вызванных контактными 
напряжениями от изгибающего удара малой массы и 
большой скорости, больше размеров повреждений, 
вызванных контактными напряжениями от изгибающего 
удара большой массы и малой скорости при одной и той же 
ударной энергии. Напротив, размеры периферийных зон, 
вызванных влиянием изменения площади поперечного 
сечения объекта и граничных условий, становятся 
заметными при изгибающем ударе большой массы и малой 
скорости. Вклад этих зон в общие площади повреждений 
повышается по мере увеличения ударной энергии и при 
больших энергиях становится преобладающим. Названные 
зоны являются не ожидаемыми и плохо поддающимися 
обнаружению, следовательно, представляют повышенную 
опасность с точки зрения  эксплуатационной безопасности.  

5. Повреждающие последствия изгибающего удара, как 
правило, больше, чем сжимающего. 

6. По данным расчётов наибольшие размеры повреждений 
наблюдаются в слоях, уложенных под 450, что особенно 
характерно для изгибающего удара большой массы. Это 
может быть объяснено эффектами межслойного сдвига при 
переходе укладки, а также геометрии объекта и граничных 
условий.   

7. Предполагается, что размеры и форма визуально заметного 
ударного повреждения могут быть оценены по 
рассчитанным размерам и форме зоны полных разрушений. 
Так, сжимающий удар энергией 50 Дж при массе ударника 
3.8 кг наносит визуально заметное повреждение на лицевой 
поверхности на глубину 6 верхних слоёв пакета площадью 
около 0.5%  от общей площади лицевой поверхности 
исследуемого объекта.     

Два последних вывода нуждаются в дополнительной 
экспериментальной проверке. 
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Abstract: In this paper an analysis of the experimental testing of across frames of bus T715 upgrading, manufactured from different 
quality materials, is given. Obtained results were used for impact assessment of the material quality on carrying capacity of across frames.  
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1. Introduction 
Increase of the maximum values of vehicles speed, especially of 

buses, as well as increased need for mobility of the population 
which is an imperative for the modern way of living, lead to the 
increase of the number of traffic accidents at global level. Death 
casualties coming as a consequence of interior deformations in the 
vehicle, even more impose the need of detail testing of the buses 
construction and implementation of constructive solutions, which 
will provide safety area of passenger to stay secure even during the 
worst cases of traffic accident. To achieve this aim, it is necessary 
support structures at buses to be projected regarding absorbed 
energy during turnings over.  

Projection of the support structures and constructions links in 
the buses referring absorbed energy during turnings over, should be 
done in such a way that frame doesn’t jeopardize safety area for 
passengers.  

 

2. Static testing of buses upgrading 
 

Testing were performed only on one type of passenger bus, 
making three across frames from different materials: S235JRH 
according to DIN EN 10025, S355NH according to DIN EN 10131 
and x5CrNi810 according to DIN 17455, which are used in the 
production program of Motor Coach Industry. Before start of the 
testing, a laboratory testing of materials quality was performed. 
Results of the testing are given in table 1.  

Table 1: Chemical characteristics of the materials 

Basic characteriscs of the materials 

 C Si Mn P 

S235JRH 0.17 - 1.50 0.04 

S355NH 0.22 0.55 0.9-1.65 0.035 

x5CrNi1810  0.07 1.0 2.0 - 

Basic characteriscs of the materials 

 S N Ni Cr 

S235JRH 0.04 0.009 - - 

S355NH 0.03 0.015 - - 

x5CrNi1810  0.03 - 9.5-10.5 17-19 

 

From the testing of across frames, an F-L tables as well as F-L 
diagrams for adequate types of used materials are obtained.  

Giving a determinate force F in the upper part of the across 
frame directed towards point of impact at the pendulum, a 
measurements for every new position of the vertical from across 
frame were made.  

 

2.1. Testing of across frames of buses made of different 
quality materials 

 

In this part of the paper, a testing of across frames of buses in 
order to obtain F-L diagrams in elastic and plastic area is 
elaborated. Namely, a three across frames of the upgrading are 
made using the following materials: S235JRH, S355NH and 
x5CrNi810. 

The testing is with normal force in the area where simulation of 
turning over has to be preformed; to be precise, a pendulum impact 
referring normal force at adequate height from the frame is under 
the angle of 15˚. 

2.2. Testing of one across frame field “4” from bus (third 
across after the driver seat) from material with quality 
S235JHR 

 

In the first case, an across frame from bus upgrading is used, 
fourth after the wind field frame (because during the turnings over 
the greatest deformations are expected in that part), fixed in the 
lower across belt. 

 
Fig 1: Measurement points of deformations  

 

2.3.  Testing of one across frame fixed in the basis and in the 
floor level (field “4” from quality material S355NH) 

 

With purpose of establishing the impact of material quality, an 
across frame with the same geometric characteristics as the previous 
one, is manufactured from steel S355NH with increased firmness. 
For this frame the same equipment has been used, with an only 
difference that the frame was fixed on the floor level, in order to 
simulate support structures.  

The testing were made in the same way as for the first frame, 
with static successive burdening on the frame, during which the 
starting deformations appeared under the same burden compared to 
the previous frame.  
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2.4.   Testing of one frame field “4” from material quality 
x5CrNi1810 with enforcement of the critical nodes 

 

The frame is made from un-corroded steel x5CrNi1810, but 
referring static and geometric characteristics with frame 
construction made from constructive steel S355NH or S235JHR. 
On the frame, carriers for seats were placed.  

The frame was fixed on the floor level.  

On the basis on made theoretical analysis [7], it can be stated 
that a further additional corrections on the support frame is needed, 
in order to improve its strength deformational characteristics. 
Theoretically, many constructive solutions are analyzed and 
improvements on them have been made. On the basis on this 
analysis a constructive solution is achieved, which predicts 
adequate enforcement of the frame nodes, which solutions are 
applied on the experimental model. If these experimental testing are 
satisfying, their application on the total construction on bus is 
possible.   

The testing methodology is with continuously increase of the 
force and measurement of the deformations in the points a, b and c.  

 
Fig. 2: Transverse frame 

 
Fig. 3: Initial deformations of transverse square tube 

 
Fig. 4: Deformations on link between vertical and roof tube 

 

 

3. Results from the frame testing 
 

The first across frame which was tested is made from material 
S235JHR and with a dimensions that are suitable for the real 
dimensions of the across frame of the bus. During the tests of the 
first across frame, successive increases on the force were made, 
with which a frame was loaded with a 200 [N]. A deformations 
measurement in the three points a, b and c on the vertical axis of the 
frame was performed. 

After each new given load, the frame was returned in its 
primary position, and every next load was bigger for 200 [N], 
compared with the previous one. 

The second frame was made from more qualitative material, 
S355NH, with the same geometric characteristics on the across 
sections and testing conditions as for the previously tested frame. 
The results from the testing are given in table 2. Obtained results 
are insignificantly different from the previous ones, and first plastic 
yokes and beginning of the crash of the frame emerge on the same 
spots.  

Table 2: Results from the testing of the across frame made from quality 
material S355NH 

F [N] 500 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 

a [mm] 0 0 0 0 0 0 

b [mm] 1 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 

c [mm] 15 23 30 37 44 52 

F [N] 0 1600 1800 0 2000 0 

a [mm] 0 0 0 0 0 0 

b [mm] 0 4 5,0 0 5,5 1 

c [mm] 0 52 59 0 66 5 

 

On that spots, the specified pressure grows, and on the links a 
deformations on the longitudinal pipes from the increased surface 
pressure appears.  

The first noticeable deformations appear in the node “d1” and 
“d2”, during a load of 2000 [N] in the longitudinal quadrate pipe, 
50x50x2 [mm], which in the same time is a major link between 
upgraded and lower part of the support structures.  

On the third frame, which was made from x5CrNi1810, a 
testing was performed in the same way. Obtained F-L (abc) diagram 
in the adequate points, unlike the previous diagrams, here the loads 
until the first deformations were bigger for 70%.  

Table 3: Results from the testing of the across frame made from quality 
material x5CrNi1810 

F [N] 600 800 1000 1200 1400 

a [mm] 0 0 0 0 0 

b [mm] 0,1 0,5 1,0 1,5 1,5 

c [mm] 8 16 24 30 35 

F [N] 1600 1800 2000 0 2200 

a [mm] 0 0 0 0 0 

b [mm] 1,5 2,0 2,5 0 3 

c [mm] 40 45 51 0 57 
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F [N] 2400 2600 0 2800 3000 

a [mm] 0 0 0 0 0 

b [mm] 3 3 0 3 3,5 

c [mm] 63 70 1 79 88 

F [N] 0 3200 3400 0 3600 

a [mm] 0 0 0 0 0 

b [mm] 0 4 4 1 4 

c [mm] 6 97 113 20 120 

F [N] 3800 0 4000 4150 4300 

a [mm] 0 0 0 0 0 

b [mm] 4,5 1 5,0 6,0 6,0 

c [mm] 156 50 182 225 252 

F [N] 4150 4000 3200 2800  

a [mm] 0 0 0 0  

b [mm] 6 7 8 9  

c [mm] 350 405 455 535  

 

Diagram display of the obtained results, F-b and F-c diagrams 
for the two characteristic points are given in the figure 5. 

 
Fig. 5: F-L (b,c) diagram 

The first noticeable deformations appear in the node “l1” 
(measurement point b), during the load of 2800 [N] on the vertical 
quadrate pipe, 40x40x2 [mm], immediately above enforcements in 
that node.  

During the load of 3200 [N], a noticeable deformations start in 
the node “d1” (measurement point b on the contrary side), on the 
contrary side of the vertical pipes, 40x40x2 [mm].  

With further loading over 3300 [N], deformation growth is 
bigger, because construction is deformed under another functional 
dependency.   

The stretching in the node “l1” (measurement point b) continued 
until the load of 4150 [N], under which the first deformations in the 
node “d2” (measurement point b) appeared under the load of 4300 
[N], under which deformation growth suddenly increases, the force 
begins to decrease and construction crash happens.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

Increase of the quality class of basic material from S235JHR to 
quality S355NH, from which a bus construction is made, increases 
the power of energy absorption only for 2-3%. 

Installment of the basic material from un-corroded steel 
x5CrNi1818 with increased limit for yield has positive influence on 
accumulation power of energy, because with an increase of the limit 
of yield a primal impact is mitigated as well as the effect of the 
local influences. Therefore, the appearance of leaking, as well as 
appearance of plastic yokes is with some delay.   

The increased price of cost of the bus construction made from 
basic material with quality x5CrNi1818 is incomparably small 
compared with the successfulness and the effects which are 
obtained referring the corrosion protection, longer exploitation 
period, and smaller weight – mass of the bus in total.  
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